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ABSTRACT
Using the technique o f non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM), the
structural properties o f DNA and protein complexes were studied at the single
molecule level and at high-resolution. The electrical properties o f these
biomolecules were then investigated using an electrode setup. This work focussed
on the visualisation o f DNA strands, nucleosomes, PUT3 protein and DNA-PUT3
complexes and the effect o f protein on the conductivity o f DNA. NC-AFM
experiments were performed in vacuum and results were compared to tapping
mode AFM (TM-AFM) experiments performed in air. The detailed structure of
DNA strands 2-kilobase-pairs (kbp) in length, deposited on gold substrates, was
observed for the first time using NC-AFM without the need for chemicalanchoring techniques. Measurements made on individual DNA molecules
revealed a strand length o f 700 ran which was in good agreement with the
calculated length o f 680 nm for a liner 2-kbp DNA molecule. The average height
o f the DNA was 1.37 nm compared to 2 nm as determined with X-ray
crystallography. Images o f nucleosomes on mica revealed unprecedented detail
with line profiles indicating peaks o f 3-4 nm corresponding to DNA wrapped
twice around the nucleosome core. DNA-PUT3 complexes were observed using a
very high spring constant cantilever for NC-AFM. The measured diameter o f
PUT3 was 70 nm with corresponding height ~11 nm. Similar diameters were
recorded using TM-AFM but with lower height ~2-2.5 nm. The difference in
height is possibly attributed to the non-invasive nature o f NC-AFM compared to
tapping-mode which may have compressed soft samples into the surface. Currentvoltage (I-V) measurements were performed on DNA-PUT3 samples and those
prepared in binding buffer gave elevated currents at +5 V (I = 73-115 nA)
compared to samples containing an equivalent concentration o f DNA prepared
with water (I = 0.4-3.6 nA). The presence o f binding buffer appeared to improve
current readings possibly by interacting with molecules via ‘doping’ to give to
metallic-DNA (M-DNA) or by promoting DNA-PUT3 complex formation. The
preferential bonding o f DNA-PUT3 complexes to gold electrodes is suggested as
a possible interpretation.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
Silicon microchips provide the backbone o f today’s technology. They are products o f
momentous developments in electronics over the past four decades. At present
fabrication o f these microchips is big business and the worldwide silicon industry
estimated at some $300 billion1. The number o f transistors interconnected on an
individual chip has grown to hundreds o f millions from just a few tens o f transistors
and metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors now measure a thousandth o f their
original size. In 1965, Gordon Moore made a famous prediction that the number o f
transistors on a single chip would double every two years. In actual fact, the average
number o f transistors doubled every 18 months. In 2005, the Intel “Itanium 2”
processor contained some 410 million transistors each having a size o f 45 nm,
concentrated in a 3 cm chip, processing hundreds o f millions o f commands per
second2. In 2006, up-to-date figures reveal that the transistor with feature size ~30
nm is in high production with an average cost per transistor seven orders o f
magnitude less than those o f size 10 pm forty years ago1.

Although exponential growth is good news for chip manufacturers, it is unclear how
long this miniaturisation trend can continue. It is increasingly difficult to fabricate
smaller and smaller device components using conventional ‘top-down’ approaches to
silicon-based devices. For example, traditional photolithography is physically limited
by the wavelength o f the radiation used.

Furthermore device components have

practical limits set by the emergence o f current leakages {i.e. at small gate lengths)
and parasitic effects (small contact sizes lead to higher contact resistances and
problems with contact-to-gate capacitance). For nanoscale devices, these effects are
disastrous if other factors are not scaled accordingly1,3. Even if improved fabrication
methods allow device components to shrink, complications may still arise when
actually trying to connect billions o f tiny components. Since this economicallydriven industry is continually pushing towards ‘smaller; faster, cheaper’ devices and
fundamental size limits do indeed exist, the future o f silicon microchips is uncertain.

The timescale for implementation o f drastically new materials in devices is estimated
at 30 years1 and therefore intense research is required during this time if alternatives
to silicon are to be found and sufficiently developed.

Much research is indeed directed towards finding alternative materials and/or
alternative fabrication methods to overcome these envisaged difficulties and to
encourage the next micro-electronics revolution. Instead o f shaping matter into
smaller and smaller pieces as in ‘top-down’ processes, one interesting concept is to
assemble devices using an interdisciplinary ‘bottom-up’ approach. This involves the
placing o f atoms and molecules precisely where needed, atom-by-atom or moleculeby-molecule using knowledge gained from biology, chemistry and physics. Indeed
these ‘bottom-up’ approaches are elegantly demonstrated with uttermost complexity
in the biological world as a result o f billions o f years o f evolution. Nucleic acids
assemble into chains several thousands o f units long; pre-programmed molecularbased sequences o f amino acids form complex proteins and information is processed
in transcription o f DNA sequences. Self-assembly is just one o f the unique
capabilities o f biomolecules but is one that is being actively sought for exploitation
in future nano-devices.

Materials for molecular wires are o f particular interest. When one considers DNA as
a potential candidate, the prospect o f a self-assembling molecular wire having a
diameter o f just 2 nm becomes irresistibly attractive. DNA interactions can be
reliably predicted such as the complementary base-pairing. The simple but effective
properties o f DNA ensure genetic information is efficiently stored and passed on to
future generations via its precise replication. Significant developments in the
biotechnology industry have given rise to superior handling o f DNA and related
molecules by predictable enzyme manipulation and automated methods that allow
DNA sequences to be amplified in macroscopic amounts with relative ease. O f
course biomolecules do have limitations and these may include a limited supply o f
initial materials, performance degradation at elevated temperatures and possibly poor
structural performance over long time spans. Such issues may be overcome or even
avoided in many applications if, for example, supplies o f molecules are maintained,
self-repair mechanisms are incorporated and the temperature o f the environment is
controlled. Novel techniques for studying structure and behaviour o f biomolecules

are becoming increasingly valuable. The revolution o f scanning probe microscopy
(SPM) allows physical and electrical properties o f single molecules to be examined
perhaps for the first time. Non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) is one o f
the more recently developed modes o f AFM operation where a cantilever tip is
oscillated above the substrate in a UHV environment and does not make contact with
the substrate under normal imaging conditions. Compared to other modes such as
contact-mode and tapping-mode AFM which are performed in the repulsive force
regime, non-contact mode uses the weak attractive tip-sample forces. In NC-AFM,
samples are less prone to lateral forces caused by tip-sample interactions and the
structural integrity o f samples is maintained so that chemical modifications for
fixation to substrate may not be necessary. The present level o f knowledge in
molecular biology and electronics implies bio-molecular electronics (or bio
electronics) is indeed a viable option and one worth pursuing4,5,6. It is envisaged that
realistic design approaches based on bio-molecular structures interacting with
external macroscopic structures will aid their subsequent implementation into
electronic devices. Even if the inherent properties o f molecules such as DNA are
unsuitable, it may be possible to manipulate the structure and even metallize them
since it is the self-assembling property o f molecules that molecular electronics aims
to exploit for wires, diodes, interconnects, switches, gates, transistors and sensors7.

Charge transport properties o f molecules do not only depend on those inherent to the
molecule but also on external factors. For instance, the metal-molecule contact is
targeted during charge injection before charge can be transferred along the structure
core. The ideal molecule-substrate should not induce additional electrical barriers
against electron transport at the interface.

The first step in considering bio-molecular components for future devices is to study
their structural and electrical properties under non-physiological conditions.
Countless experiments have been performed by others to measure the conductivity o f
DNA but no definitive answer has been unveiled. The general consensus is that
conductivity is highly dependent on sample preparation, composition and method o f
probing8. In contrast, the number o f reports considering the attachment o f DNA to
electrodes is relatively small in comparison to these other investigated factors.
Electrode contacts that facilitate electron transport are highly desirable in all

situations and since there may be some question as to whether the DNA molecule is
actually in ‘intimate’ contact with metal electrodes further research is desirable.
DNA-binding proteins bind site-specifically to DNA and may provide the necessary
‘intimate’ contact between DNA molecular wires and external substrates and
electrodes.

To embark on such research, a detailed study into the underlying structures o f DNA
and proteins is performed. Non-contact AFM is the technique chosen for the study
due to its high resolution capabilities and non-invasive nature. Since this is a
relatively new technique especially in its application to bio-molecular analyses,
experiments are performed on a variety o f different samples to determine its overall
capabilities. Results o f well-known structures can be compared to those from more
established methods (e.g. X-ray crystallography) and those lesser well-known can be
correlated with that o f recent journals. Naturally this study aids the development o f
appropriate techniques for successful structure analysis o f single molecules. Such
imaging studies are designed to provide an awareness o f DNA’s interactions with
substrates and binding proteins and the accuracy to which data is recorded. To the
knowledge o f the author, research into the effect o f proteins on the conductivity o f
DNA is a novel concept which makes use o f the pre-programmed self-assembly o f
biomolecules. Therefore, the aim o f the project is extended to perform currentvoltage (I-V) measurements on DNA strands with protein molecules attached. This
approach is very much in its infancy but ultimately such an approach may improve
the nature o f the DNA-electrode contact which may then affect the overall
measurements o f DNA’s conductivity.

1.2 Thesis Organisation
C h ap ter 1 has presented a summary o f the current state o f miniaturization o f semi
conductor devices to-date and addresses the problem o f future fabrication processes.
The objectives o f this project were expressed, aiming to develop the techniques
necessary for performing an in-depth, high-resolution study o f single molecules and
to determine their I-V characteristics. The project seeks to determine the feasibility
o f using protein anchoring groups for improvement o f the DNA-electrode contact
which then may affect the overall conductivity measured for DNA.

C hapter 2 explores the structure and roles o f both DNA and protein and thenpresent-day laboratory handling techniques. Their self-assembling properties are
discussed alongside the anticipated advantages and possible disadvantages o f
incorporating them into nano-devices. A literature review o f DNA electronics is
provided and the current theories o f DNA’s charge transport are given.

C hapter 3 addresses the principles o f Atomic Force Microscopy. Principles o f
atomic forces are described with their application to AFM. The theory o f frequency
and amplitude modulation for signal detection is given which govern non-contact and
tapping-modes. The unique advantages particular to each mode are discussed and
their suitable applications.

C h ap ter 4 describes the main experimental techniques o f the project. Details
concerning sample preparation are given as well as practicalities o f AFM operation
(VT Beam Deflection AFM and Dimension 3100 AFM systems) and their feedback
mechanisms and the logging o f experimental data.

C h ap ter 5 presents high-resolution imaging results o f DNA, protein and DNAprotein complexes. The high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM are demonstrated
and data is compared with expected values o f well-known structures. Preparation o f
lesser well-known samples is discussed, along with the difficulties encountered and
the particular methods for overcoming them. Results o f the imaging study are
reviewed and compared with other techniques commonly used in structure analysis
in molecular biology.

C h ap ter 6 presents results o f electrical conductivity measurements made on DNA
and protein structures. Electrodes are used in conjunction with such work and were
fabricated with electron-beam lithography. These were subject to AFM analysis for
verification o f gap size and cleanliness. A comparison study is performed amongst
the different samples and an in-depth discussion o f results given.

C h ap ter 7 expresses the conclusion o f this work. Results are discussed in terms o f
the overall success o f the project. Future works are suggested which may build on the
ideas and results presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
Bio-Molecules for Bio-Electronics
2.1 Introduction
The organisation o f biological molecules in space influences their behaviour. Once it
is known it may be possible to predict their reactions and apply it to different
situations. Individual biological molecules that are relatively well understood in the
biological world may provide a solution to the problems associated with nano
fabrication o f electronics devices. Compared with traditional semiconductor
electronics which is based on the behaviour o f atoms, biological macro-molecules
self-assemble using sophisticated molecular machinery and contain many diverse
structural motifs. Fundamental mechanisms o f charge transport will also depend on
the molecule’s organisation in space and so it vital to firstly determine their structure.
The strand-like nature o f DNA implies it may be suited for a molecular wire. Studies
into DNA’s conductivity have already been performed by others and a myriad o f
results have been reported. It appears that DNA’s conductivity is very much
dependent on factors such as sample composition and choice o f experimental
apparatus.

Protein is a second potentially useful component for nano-devices. Proteins exist
with different electronic charges and in principle one could utilise or even ‘engineer’
its properties in a future design process. Protein’s affinity for particular substrates
could possibly be controlled by inducing conformational changes or by shifting its
native charge.

In this chapter, the structural aspects o f DNA and protein are addressed which are
paramount for their understanding in nanoscience, a literature review o f others’ work
is performed regarding the current theories o f charge transfer in DNA, and the effects
o f molecule-substrate contact are discussed. This chapter aids interpretation of
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) results and provides the background necessary for
investigating DNA’s conductivity.

2.2 DNA
2.2.1 Biological Im portance
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is the storage medium for genetic information12. It is
typically found in the nucleus of human cells where it undergoes many degrees of
coiling as shown in Figure 2.1. Strands are protected and preserved for maximum
space efficiency and stability.
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Figure 2.1. DNA is typically found in the nucleus of cells and associates with basic histone
proteins during its compaction into the nucleus.

Genetic information encoded in the chemical language o f DNA contributes to all
organisms’ physiological, anatomical properties and behavioural characteristics and
therefore preservation of DNA sequences is crucial.

2.2.2 Structure o f N ucleic Acids
DNA is a linear unbranched polymeric structure made from monomeric subunits or
nucleotides13. Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate group, a 2'-deoxyribose (a 5carbon sugar) and one o f four nitrogenous bases (Figure 2.2). Note that nucleoside
refers to the base-sugar combination only. A numbering terminology is derived from
carbon atoms in the sugar ring: the sugar is a pentose composed of five carbon atoms
numbered 1', 2' ... (Fig. 2.2A). For DNA, ‘2' -deoxyribose’ indicates that this

particular sugar is a derivative o f ribose but the hydroxyl (-OH) group attached to the
2' -carbon of ribose has been replaced by a hydrogen (-H) group. The four bases are
adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T) (Fig. 2.2B).
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Figure 2.2. (A) The nucleotide consists of a phosphate group, a sugar and a base. (B) In DNA,
the four bases are A, C, G and T.

Adenine and guanine are purine bases and contain a double-ring made o f carbon and
nitrogen. Cytosine and thymine are pyrimidine bases and are single-ringed. Purines
and pyrimidines differ in their number and placement o f hydrogen bond donor and
acceptor groups thereby giving bases unique structural identities to serve as genetic
information. The carbon and nitrogen atoms in the pyrimidine and purine rings are
numbered 1 to 6 and 1 to 9 respectively. Figure 2.3 shows hydrogen bonding which
takes place between complementary bases: A pairs with T and C pairs with T.
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Figure 2.3. Complementary base-pairing of nucleotides. (A) T bonds with A via two hydrogen
bonds. (B) C bonds with G via hydrogen three bonds.

Carbonyl oxygens and ringed nitrogens provide hydrogen bond acceptors for the
amino groups’ hydrogen bond donors. Bonding between bases G and C is more
stable than A and T as one more hydrogen bond is involved. The aromatic nature of
the bases means they are rigid planar molecules which allow uniform stacking within
the helix. Such stacking provides protection for the chemical identity o f bases. The
presence o f phosphate groups in DNA gives it an overall negative charge when in
solution at physiological pH.

Nucleotides are linked through phosphodiester bonds to form polynucleotides. A
single DNA chain begins with a free phosphate group at the 5' carbon o f the
deoxyribose ring; additional nucleotides join via phosphodiester bonds linking
hydroxyl groups at the 3' carbon atom of one sugar with the phosphate 5' carbon
atom of a neighbouring sugar; the chain ends in a free hydroxyl group at the 3'
carbon in the last sugar. By convention DNA sequences are written in the 5'-to-3'
direction.

Two polynucleotide chains are wound around each other creating an

antiparallel double-stranded helix. One polynucleotide chain runs in the 5'-to-3'
direction while the second runs in the 3'-to-5' direction (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4. Two polynucleotide chains are wound around each in an antiparallel helix.
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2.2.3 The Double Helix
James Watson and Francis Crick first proposed the double helix structure for DNA in
19534 (Figure 2.5). This is B-DNA, a right-handed helix which is the most common
conformation and probably the most biologically significant2. The two linear
polynucleotide chains are coiled in anti-parallel fashion around a central axis so that
each base lies perpendicular to the axis and is covalently bound to the backbone and
hydrogen-bonded to its complementary counterpart.

M ajor G ro o v e

360 = one
helical turn
10.5 bp per turn

B a se P air Tilt-6 °

Helix Pitch
M inor G ro o v e

35.7 A

3.4 A
Axial R ise

Helix Diameter

20 A
Figure 2.5. The double helix contains 10.5-bp per helical turn2. The helix diameter is 20
pitch 35.7 A for 10.5-bp (or ~3.4 nm for 10-bp).

The diameter o f the DNA molecule is 2 nm (20

A with

A). Inside the helix, bases are

stacked vertically 0.34 nm apart. One complete helix turn contains 10.5 base pairs (bp) and is 3.57 nm in length. Major and minor grooves alternate throughout the
structure and are used as recognition sites for other molecules. Different salt
concentrations can induce different conformations and it is possible for the DNA to
undergo a reversible change from B-DNA to A-DNA which is composed o f
relatively dehydrated fibres; Z-DNA is a left-handed helix.

2.2.4 Replication, Cloning and PCR
Standard biological laboratory techniques allow straightforward handling and
manipulation of DNA so that individual genes can be studied with immense

convenience1. For cloning, DNA and cloning vectors are digested by either
restriction enzymes or sonication. Digests are then cloned or fragmented further and
purified by removal from an agarose gel. Both DNA fragment and vector should
have compatible ends to be ligated together to form a recombinant molecule.
Recombinant DNA molecules are introduced into a bacterium (e.g. Escherichia coli
or Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and then replicated as directed by the vector to give
identical copies.

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was developed in 1985 and is a powerful and
convenient method o f isolating and creating pure multiple copies o f specific DNA
sequences. Enzymatic amplification increases the number o f copies for DNA
fragments up to -6000 base pairs in length and can take just a few hours.
Amplification of the whole human genome comprising approximately 3,000,000,000
-bp is attainable by PCR if it is split into Gkb segments. PCR is especially sensitive
and allows small samples o f DNA to be copied numerous times so it can be used in
medical and biological applications (e.g. genetic identification, cloning of genes and
detection of hereditary diseases). The first cycle of PCR is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. The first cycle of PCR: double strands are split, annealed with primers and new
copies are synthesised.
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One or more target DNA molecules are mixed in a buffer reaction containing a
supply o f single nucleotides (dNTPs), a thermostable DNA polymerase ‘Taq’
(Thermus aquaticus) and oligonucleotide primers [forward (F) and reverse (R)]
whose sequences of 17-30 nucleotides are designed to be complimentary to the target
DNA. Heating to 94 °C causes denaturation and strands separate. Cooling to 45-60
°C allows primers to hybridise to complementary target DNA. Primers attach at
either side of the segment that is to be copied provided their sequences are
complimentary to the DNA. Primers cannot anneal at the correct locations if the
sequences are not complimentary (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. (A) Primers are designed to complement sections of DNA. (A) If primers cannot
anneal no replication occurs. (B) Primers determine which part of DNA is copied.

Annealing temperature depends on primer length and sequence. Heating to 72 °C
allows the Taq polymerase to bind at the free 3 "-end o f each bound oligonucleotide,
and free dNTPs are used for synthesis o f a new DNA strand in the 5'-to-3" direction
extending the sequence beyond that o f the primers. For one strand o f DNA the
heating-cooling-heating process results in 2 copies o f target DNA (or one set o f ‘long
products’). The polynucleotides have identical 5' ends and randomly terminated 3'
ends and act as templates for the next DNA synthesis. ‘Short products’ are formed in
subsequent cycles with 5' and 3' ends both set by the primer annealing locations.
Cycles are automated and repeated numerous times to give exponential yield of

DNA. The expected amplification is 30 million-fold after 25 cycles and such
quantities are achieved. PCR products can be analysed using agarose gel
electrophoresis: a single band is revealed if the target DNA sequence has been
successfully amplified.

For the work o f this thesis, 30-35 cycles o f PCR were carried out for the fabrication
o f DNA strands with protein PUT3 binding sites.

2.3 Protein
2.3.1 Biological Role
Proteins are fundamental structural elements found in all cells and tissues, and play a
key role in all life processes {i.e. catalysis, structure, motion, recognition, and
regulation)5. Proteins in the form o f enzymes, digest food; those in the form of
collagen, actin, myosin and intermediate filaments determine structure and motion o f
cells and organisms; antibody proteins provide protection from disease; membrane
proteins control ion transport and intercellular recognition, and proteins also regulate
gene expression. Mechanisms for protein self-assembly have evolved with extreme
accuracy since even small defects in their structure can be disastrous for the
individual {e.g. disease). The intricate structures o f protein play the decisive role in
their destined biological activity and compared to DNA which uses one-dimensional
positioning along its strands proteins perform lock and key bonding in three
dimensions. To understand how proteins fulfil their vital roles in life and how they
could possibly be exploited for bio-electronics, it is necessary to study the
arrangement o f proteins in space. The basic properties o f protein are therefore
described in the following sections.

2.3.2 Structure o f Proteins
Proteins are genetically encoded by DNA and contain 20 different a-am ino acid
building blocks3. Nineteen o f these amino acids contain a central (a) carbon atom
with a hydrogen atom attached, an amino group (NH 2 ), a carboxyl group (COOH)
and a side chain (R) group, as shown in Figure 2.8. Amino acids are categorized into
acidic, basic, hydrophilic (polar), and hydrophobic (non-polar) depending on their R
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group. The chemical reactivity of polypeptides depends on the R groups present and
such groups dictate the final shape that the polypeptide assumes from their
stabilizing and repulsive forces with other groups.

The R groups of the non-polar, alipathic amino acids (Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, lie and
Pro) are without chemically reactive functional groups. When these amino acids are
present in a polypeptide’s backbone, they interact via hydrophobic interactions. Six
amino acids are polar but uncharged: two of these, cysteine and methionine contain a
sulphur atom. The side chain of methionine is non-polar and fairly unreactive
although susceptible to oxidation.

COOH

I
H -

C — r
I

NH2

Figure 2.8. The general structure of an amino acid. R groups are different for each amino acid.

The thiol (-C-SH) portion o f cysteine’s R group is the most reactive functional group
of any amino acid side-chain and can form complexes with various metal ions.
Covalent linkages called disulphide bridges can form between two cysteine amino
acids at different positions in the polypeptide. The amino acid proline is unusual in
that its R group forms a direct covalent bond with the nitrogen atom o f the free
amino group in other amino acids.

Amino acids join to form short polymer chains or peptides and polypeptides. The
currently accepted nomenclature states that polypeptides contain approximately 1550 amino acid residues whilst those composed o f fewer than 15 are termed
oligopeptides. Peptides are assembled into proteins which contain 50 or more amino
acids. Whole proteins vary from peptides o f a few amino acids with molecular
weight o f a few hundred daltons to large proteins with over 3000 amino acids in
excess o f 300,000 daltons. The majority o f proteins have molecular weight within the
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range o f 10,000-150,000 daltons. Multi-subunit aggregates (e.g.

10

dimers or

tetrameters) may also be formed. Proteins can be spherical, globular, or asymmetric
in shape. Fibrous proteins tend to adopt simpler 3D shapes and are usually elongated
compared to globular proteins. Typical globular polypeptides have diameter 50-100

A.
2.3.3 Levels o f O rganisation
Different levels o f organisation exist within proteins1,5. Primary structure refers to
the number and sequence of amino acids sequentially linked through peptide bonds.
Secondary structure expresses the local three-dimensional arrangement of the
peptide backbone. Two common forms o f secondary structure are the a-helix and 13sheet (Figure 2.9).

Both structures are stabilized by hydrogen bonds between

different amino acids in the polypeptide.

Figure 2.9. The secondary structures of protein3. (A) An a-helix (B) A p-pleated sheet.

For the a-helix, intramolecular hydrogen bonds are aligned parallel with helix axis
and it is characterized through a well-defined amino acid residue per turn or helix
pitch (Fig. 2.9A). The most common form has ~3.6 amino acid residues per turn. For
(3-sheets, hydrogen bonds are formed between neighboring polypeptide chains (Fig.
2.9B). Chains can be aligned parallel or anti-parallel to each other. For both
secondary structures, the polypeptide chain conformation is determined primarily by
hydrogen bonds.

Tertiary structure refers to the overall shape of an individual peptide chain resulting
from secondary structure elements.

Globular clusters within proteins are termed

domains consisting o f up to 200 amino acids. These are typically tightly folded
regions o f single polypeptides. Domains make up motifs that are composed of
stretches o f secondary structure linked through loops making up a specific 3D
conformation. Quaternary structure refers to the spatial arrangement o f two or more
chains associated by non-covalent interactions or disulfide bonds.

At present most o f the high-resolution structural information o f whole proteins is
attained using diffraction o f X-rays through macromolecular crystals6. X-ray
wavelengths (~1

A) approximately match atomic dimensions (1.5 A for C-C single

bonds) and are therefore diffracted. Collected X-rays cannot be focussed so images
are reconstructed computationally using the theory o f diffraction using intensities of
diffracted waves that are recorded experimentally. Crystals are required for X-ray
diffraction analysis and a typical protein crystal contains more than 1014 aligned
molecules and the averaging o f diffraction intensities is very accurate. The process o f
determining molecular structure consists firstly o f growing crystals and secondly
measuring diffraction data. Phases for structure factors are determined and electron
density maps produced. Atomic models are fitted with the map to provide a structure
model which may be refined through repeated experiments.

Crystal growth o f protein macromolecules is challenging6. Two crucial factors are
protein concentration and purity. The protein mass o f a single X-ray-quality crystal is
small, 10-20 fig but at least 10 mg o f pure material is required at the onset o f a
successful experiment. Micro-techniques (e.g. micro-dialysis, vapour diffusion) are
therefore necessary to make suitable crystals. Practical implementation o f X-ray
diffraction is described elsewhere7.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) offers a second approach for studying protein
chemistry7. This spectroscopic technique is applied to small proteins and site-specific
information can be routinely obtained (e.g. conformation alterations, pKa values,
hydrogen bonding patterns). In a one-dimensional pulse-Fourier transform NMR
experiment, a sample is placed in a uniform magnetic field and subject to a quick
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pulse o f electromagnetic energy with frequency centred at the spectral region o f
interest. The pulse excites all nuclei o f interest {i.e. all !H or all 13C). The brief
magnetization o f sample perpendicular to the static magnetic field generates a signal
at a receiver coil and is detected in the audio frequency range as an offset from the
transmitter radio frequency. The signal is digitised and stored. Fourier transformation
o f this single yields a NMR spectrum where signal intensity is plotted as a function
o f offset frequency from a reference. The frequency is divided by the spectrometer
carrier frequency and shown as a chemical shift in dimensionless units o f parts per
million.

Other approaches include Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy8. Both are used for secondary structure
estimations. UV Fluorescence Spectroscopy is based on intrinsic fluorophor
observations. At present, recombinant DNA techniques allow scarce proteins to be
advantageously ‘manufactured’ in large quantities and so an abundance o f inherently
rare proteins means the rate at which structures are determined has improved. On
solving protein structures, their coordinate sets are held at the Protein Data Bank910.

2.3.4 Additional Properties
It is notoriously difficult to predict protein properties. For a protein with 100 amino
acids, there are three possible conformations per amino acid residue; the time for a
single conformation transition is 10'13 sec, so the optimum conformation after
searching through all potential ones is 1027 years. Ultimately energy minimization
and dynamics will determine the overall protein structure. Additional features that
are inherent to proteins are listed below:

■ Enzym e proteins will bind substrates, effector molecules, cofactors, DNA
templates and some metal ions tightly (e.g. Cu2+, Zn2+, Ca2+, Co2+).
■ Protein charge is determined by the sum o f positively and negatively charged
amino acid residues. Many aspartic and glutamic acid residues give rise to an
overall negative charge, an acid protein. An abundance o f lysine, arginine and
possibly histidine gives rise to a basic protein. The pH o f the buffer solution
influences protein charge. The isoelectric point (pi) is that pH for which the

charge on a protein is zero and it can be determined from the positively and
negatively charged amino acid residues on the protein. In general pi values range
from 4.5-8.5. Charged amino acid residues may be distributed evenly over the
protein surface or can be clustered forming highly positive or highly negative
regions. Non-random distributions can be a discriminating factor between
proteins.
Protein solubility varies tremendously depending on the solvent from
effectively insoluble to soluble to a level o f hundreds o f mg/ml. Ionic strength,
nature o f ions, pH, and solvent polarity are key factors affecting solubility.
Protein density is ~1.4 g/cm3. High quantities o f phosphate in proteins are
considerably denser than average proteins whilst lipid moieties are substantially
less dense. Proteins may be separated using this density gradient factor.
Protein folding is self-assembling in the right conditions. Linear polypeptide
chains rotate about single bonds thereby aiding 3D structure formation.
Hydrophobic, folded proteins ensure their interiors are compacted as organic
crystals which are protected from the solvent. Folded states must be kinetically
accessible and have lower free energy than unfolded states. Free energies o f the
folded states are determined by physical interactions occurring inside the protein
molecule and with the solvent and all entropic factors. The folded state has less
surface area in contact with the solvent allowing non-polar groups to interact
more favourably with each other than with water. The balance between folded
and unfolded states is delicate and determined by the range o f conditions such as
solvent, ionic strength, temperature, pH and pressure.
Proteins are constantly moving even at subzero temperatures or in their
crystalline state. Their atoms undergo vibrations, rotations and small translations
(0.2 -0.5 A).

At higher temperatures (0-60 °C) reversible displacements o f

whole sections o f the protein are observed in aqueous solution. Motion is
determined via the fine balance o f intramolecular, non-covalent interactions such
as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic, ionic and Van der Waals interactions.

At

elevated temperatures (45-85 °C) drastic intramolecular movement may occur.
Non-covalent bonds may not withstand the increase in temperature and the
protein loses its secondary and tertiary structure via denaturation.

■ Proteins with Cysteine residues are synthesised in a thiol form so that folding
accompanies disulfide bond formation. The redox reaction involves electron
donors and/or acceptors: 2-SH <-> -S-S-

+ 2H+ + 2e

and reducing disulfides

unfolds proteins without cause for other denaturants.

2.4 DNA-Protein Complexes
2.4.1 General D escription
DNA carries the information necessary for the manufacture o f proteins via its linear
sequencing o f nucleotides1,3. Genetic information is expressed at specific times
during development of cells through interactions o f regulatory proteins with short
DNA sequences (Figure 2.10). These DNA-binding proteins are able to recognise
specific DNA base sequences from the entire genome and interact with them
accordingly during genome expression. Other proteins, such as histones are
assembled into nucleosome core particles which are involved with the structural
organization of DNA.
DNA-binding proteins

DNA

200-bp
Figure 2.10. DNA-binding proteins attach to DNA immediately upstream from a gene.

The contact bonds created between DNA and binding proteins are non-covalent13.
The presence of major and minor grooves aid site recognition without unravelling of
the helix: major grooves are wide (-0.22 nm) and deep, and minor grooves are
narrow (-0.12 nm) and shallow1. Direct readout o f the DNA sequence is possible if
a protein contacts the DNA helix at one or more o f the grooves: at the bottom of the
major groove are mainly nitrogen and oxygen atoms belonging to unique regions of
each base pair; at the bottom of the minor groove are nitrogen and oxygen atoms that
are common to both purines and pyrimidine bases. The nucleotide sequence can
therefore be recognised at the major groove whilst at the minor groove only the base
pair (A-T or C-G) can be identified. Figure 2.11 shows the recognition features of an
A-T base pair3.
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Figure 2.11. Chemical features o f DNA grooves: a= hydrogen bond acceptor, d= hydrogen bond
donor, VdW= Van der Waals interaction. Chemical features are asymmetric at the major
groove.

At the major groove, hydrogen bonds form between the nucleotide bases and R
groups of amino acids in the protein recognition segment and in the minor groove,
hydrophobic interactions are more significant. At the helix surface, electrostatic
interactions are created between the negatively charged phosphate components at
each nucleotide site and the positive charges on R groups o f amino acids (e.g. lysine,
arginine). Hydrogen bonding may also occur at the surface o f the helix as well as in
the major groove between protein and DNA directly or mediated by water molecules
depending on the particular DNA-protein interaction.
DNA-binding proteins which bind predominantly to specific sites may also bind nonspec ifically'. Since the quantity o f DNA in a cell is large compared to the number of
binding proteins it is indeed feasible that proteins spend the majority o f their time
attached non-spec ifically although site-specific binding is likely to be favoured
thermodynamically11. To fulfil this thermodynamic preference, the binding process
must induce maximum contact between the protein and DNA. DNA-binding motifs
appear to fit neatly at the major groove where DNA-protein contact is actually
greatest and at this position the base sequence should be recognisable3. Furthermore,
conformational changes can occur to either the protein or DNA which increases the
area of contact and strengthens the interaction -many DNA-binding proteins bind to
DNA in dimer form to maximise the contact and achieve this site-specificity.

2.4.2 N ucleosom es
In mammalian cells, 2-3 billion bases of DNA encode some 30,000 genes in a strand
o f corresponding length 2.1 m. Tremendous compaction is achieved via DNA’s
association with small basic proteins to form chromatin and to condense it into the
nucleus with diameter 5-10 pm. The structure o f nucleosomes is relatively welldefined from X-ray crystallography12,13 and electron microscopy studies14. Eight
small basic proteins associate with DNA to form a disk-shaped nucleosome core
particle (Figure 2.12). Two copies of each protein (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) form the
octamer and are stabilised by a linker (HI). DNA is wrapped around the core particle
1.7 times using up 145-147 base pairs, resulting in a nucleosome with diameter 12-13
nm. The periodicity is reduced from 10.6-bp of free B-DNA to 10.2-bp due to torsion
o f wrapping and allows minor grooves to bind with histones15.
DNA
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Figure 2.12. The atomic structure of the nucleosome core particle. DNA (blue) makes 1.7 turns
to surround the histone core and form a disk-like shape15.

Histones have large amounts of lysine and arginine (positively charge amino acids)
which give rise to binding with negatively charged phosphate groups. Histones are
involved in many modifications (e.g. acetylation o f lysines, methylation o f lysines
and arginines, phosphorylation o f serines and threonines, ubiquitination o f lysines'5)
and one future challenge is to ascertain how covalent modifications may regulate the
disease states in mammals.

Nucleosomes appear as spherical complexes regularly spaced along a chromatin axis
in linear arrays, also termed ‘beads on a string\ They are dynamic units, not only

involved in DNA compaction but with genomic regulation. In turn, nucleosomes are
folded into a higher order 30 nm chromatin fibre for further compaction. The degree
o f compaction may influence whether or not genes are expressed and varies with cell
cycles. The process is always reversible.

For the work o f this thesis, DNA-binding proteins were especially interesting for
applications in bio-electronics. The next section discusses a protein PUT3 which has
high affinity for particular DNA base sequences.

2.4.3 Proline Utilization Trans-activator (PUT3)
2.4.3.1 Structure
A family o f DNA-binding proteins target specific nucleotide sequences and bind
accordingly to DNA molecules3. The process is self-assembling in a suitable
environment. The protein first contacts DNA in order to recognize its nucleotide
sequence. Part o f the protein may penetrate a major or a minor groove o f the helix to
distinguish between bases. Additional DNA-protein interactions can stabilise the
DNA-protein complex or aid access to indirect information o f the sequence provided
by the helix conformation. DNA-binding proteins are sub-divided into groups
depending on the structure o f the DNA-binding m otif and the protein segment
interacting with DNA. Examples o f these are firstly the helix-tum-helix (HTH)
domain, consisting o f a 20-amino-acid m otif that has evolved to fit into major
grooves o f DNA, and secondly the zinc finger m otif for proteins containing zinc (Zn)
binding domains. The Zn binding domain must recognise regulatory regions or
specific bases pairs upstream from genes for transcription to occur. At least 79 fungal
DNA-binding proteins contain a Binuclear Zinc Cluster [Zn2 (Cys6 )] where two zinc
ions are held with six cysteine residues. Such proteins, termed transcription factors,
can recognise CGG triplet sites within DNA in different orientations with
characteristic spacing. Two cysteines bind each atom o f Zn while the two Zn atoms
are bridged through the third pair o f cysteines (Cys2 -Zn-Cys 2 -Zn-Cys 2 ) and certain
regions o f the zinc clusters may play a part directing the protein to the preferred
site16. Cysteines are arranged around the binuclear Zn cluster with two short a helices joined by a loop on opposite sites o f the Zn atoms. One o f these helices
interacts through the major groove with DNA.

Yeast cells are able to use proline from their environment as a source o f nitrogen
and the protein ‘Proline Utilization Trans-activator’ (PUT3), a member o f the C6
cluster family of yeast transcriptional activators, regulates the process of converting
proline to glutamate so that it can be used as a source of nitrogen17. The structure of
the PUT3p DNA-binding motif (denoted by PUT3 in literature) has been resolved
using X-ray crystallography18 but this is small compared to the size of the whole
protein which consists of a total o f 979 amino acids and whose structure is yet to be
determined (PUT3p). Simple models are given in Figure 2.13 to show the PUT3
binding domain with and without DNA.
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Figure 2.13. Models of the PUT3 dimer with DNA (Cn3D 4.1 software) (A)(i) PUT3 dimer only
(ii) PUT3 dimer with DNA. (B) Schematic of a prototypic C6 zinc cluster (Zn) protein19.
Abbreviations: coiled coils (CC), middle homology region (MHR) The MHR regions interact
with the C6 cluster and linker region to allows binding with DNA to occur if the sequence is
correct (Le. CGGn10CCG). Binding is prevented for sequences with the incorrect middle
sequences. (C) Proposed mechanism for proline-specific activation by Put3p20. The DNA-bound
Put3p dimer functions as a proline sensor.

The dimers wrap asymmetrically around the DNA by one and one-half turns. A (3strand from one protein subunit is positioned into a minor groove of DNA. This

gives rise to a partial amino acid-base pair intercalation and extensive direct and
water-mediated interactions with the minor groove. Thus, there are two components
to DNA recognition by PUT3. Firstly the recognition o f CGG DNA half-sites at the
ends o f the DNA sequence by Zn2 Cys 6 binuclear cluster residues, and secondly the
specificity o f a 10-bp sequence separating the half-sites by linker and dimerization
units.

PUT3 binds to DNA as an asymmetric homodimer, wrapping around the DNA by
one and one-half times18. The two Zn 2 Cys6 domains lie in major grooves at either
end o f the DNA; the carboxyl-(C) terminal ends form a coiled-coil dimerization
interface which is positioned over the minor groove, near the centre o f the DNA site
(Fig. 2.13A and B). A short stand connects the domain responsible for dimerization
to the Zn2 Cys6 domain. As binding with DNA occurs, strands are inserted deep into
the minor groove (near the centre o f the DNA site) and a 40° kink is induced in
otherwise B-DNA. Thus, both protein and DNA within the PUT3-DNA complex
undergo significant structural rearrangements during complex formation18. Further
information regarding the intricate structure o f PUT3 and its binding properties can
be found in data published by Swaminathan et a/.18

Data published in 2005 by Sellick and Reece20 suggests that the conformation o f the
PUT3p complex may be altered in response to the presence o f proline and that the
DNA-bound PUT3p dimer acts as a proline sensor (Fig. 2.13C). An addition o f a
sufficiently high concentration o f proline appears to ‘activate’ PUT3p such that it
becomes increasingly resistant to digestion with certain protein digestive enzymes
(proteases) and cleavages {i.e. thrombin cleavage o f the glutathione S-transferase
(GST) tagged PUT3p). In other words, the presence o f proline appears to contribute
to the ‘unmasking’ o f an activation domain in PUT3p. This may result in the
conformational change in PUT3 as shown in Fig. 2.13C, which allows the protein to
perform its role in subsequent biological processes {i.e. activate transcription)20.

2.4.3.2 Binding Conditions
PUT3 recognises a 16-bp DNA binding site containing CGG triplets: CGG-10-bp-

CCG. The characteristic 10-bp spacing between CGG triplets is important for PUT3

binding. It has been shown using other binding proteins that binding affinities may
decrease as the characteristic spacing is altered16. Note, ‘GAL4’ and ‘PPR1’ contain
C6 clusters like PUT3 and recognise the rotationally symmetric CGG triplets that are
separated by 11-bp and 6-bp respectively.

The PUT3p unit is known to bind to the DNA site when incubated in a 10 pi reaction
mixture containing 20 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCb, 10
pM Z nS 04, and 10% (v/v) Glycerol. Binding takes place in 30 minutes at room
temperature, 23 °C 16. Interestingly DNA containing a PUT3 binding site is reported
to exhibit a modest 6° bend in the absence o f PUT3, whilst after binding a bend of
-46° towards the major groove o f the PUT3-bound DNA is observed18. Many other
transcription factors isolated from organisms bind to DNA and appear to induce
bends and the bend-ability o f a sequence is thought to be linked to the protein’s
binding affinity at that site. Comparative gel electrophoresis can be used to detect
DNA bending. The location o f a bend sequence is mapped by moving the suspected
sequences nearer the end and is then used in circular permutation electrophoretic
assays. By altering the number o f bases the relative orientations o f two bends are
mapped as well as the difference in phase. Electron microscopy has also been applied
to analyse DNA bends although the effect of binding surfaces must be taken into
account.

2.5 Literature Review
2.5.1 Current Methods o f Structure Determination o f BioM olecules
As quoted by Feynman in 1959: ‘I t is very easy to answer many o f these fundamental

biological questions; you just look at the thing! You will see the order o f the bases in
the chain; you will see the structure o f the microsome. Unfortunately the present
microscope sees at a level which is just a bit too crude. Make the microscope a
hundred times more powerful, and many problems o f biology would be made very
much easier21. The organisation o f biological molecules in space is indeed
fundamental to their behaviour and various techniques have been developed to
elucidate bio-molecular structures with increasing accuracy. X-ray crystallography

provides

detailed

structural

information

o f crystallized

samples.

However,

crystallisation is limited to only a small percentage o f known biomolecules at the
present time and the fundamental challenge seems to be the growing o f suitable
quality crystals o f a given molecule6. The search for crystallization conditions o f the
protein cytochrome c oxidase took around 15 years though once crystallised the
structure was solved in approximately one year. A second technique is cryogenic
electron microscopy (cryo-EM). Samples are frozen very quickly by vitrification in a
thin aqueous film before being exposed to an electron beam22. The technique has
been successfully applied to an assortment o f biological specimens and structural
data agrees well with that extracted from X-ray crystallography. One drawback is
that the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively low and it can be difficult to detect features
when considering a small quantity o f images. Typically hundreds o f images need to
be captured in order to permit accurate molecular modelling.

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) encompasses a range o f techniques for analysing
topographic and electronic properties o f materials at the nanoscale23. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is particularly favoured for examining ‘soft’ specimens24.
Biomolecules contain many diverse structural motifs and since fundamental
mechanisms o f charge transport depend on their characteristic organisation in space,
it is vital to first determine their molecular organisation. At present, the routine use
o f many SPM systems allow single biological molecules and organic structures to be
examined perhaps for the first time for applications in biotechnological and medical
research25,26.

2.5.2 SPM Studies o f D NA
SPM studies o f DNA began in 1989 using the revolutionary scanning tunnelling
microscopy (STM). Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was used for
mounting DNA due to its flat, electrically conducting nature27,28. However, graphite
exhibits features resembling DNA that are in fact native to its surface29. Alternative
substrates such as gold proved more successful30,31. In 1999, high resolution STM
images o f double- and single-stranded DNA were reported by Tanaka et al., captured
in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) following their pulse injection onto a copper surface32.
The internal structures had a periodicity o f 2.6-3.7 nm compared to -3 .4 nm for

Watson-Crick DNA. Copper provided an artefact-free, well-defined, electrically
conducting substrate for observing DNA and related molecules. However, STM
relies on electrons tunnelling from tip to sample through biological material
deposited on the conducting surface for the surface topography to be traced out.
Therefore, the need for atomically flat, electrically conducting substrates is one
potential drawback o f using STM for bio-molecular studies. Tunnelling current
cannot always flow through bulky molecules such as proteins, especially when the
organisation and conductive nature o f certain proteins is not yet known.

AFM solves this issue by enabling users to study insulators as well as conductors via
atomic force interactions. DNA molecules are typically diluted into a solution o f
divalent cations {e.g. magnesium) then deposited on to mica, allowed to dry or rinsed
with water and dried, and then scanned with AFM33,34,35,36. Water layers present in
high humidity environments can give rise to capillary forces between tip and sample
which may affect apparent height and width measurements o f molecules33.
Compression forces may compact DNA in the vertical dimension and can cause
structural damage36. Salt adsorbate layers aiding DNA binding to the surface can also
be problematic for height contrast between DNA and the surrounding background36.
Imaging in liquid eliminates capillary effects but it is more difficult to achieve good
binding o f DNA to mica surface36. Binding is enhanced with alcohols (e.g. propanol)
and Hansma et al. (1992) used propanol for reproducible imaging and dissection o f
strands in liquid37. Furthermore, Schaper et al. (1994) used propanol and non-ionic
detergents {e.g. 2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl) phenol) to observe DNA in air38.

Ions having radii compatible with the oxygen lattice on mica (Co2+, Zn2+, Ni2+)
improve DNA binding efficiency for imaging in water36. However, it should be noted
that while certain cations are efficient at anchoring DNA to mica they may affect the
nucleic acid structure by substituting physiological counterions33 which in turn may
prove detrimental to, for example, DNA-binding proteins. Divalent cations may
cause variations in contour length or helix winding33; Zn2+ ions have been linked to
kinking in DNA39.

Numerous experiments have been performed over recent years with the aim o f

optimising binding o f DNA to substrates and increasing image resolution. In 2002,
Medalia et al.40 studied DNA-protein complexes on thin-film gold surfaces in liquid.
Thiol groups were introduced to the 5’-end o f DNA and imaging performed unmodified DNA could not be visualised. Therefore, the thiol group is a common
choice when gold substrates are used. NC-AFM was developed as a less invasive
mode o f imaging and in 2002, Arai et a l41 used NC-AFM to visualise DNA on
silicon in UHV and reported DNA strings lying along surface steps. Maeda et al
observed DNA on untreated mica using NC-AFM in UHV42 and on copper surfaces43
using a pulse-injection method similar work to that reported by Tanaka et al?2
Hansma et al.44 used AFM to examine long, short, double stranded, single-stranded
and even triple-stranded nucleic acids. Their findings showed that very short DNA
strands (-25 bases) were globular in appearance and plasmids were highly coiled on
oxidised silicon with only 5% being relaxed compared to on mica with 42% being
relaxed. As the topological properties o f DNA are fixed and cannot change without
breaking bonds, coiling was attributed to differences in intramolecular interactions
under different conditions.

While many sample preparations involve modifications o f either surface or molecule
for improved binding, such modifications can affect the properties o f molecules and
lead to difficulties in interpreting data33,36. It is therefore desirable to minimise all
factors that could possibly lead to artefacts and incorrect data interpretation.

2.5.3 Charge Transfer Studies o f D N A
DNA was first suggested as an electronic conductor by Eley and Spivey45 in 1962
and since then various experiments have been performed. In 1999, long-range charge
transport was investigated by Fink and Schonenberger and results o f direct
measurements showed DNA ropes consisting o f several molecules o f length 600 nm
to be electrically conducting; an upper limit o f resistance 2.5 MQ was found in
vacuum using a low energy electron point source46. In 2000, Porath et al.41 reported
large band-gap semi-conducting behaviour whilst de Pablo et a l 48 found in
agreement with several others49,50,51 that DNA is insulating.

In 2002, Ha et al found that humidity improved DNA’s conductivity52 possibly via

ionic conduction through DNA’s hydration layers. Similar observations were made
in 2004 by Kleine et al. so that individual DNA strands that were initially insulating
became more conducting with increased humidity, presumably from water capillary
condensation and ionic currents50. Jo et al?3 also found that by decreasing humidity,
DNA’s resistance increased, and that the G-C content affected the conductivity level
at a given voltage. In 2005, Iqbal et al.54 reported rectifying properties for small
thiolated DNA using nanogap break-j unctions and found conductivity dependence on
temperature where increasing temperature decreased its conductivity. For a
comprehensive history o f DNA’s conductivity, the various experimental setups used
and results obtained, the reader is directed to recent review publications55.

Despite the large numbers o f experiments that have been performed by others which
investigate the conductivity o f DNA, the number o f reports considering the
attachment o f DNA to electrodes is significantly less. Electrode contacts that
facilitate electron transport are highly desirable in all situations and since there may
be some question as to whether the DNA molecule is actually in intimate contact
with metal electrodes (as for the cases described above), further research is desirable.
DNA-binding proteins bind site-specifically to DNA and may provide the necessaiy

intimate contact between DNA molecular wires and external substrates and
electrodes. Therefore, this project seeks to determine the feasibility o f using protein
anchoring groups for improvement o f the DNA-electrode contact which then may
affect the overall conductivity measured for DNA.

Using similar reasoning behind DNA electronics, proteins have already been
suggested for ‘bottom-up’ building blocks in the fabrication o f nano-devices.
Rectification has previously been reported for some proteins56. Several studies have
been performed on metalloproteins that contain metal atoms at their centres to make
use o f their natural redox properties57,58,59 and it may be possible to engineer
additional charge transfer properties by using different metal atoms as the redox
centres. The presence o f a disulfide site present on blue copper metalloprotein
Azurin’s surface implies binding to gold is more straightforward.

In 2005,

Alessandrini et al reported that Azurin hosted within a nm gap between two gold
electrodes, acted as an electrochemically gated single-molecule transistor in aqueous

environment and the protein exhibited rectification at room temperature in air.
Ferritin proteins (apoferritin and holoferritin) have also been adsorbed on gold
surfaces and studied using conductive atomic force microscopy to yield measurable
electrical currents60.

In returning to the topic o f DNA’s conductivity, results appear to be highly
influenced by a range o f factors (e.g. sample composition, apparatus used,
environment etc). In order to interpret future results, it is necessary to consider the
fundamental, polymer-like nature o f DNA. Therefore, it is useful to examine the
basic properties o f well-known conducting polymers before questioning the effect o f
external influences on DNA’s behaviour. The theory o f conducting polymers is
discussed in the next section.

2.6 Theory o f Conducting Polymers
The electronics industry relies heavily on metal and semiconductors for high
electrical conductivity applications. In both metals and semiconductors, the atomic
orbitals o f each atom overlap creating continuous energy bands as shown in Figure
2.14. Electrons are delocalized from orbitals throughout the structure but are
excluded from forbidden energy regions between bands (i.e. band gaps). Valence
band refers to the highest occupied energy band and conduction band refers to the
lowest unoccupied band. If the valence band is partially filled with electrons and an
electric field is applied, electrons can move giving rise to metallic behaviour. If the
valence band is full, conduction only takes place if electrons are promoted across the
forbidden energy gap to the conduction band. Vacancies or holes are left in the
valence band as free electrons are added to the conduction band. The extent o f orbital
interactions and overlap influences the amount o f delocalization possible and in turn,
the spread o f energy levels made available to electrons o f each band (bandwidth) is
determined. The larger the electron delocalisation, the larger the bandwidth and
greater mobility o f carriers in that band. For solid state systems, the presence o f
continuous, overlapping atomic orbitals is ideal for electronic conduction since they
create the delocalised states necessary for electron movement if an electric field is
applied. Many polymeric structures have highly delocalized electronic states and
facilitate electron transport61.
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Figure 2.14. (A) Energy bands are created when atomic orbitals overlap. (B) The highest
occupied bands are shown for metals, semiconductors and insulators.

For a number o f insulating polymers, the molecular orbitals linking chains of atoms
do not sufficiently overlap since electrons are highly localised for bonding and
cannot easily partake in conduction. A large energy gap exists between highest
occupied band and lowest unoccupied band {e.g. polyethylene).

Conformational

changes may be induced if efforts to excite electrons in these polymers are
performed.

For conducting polymers, atomic orbitals are arranged so that delocalisation of
electronic states takes place whilst the structure is maintained. Polymers containing
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conjugated unsaturated bonds fulfil this criterion. These (conjugated) polymers are
often defined as those containing planar sequences o f alternating single and double
bonds through its backbone. Carbon atoms equipped with pz-orbitals perpendicular to
the backbone axis may interact or overlap with its neighbours. Assuming the electron
wave-function is completely delocalized over the entire length o f a linear polymer,
that all its bond lengths were matching and that just one electron from each strongly
interacting coplanar pz-orbital contributed to the continuous rc-system, the polymer
would act as a one-dimensional metal.

Many one-dimensional systems use alternating short and long bonds to conserve
energy and this restricts electron delocalisation. Strong-coupling between 7c-electrons
and phonon modes (skeletal vibrations) influence bond alternation and since the
energy needed to ‘distort’ the molecule into alternating bonds is less than the energy
needed to maintain a fully delocalised backbone, bond alternation is established. For
polymers with alternating bonds, the maximum level o f delocalisation is seen for a
certain number linked multiple bonds (e.g. 20 multiple bonds). Bond alternation
ultimately results in a filled valence band and empty conduction band separated by
the energy gap at the Fermi level. Conjugated polymers are typically large band gap
materials with band gaps >1.5 eV.

Fully

aligned

chains

are

strongly

affected

by

the

direction

o f applied

optical/electrical fields, (e.g. stretched aligned polymers increase their absorbance
when an incident light vector is polarized along its chain axis rather than
perpendicular to it). Low dimensionality is an important factor in polymers,
influencing the electron-phonon interactions (71-electrons-lattice vibrations) and
overall electronic properties.

2.7 Theory of Charge Transfer in DNA
Many experiments and theoretical studies have been performed with the universal
aim o f measuring the electrical properties o f single DNA molecules. A direct
measurement is performed if two electrodes, separated by a small gap, is bridged by
molecules. For example, long lengths o f DNA (~1.5 |Lun) are highly likely to bridge a
small electrode (typically tens o f nm). The separation should be small enough for

molecules to bridge the gap but large enough to avoid tunnelling through electrodes.
Molecules can therefore facilitate charge transfer as macroscopic electrodes or SPM
tips act as donors and acceptors o f electrons. A lack of measurable current is
attributed to highly resistive molecules.

Conductivity depends on the electronic energy levels or band structure of a molecule.
Localised orbitals give rise to discrete energy levels and delocalised states form
continuous energy levels. If a voltage bias is applied across electrodes and charge
transport induced through the molecules in a reproducible way without altering their
conformation, then it may be considered a wide band-gap semiconductor. If the
structure is damaged irreversibly and results not reproducible then it is considered an
insulator. The bases o f DNA are organic compounds with planar, unsaturated
benzene-like rings with 7i-electrons. Since other organic, aromatic crystals containing
71

-stacking were found to exhibit metallic behaviour, similar effects were suggested

for DNA.

Within DNA, pz-orbitals exist perpendicular to the bases as shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15. The base pairs of B-DNA are stacked within the core o f the double helix (blue).
The positions of a few atomic pz orbitals are indicated (red).

Delocalized 7t-bonding and 7t*-anti-bonding orbitals are formed, separated by an

energy gap. If the interactions between base pairs in the helix axis are sufficiently
strong, extended states may exist along the helical axis. Therefore, DNA’s energy
gap may be reduced via broadening. Vanishing gaps where n and n* states
sufficiently overlap imply metallic behaviour; non-vanishing gaps imply DNA could
be doped with electrons/holes as for semiconductors.

There are three mechanisms postulated for charge transport along DNA55. These are

thermal hopping, sequential tunnelling and coherent tunnelling as illustrated in
Figure 2.16.

a

b
c

Figure 2.16. The three mechanisms for charge transfer in DNA. (a) thermal hopping, (b)
sequential tunnelling and (c) coherent (uni-step) tunnelling. Energy increases along the vertical
axis and spatial position increases from left to right

The dominant mechanism will depend on the experimental setup and the particular
conformation o f DNA. Thermal hopping (Fig. 2.16, a) is an incoherent process. The
electron is localised in the molecule as it exchanges energy with it. Electron transfer
can occur in multi-step or diffusive manner over bases although for fluorescence
experiments, thermal hopping from base to base is unlikely to occur as the energy
required is very large. During sequential tunnelling (Fig. 2.16, b) charge tunnels from
site to site. After each tunnelling action, ‘dephasing’ actions (e.g. scattering,
molecular vibrations) give rise to a loss o f coherence o f the charge wave-function.
Both thermal hopping and sequential tunnelling are considered largely independent
o f the length o f DNA. Coherent tunnelling (Fig. 2.16, c) occurs when electrons do
not exchange any energy with the molecule during transfer and are not localized.
Phase coherence is not lost and therefore a strong dependence on distance is expected
and it is unlikely to occur over long molecules.

Several theoretical models are based on sequential tunnelling through DNA. Holes
are favoured as charge carriers with the base G being a favourable site, based on its
ionization potential (where G<A<C<T). One suggestion is that a hole generated at a

G base gives rise to a G+ radical; the hole then hops to successive G bases
throughout the length o f the DNA or alternatively the G+ radical reacts with water.
Sites containing multiple G ’s may act to trap the hole but if large relaxation times are
involved then the hole will continue to travel through the DNA. If the distance
between G bases is too large thermal hopping can take over. Similar explanations are
used to interpret experimental data. Single-step charge transfer is unlikely in
complex formations so coherent tunnelling and sequential tunnelling have been
combined in some models. The strength o f dephasing (e.g. due to thermal motions o f
DNA, solvation etc.) is used to weigh the effects o f each tunnelling process and this
approach appears to account for the experimental results o f Porath et al,47 and Li et

al.62 on DNA molecules with 30 G-C base pairs deposited on two electrodes.
For theoretical models, the degree o f inclusion/weighting o f certain parameters is
important, such as the structural form -whether stretched on substrates or free
standing, in bundles or strands. Tight-binding models have been used to take into
account the coupling between bases and the phosphate backbone. The negatively
charged backbone coupling may contribute to the large overall resistance and
‘polyelectrolyte’ behaviour o f the helix.

Polaron and soliton formations may contribute to DNA’s conducting properties.
Polaron formations are linked to the electronic and vibrational mode degrees o f
freedom, and soliton formations are associated with domain walls in dimerised bonds
o f DNA55.

Bundles and networks appear to be more conductive than individual strands and
short DNA molecules appear to transfer electrons and holes over a few nm.
Conductivity has shown to increase with temperature and at sufficiently high
temperatures the dependence is also increased. Although tunnelling and thermally
activated hopping are thought to be occurring, a critical temperature may exist where
the hopping mechanism is initiated55.

Indeed many factors appear to influence DNA’s conductivity and in light o f these
findings, it is vital that future experiments are focussed on single factors o f influence

whilst all other experimental conditions remain equivalent (e.g. sample preparation,
temperature, humidity). One o f the least studied aspects o f DNA’s conductivity is the
molecule-substrate contact. This factor has perhaps the greatest influence on DNA’s
conductivity and is addressed in the work o f this thesis. The next section discusses
the various types o f molecule-substrate couplings used for both imaging and I-V
measurements.

2.8 Molecule-Substrate Coupling
Structure analysis o f single biomolecules with SPM requires the attachment of
molecules to an underlying substrate33. The attachment ideally involves a minimum
o f structural modifications so that structural (or electronic) data can then be
attributed to the biomolecule’s inherent features. Biomolecules may be anchored to
surfaces in a several ways. DNA is highly negatively charged and bonds noncovalently with positively charged substrates (e.g. nylon, nitrocellulose papers,
polylysine-coated polystyrene plates). DNA modified with biotin (a small vitamin)
has high affinity for surfaces functionalised with avidin or streptavidin molecules and
binds to it irreversibly. For combined imaging and I-V measurement studies, metallic
electrodes are necessary. The commonly used molecule-substrate couplings are
described below.

•

Physisorption (i.e. physical adsorption) occurs when adsorbates are adhered

to surfaces or electrodes by attractive Van der Waals forces. This is often sufficient
for anchoring biomolecules such as DNA on mica for imaging with AFM. Ions from
solution can also adsorb onto oppositely charged surface regions in a process known
as ion exchange although the final surface charge is balanced by equal and
oppositely charged regions o f counterions63. Counterions are usually transiently
bound to the surface or create an atmosphere o f ions in brisk thermal motion close to
the surface, also known as a diffuse electric double layer63. Thus, highly polarizable
layers can be formed at each interface (i.e. between the two ‘conducting’ layers)
which then experience an attractive VdW force (or ion-correlation force )63.
•

Chem isorption takes place when molecules form chemical bonds with

substrates. The thiol sulphur-gold (S-Au) linkage is a popular example and ‘SH’

groups can be added to ends o f DNA for bonding with clean, flat Au substrates. The
S-Au link is strong and polar (sulphur is more electronegative than gold). A
Schottky barrier is formed and theoretical calculations predict a barrier up to 2 V.
This method is useful for anchoring molecules for imaging but it may not be the best
metal-molecule linkage for charge transfer studies.

•

M echanical Coupling refers to the contact made to molecules adsorbed on

substrates. SPM probes may be used as external electrodes (e.g. conducting-AFM or
STM tips). This is considered weak-coupling since contact is created through the
air-gap or vacuum gap in UHV. Molecule compression is one issue affecting the true
conductivity o f molecules and it has been shown that for metalloproteins the higher
the mechanical force applied, the higher the current recorded64.

•

P rotein Coupling may be a viable option as whole proteins containing

cysteine residues or disulfide bridges have been shown to chemisorb directly to Au
surfaces65. Proteins containing just two residues deposited on gold nanoclusters
pinned on to a HOPG background were reported to be easily displaced with a
scanning tip and attributed to the inaccessibility o f the cysteine residues to the
surface. Proteins containing five residues were reported to be strongly anchored to
gold nanoclusters and structural analysis matched that o f crystallography showing
that the 3D conformations o f proteins were maintained. This coupling is a form o f
chemisorption and is based on the affinity o f sulphur with gold. In other words,
proteins containing cysteine residues that are accessible to the gold may be
chemisorbed to gold (i.e. strongly bonded) rather than physisorbed (i.e. weakly
bonded).

•

Electrode Coupling is needed for I-V characterisation o f biomolecules and

so metal-molecule-metal junctions are used (Figure 2.17). The nature o f the metalmolecule contact influences the overall current measured through the molecular core
and is dependent on the chosen metal and the molecule’s chemical functionality or
‘alligator clip’ which links them both.

Anchoring groups
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Metal electrodes
and external circuitry
Figure 2.17. I-V measurements of biomolecules. The physical contact formed between a
molecule and the electrodes is important.

Sufficient mixing of energy states between discrete molecular orbitals and continuum
of electronic states gives rise to strong-coupling. A coulomb blockade effect implies
weak-coupling. Both contact size and chemical nature o f the molecule affect this
phenomenon. The two basic mechanisms for electron transfer across a metalmolecule contact are thermionic emission (Schottky emission) and electron
tunnelling. Thermionic emission is applicable to metal-semiconductor interfaces. A
potential barrier forms between the metal and semiconductor contact and thermionic
emission occurs when electrons have enough energy to pass over the barrier. For the
simple case, barrier height is given by difference in work functions o f metal and
semiconductor. For real junctions interface dipole layers and surface states influence
barrier height. For solid-state experiments, electrical measurements are recorded
when molecules are under the influence of an external field. Electron tunnelling
becomes the dominant mechanism when electrons do not have high enough energy to
pass over the potential barrier. A number of theoretical models exist for such
tunnelling through barriers55 (e.g. Fowler Nordheim (FN) and Simmons tunnelling).

Whereas metal-semiconductor contacts are relatively well-understood, the same
cannot be said for metal-molecule contacts. Aside from DNA, the sulphur bridge
formed between a gold cluster contact and a short, unsaturated molecular wire (a
phenyl molecule with a thiol group) has indicated ohmic behaviour in theoretical
models where molecular orbitals of gold clusters extend into the 7t- system66. A
dipole layer is created along with an associated electrostatic potential which is
needed for charge transport through the interface. This type o f state is unlikely to
extend through longer wires and instead tunnelling may occur. Conductance of
metal-molecule-metal junctions is improved for intimate contacts (i.e. strong-

coupling) at both ends o f the molecule rather than at one end67. Results are taken
from alkyl chains where intimate contact at both electrodes gave rise to highest
conductivity and the inclusion o f sulphur atoms in molecules for chemisorption to
gold increased the current recorded by a factor o f 10 for strong-bonding compared to
mechanical-contact. Cases with at least one weak-coupling (e.g. physisorbed
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers or SPM mechanical contact) gave lowest values
o f conductivity. Asymmetric contacts are also more likely to give contact-induced
rectification which means contacts should be chemically equivalent if the effects of
the molecular core are to be resolved.

A review o f findings concerning metal electrodes and their effect in contact
resistance was made by Kushmerick68. At least 2 orders o f magnitude difference
were found between the best (Pt-S) and worst (Ag-S) conducting contacts. Data
originated from alkanethiols with varying numbers o f methylene units. The contact
resistance was found by measuring the resistance along the alkanethiol structure and
extrapolating the resistance for zero methylene groups. The contact resistance agreed
well with the metal electrode work function, meaning that higher work function
metals provided lower contact resistance. Results implied that the Fermi level o f the
junction was positioned closer to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
than the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and that hole transport was
dominant.

Metal-linker assemblies are suited for charge injection and both theoretical and
experimental studies suggest selenium (Se) is better than sulphur for electronic
coupling to a gold surface69. Both isonitrile (-NC) and pyridyl groups have been used
for coupling molecules with gold70. Palladium-sulphur contacts have also been
explored and are predicted to be barrierless71.

It is highly likely that charge transport through long DNA molecules is influenced by
the nature o f the molecule-electrode contact. This is very much dependent on the
work function o f the electrode and the nature o f the tunnelling barrier. The work
functions o f metals are known but it is not clear where DNA lies in relation to
these72. Charge transfer through a direct ‘metal-to-Ti-orbital’ contact will be different

to a ‘metal-to-DNA backbone’ contact, and in turn these will be different to a ‘metalto-protein/DNA’ contact72.

2.9 Summary
This chapter has introduced the concepts o f biomolecules for bio-electronic
applications. The structure and biological roles o f DNA and proteins have been
discussed with particular attention paid to the self-assembling properties o f DNAprotein complexes. A literature review o f others’ work has been provided regarding
visualisation o f DNA and its charge transfer properties.

The effects o f the molecule-substrate contact were addressed and it is clear that a
controlled strong-bonding approach is highly advantageous in an electrode setup.
Since the number o f studies taking into account the effect o f the DNA-electrode
contact is low compared other investigated factors, the work o f this thesis is focussed
towards using DNA-binding proteins for DNA-electrode coupling. DNA-binding
proteins can be selectively positioned along DNA strands; they contain cysteine
residues which may have affinity for gold electrodes; and when bound to DNA the
protein’s conformation could potentially be ‘switched’ via high additions o f proline20
as conformational changes at Au-S interfaces have already been suggested to
influence molecular switching elsewhere. High-resolution AFM is employed for
structure analysis o f DNA and related molecules and its theory is given in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
Scanning Probe Microscopy
3.1 Introduction
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was developed in 1986 by Binnig et al.x and shares
many features with its predecessor, the scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). STM
is a specialised technique for probing structures at the nanoscale and is based on the
quantum mechanical tunnelling behaviour o f electrons between a conducting tip and
sample. AFM shares a similar purpose, but instead o f a tunnel current it makes use o f
interatomic forces that exist between a tip and sample. These forces are now
routinely exploited in AFM, making it an extremely versatile technique for threedimensional, real-space imaging o f almost any sample at the nanoscale (e.g.
biological cells, single molecules etc). It has the unique ability to function as an
imaging device and a force sensor and is capable o f achieving nanometre resolution
in gaseous, vacuum and liquid environments. Data interpretation can be challenging
and a fundamental understanding o f this surface analysis technique is crucial to
interpret experimental results in meaningful way. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
systems share many features but differ in signal detection mechanisms. In this
chapter the principles o f scanning tunnelling microscopy are briefly addressed, the
principles o f atomic forces with their application to atomic force microscopy are
described and details o f signal detection and instrumentation for AFM are given.

3.2 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy
The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) was invented in 1982 by Binnig et al.2
and allows the visualization o f regions o f high electron density. From this, the
positions o f individual atoms and molecules on the surface o f a lattice can be
inferred. A conductive tip (a piece o f metal wire) is brought within close proximity to
a conductive sample and a bias voltage V is applied. At sufficiently close tip-sample
separations (e.g. a few atomic diameters) quantum mechanics allows electrons to
traverse the energy barrier at the interface o f materials due to a bias voltage imposed
between the two. Thus, a small number o f electrons travel from one conducting
material to the other, across the tip-sample gap, via quantum mechanic tunnelling3.

The tunnelling current I

depends on the tip-sample separation and decays

exponentially with the barrier width (tip-sample separation) z,
(3.1)
where k describes the wave vector which is a function o f energy and applied voltage

V is the potential o f the barrier, E is the energy o f the electron, m is the mass o f an
electron and h is Planck’s constant divided by 2n. Tunnelling current is highly
dependent on z distance: a variation o f just in o f 1 A in z between tip and a metal
sample gives rise to an order o f magnitude change in current. Tip-sample separations
can therefore be measured via variations in tunnel current. Two commonly used
modes o f imaging are constant-height and constant-current mode. During constant-

height mode, the tip-sample separation is fixed and variations in tunnel current are
recorded. Higher tunnel currents are given by brighter contrast. For constant-current
mode a constant tunnel current is maintained via the feedback system and the
scanner’s z-position is recorded. Higher topographical features are given by brighter
intensity in constant current mode although both electronic and topographical
properties o f the sample influence the final image result. Electronic properties of
relatively flat surfaces are usually probed in constant-height mode and topographic
structures are observed in constant-current mode.

Tunnel current, bias voltage,

probe size and shape, imaging environment, tip-adsorbate and adsorbate-substrate
interactions are all influential factors.

Although constant-current mode is used for the imaging o f biological adsorbates,
both electronic and topographical properties o f the sample will contribute to the final
result. AFM overcomes this dilemma so that topographical features o f bulky
biological molecules can be mapped by monitoring the tip-sample forces without
electronic contributions.

3.3 Principles o f Tip-Sample Forces
Atomic force microscopy is based on the detection o f forces between a tip and
sample. These forces are highly dependent on the tip-sample separations as shown in
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Figure 3.1. At tip-sample contact, interactions are dominated by short-range
repulsive forces; at increased distances, longer-range attractive forces take over3.
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Figure 3.1. Different forces are associated with different tip-sample separations. At small
separations, the interactions are predominantly short-range and repulsive. At increased
separations attractive forces reign.

3.3.1 Short-Range Interactions
Short-range interactions are predominantly repulsive and are sufficiently strong to
deflect macroscopic structures such as AFM cantilevers if they are placed within a
few nm. Van der Waals (VdW) interactions have three components: polarization,
induction and dispersion3. Polarizations are permanent dipole moments such as those
occurring in water and BaTi03. Induction concerns induced dipoles and dispersion
refers to instantaneous fluctuations o f electrons occurring at the frequency of light
causing optical dispersion. Material properties dictate their VdW potential and the
interaction forces.
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For two identical gas molecules, the VdW potential is expressed as
V f
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(3.3)
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3kT

w here// is the dipole moment, T is temperature, a is polarizability, s0 is the
permittivity o f free space, and hco is the ground state o f electrons. Assuming that
dispersion dominates and is isotropic, additive and non-retarded, an approximation of
the interaction is used for more complex systems. For this case, the VdW potential
between two atoms is - ^ / 6 ; between an atom and a flat surface is - ^ / 3 ; between
two planes is -

anc^ between a sphere and plane is -

where z is the

distance between the two objects, R is the radius o f the sphere, A is the Hamaker
constant and C is a constant or London coefficient. As well as repulsive terms the
complete interaction includes attractive terms. The Hamaker constant embodies the
properties o f materials (including collective interactions and polarization if
calculated from dielectric and optical properties) and is given as

A » n 1Cpxp 1 =

^ 3a 2h(o ^
4 ( 4 ^ 0)2
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where p is the density, A:is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature,

is the

dielectric constant in medium / {i.e. (1) sample, (2) tip, (3) material separating
them) and », is refractive index. For most solids the Hamaker constant is o f the order
o f 1(T19 J. Figure 3.2 shows the result o f an interaction between two identical gas
molecules.
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Figure 3.2. A schematic to show the total interaction between two identical molecules at
separation z.

The relationships linking the potential, force (which is measurable with AFM) and
force gradient are given in the following table:

F o r a Spring

F o r a sphere-plane, z « R

Potential

U

= 1/2 kz?

ac\/z

Force

-dU/dz

= -kz

oc

-1/z2

-d 2U/dsf

= -k

oc

-1/z3

Force G radient

Image resolution is related to the slope o f the potential curve so that atomic
resolution is only possible at small tip-sample distances. Forces as low as 10-15 N
have been measured with AFM although theoretical predictions imply forces at 1 0 18
N should be detectable3,4.

3.3.2 Long-Range Interactions
In addition to the short-range forces existing between two objects’ surfaces, longrange interactions are also present. Long-range interactions include electrostatic
attraction or repulsion, current-induced or static-magnetic, and capillary forces
caused by surface energy o f water condensed between the tip and sample. At small
tip-sample separations, long-range force contributions are small. However, as the tipsample distance increases, long-range forces become more significant. The
difference in decay length o f short- and long-range forces provides a means o f
distinguishing the two types o f interaction. Simplified relations concerning forces

experienced by a tip above a homogeneous surface for electrostatic and magnetic
interactions are described in Eq. 3.5 & 3.6 respectively:

electrostatic

^ m agn etos tatic

(A vy

dC
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(3.5)

(3*6)

The difference in potential between sample and tip is given by A F , the tip-sample
capacitance is denoted by C as a function o f z , the magnetic field emanating from
the sample surface is Bsample and the magnetic dipole o f the tip is given by m . Note
that specialised conducting or magnetic AFM tips are required for electric or
magnetic field applications so that electrostatic force imaging (EFM) and magnetic
force imaging (MFM) can be performed.

3.3.3 AFM Imaging
At the heart o f AFM operation is the detection o f forces between a probe tip and
sample. Force interactions are measured via deflections o f a cantilever tip in response
to surface properties. Cantilever deflections are kept constant by vaiying the vertical
position o f the tip during constant force mode to give maps o f surface topography.
This is static, deflection mode and is not the most sensitive mode o f imaging.
Dynamic modes can be used which make use o f the oscillatory or vibrational
cantilever properties. Both cantilever material and dimensions influence its
oscillatory properties and the resonance is located by oscillating the cantilever over a
range o f frequencies and measuring its root mean square (RMS) response (Figure
3.3).

By measuring the change in amplitude, both the magnitude and sign o f the force
gradient can be found for the case when the cantilever is initially oscillated away
from its resonance. A constant force gradient image is produced by varying the
vertical position o f the tip so that the amplitude o f oscillation at a specific frequency
remains constant.
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Figure 3.3. The frequency response of dynamic cantilever. Maximum amplitude is reached at
the cantilever’s resonant frequency. The second (dotted) line represents the phase of the
cantilever oscillation.

Quality factors (or 0 -factors) are attributed to oscillating cantilevers and are defined
as the ratio o f peak height at resonance to peak width at the full-width half maximum
(FWHM). The 0-factor is dependent on the particular tip and can be modified via the
surrounding medium. Oscillating the tip in certain liquids or vacuum environment
can adjust 0 by several orders of magnitude. High 0-factors improve signal-to-noise
ratios but can also increase response times. Furthermore, dynamic modes are
generally considered less damaging for soft surfaces or those with weakly bound
adsorbates.

Both frequency and phase shifts can be used as imaging signals for surface maps
although theoretically any force which produces measurable cantilever deflections or
changes in resonant frequency can be used for imaging.

This section has introduced the principles o f atomic forces and the ways in which
they may be detected with AFM. The next section describes the AFM
instrumentation necessary for signal detection before the modes of operation are re
examined in more depth.

3.4 A F M Instrumentation
3.4.1 General Description
Scanning probe microscopes have five essential components: the tip, scanner,
detector, an electronic control system and a vibration isolation system. For AFM, a
cantilever tip (or force sensor) is positioned over a sample placed on a piezo-scanner.
Imaging signals are derived from cantilever deflections that are measured by laser
reflections from the cantilever on to a position-sensitive photodiode (PSPD) as
shown in Figure 3.4.

Light
m icroscop e
Photo diode
detector
Cantilever
Sample

Scanner

Feedback
Figure 3.4. A schematic showing signal detection in AFM 5.

3.4.2 The Force Sensor
The principle o f AFM is to detect, measure and control the interactions between a
force sensor and sample to gain insight to the sample’s properties. Therefore, the
force sensor is a key component in this process and determines the ultimate
resolution achievable. AFM tips are mounted on small flexible cantilevers to form
unified probes. These are commercially available and ready for use. Tip shape and
sharpness are important as they determine the image resolution achievable and
present-day silicon technology and micro-fabrication allow cantilever tips (Si
and Si3N 4) to be fabricated in batches on whole Si wafers. These methods are highly
reproducible, less labour intensive and their size can be significantly reduced
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compared to the first ever probes which were hand-made from sharpened wire or
pieces of diamond glued to a metal foil or wire cantilever. When brought within 20
nm o f a surface, it is important that the force sensor responds to the attractive and
repulsive forces of tip-sample interaction in some detectable way. The force sensor is
described below, firstly in terms of their cantilever properties, and secondly its tip
geometry.

3 .4 .2.1 C antilever Properties
Cantilevers are used to measure tip-sample interactions. Two cantilever geometries
are currently available: V-shape and beam (Figure 3.5).

V -shaped

Beam

Figure 3.5. Cantilever geometries: V-shaped and beam.

The mechanical properties of cantilever tips are defined by the geometry, dimensions
and the material used. The force constant (or spring constant) k and resonance
frequency (fundamental eigenfrequency) f 0 o f the beam cantilever are given by

(3-7)
and
(3.8)
The cantilever is conceptually treated as a classical, one-dimensional, lightly loaded,
“fixed-free” beam. Young’s modulus is given by E , the density o f the chosen
cantilever material is given by p , and cantilever width, thickness and length are
given by co,t and / respectively. By varying these parameters, cantilevers can be
fabricated with k = 0.01-200 N/m, and f Q= 1-400 kHz. Manufacturers’ guidance are

rough estimates and properties will vary significantly across cantilevers on a single
wafer. For contact-mode, where large forces could be unintentionally applied to the
surface, cantilevers with low spring constants (k < 1 N/m) are used. For dynamic
modes, stiffer cantilevers (k > 5 N/m) with f 0 > 100 kHz are favoured. High
resonant frequencies ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio is achieved with
minimum probability o f cantilevers sticking to surfaces.

Two methods are used to drive the cantilever: acoustic and magnetic drive. For
acoustic drive, an oscillator (frequency o) ) supplies a voltage drive to a piezoelectric
actuator (lead zirconium titanate). Sound waves are generated in the cantilever
holder.

The frequency ranges from 10 kHz to MHz, corresponding to long

wavelength modes that act at the base o f the cantilever. When the driving frequency
approaches a bending mode resonance o f the cantilever, the cantilever is forced into
bending and is detected by the PSPD as an ac signal. For magnetic drive, an
alternating current (frequency co ) is passed through a solenoid in close proximity to a
cantilever coated with a magnetic film. The base remains stationary and bending o f
the cantilever is induced either via magnetostriction or magnetic interaction o f film
moment and applied field. Thus, a bending torque is initiated. Using magnetic drive,
the cantilever can be driven at any frequency though it has been shown that less noise
is associated with magnetic drive in liquid3. For acoustic drive, displacements o f the
cantilever base only occur at mechanical resonances o f that component and so the
frequency may be limited3.

3.4.2.2. Tip Shape
The basic tip geometries are pyramidal, conical and tetrahedral. All geometries are
available in Si and Si02 with conical being the favourite. Si3N4 are usually
pyramidal. Purchased probes are ready for use although they can be sharpened or
chemically modified depending on the required application. Tip radius o f curvature r,
sidewall angles 0 and tip length / are key properties (Figure 3.6).

The tip apex is approximated by a hemisphere with radius o f curvature r {i.e. not
atomically sharp). The actual sharpness is difficult to measure accurately and
estimates are made during manufacture. Imaging conditions are likely to influence

the resolution achievable and the best means o f gauging tip sharpness is to scan a
standard reference sample. Both the sidewall angles and length influence scanning o f
steep slopes, trenches and surface pits. (e.g. for accurate measurement o f a 1 pm
deep and narrow trench, the tip must be narrow enough to totally penetrate the gap
otherwise the trench is underestimated).

A
Pyramidal

I «p

Conical

e

e

Figure 3.6. The geometry of AFM tips. (A) Pyramidal and conical. (B) Parameters used for
defining individual tips: tip length I tip, radius of curvature r, and sidewall angle 0.

For contact mode AFM, pyramidal tips are often used. These are made from Si3N4
and have a standard sidewall angle o f 35°. The radius o f curvature for a standard

Si3N4 tip is 20-60 nm and can be sharpened. Such tips are very resilient although
they are not suited for imaging deep, narrow features. Atomic scale contrast has
been observed but with a highly specialised practical set-up (e.g. using low
temperatures where the coefficients o f thermal expansion are small, and the longrange attractive forces are cancelled using an electromagnetic force applied to the
cantilever)3,6. For Si tips, the radius o f curvature, sidewall angles and aspect ratios
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can be modified through etching or focus ion beam (FIB) to give smaller radii <20
nm and significantly lower sidewall angles. A typical force sensor used for dynamic
modes of AFM is shown in Figure 3.7. For both TM- and NC-AFM, similar tips are
used although those for NC-AFM tend to have shorter, stiffer cantilevers. Deep,
narrow gaps may be accessible for tip sidewalls approaching 0°. Si probes are stiffer
than silicon nitride cantilevers, having larger force constants and resonant
frequencies.

Cantilever

Figure 3.7. A silicon probe for tapping-mode AFM. Tip and cantilever are formed by etching a
single silicon crystal and is optionally coated with Al for high reflectivity. The typical cantilever
properties are spring constant = 20-100 N/m, resonant frequency = 200-400 kHz, cantilever
length = 125pm and a (desired) tip radius of curvature = 5-10 nm.

Depending on the application, tips can be modified with metal coatings (e.g. for
magnetic force microscopy (MFM), electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) and
scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM)) or functionalised (for chemical force
microscopy) for probing chemical and molecular interactions.

3 .4 .2 .3 Signal M easurem ent
Intermolecular forces act between the tip and sample causing the cantilever to bend
and flex in response to the surface as the tip is raster scanned across the sample. In
order to measure cantilever deflections, a laser beam is reflected from the cantilever
coated with a reflective metal (Au or Al) on to the position-sensitive photodiode
(PSPD) as shown in Figure 3.8. The PSPD tracks changes in tip position with great
precision. Measured signals provide a means o f feedback and are derived from the
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normal force. These signals are used for maintaining appropriate tip-sample
separations via the piezo scanner.
Photodiode voltage

Ei-EDi
3

0 10

Photodiode

0

I
End fa ce of photo
diode d etec to r

Cantilever

d

»23>VDC J

Scanner
Figure 3.8. Measurement of cantilever deflections in AFM. As the force sensor tip bends and
flexes in response to the surface, cantilever deflections are measured via reflections of laser
beam on to a position-sensitive photodiode. Variations in tip oscillation and position are
quantified by the ratio of signals in the photodiode quadrants7.

The four-segmented diode measures vertical motion:
z

= (a + c ) - ( b + d ) ,

and lateral motion:
x

= {a + b ) - ( c + d )

Inter-atomic forces, frictional, magnetic and electrostatic forces all act to attract or
repel the tip and feedback forZ produces topographic data and images are built up as
the tip is scanned in close proximity to a surface in a raster pattern. The lateral signal
X can be used for local friction measurement.

Optical levers are capable o f atomic resolution when coupled with appropriate
apparatus in noise-free environments (i.e free from thermal, electronic and
vibrational noise). In such an environment, the ‘laser shot noise’ influences the
smallest signal detectable on the PSPD but with adequate laser power, the shot noise
is vastly minimised. In practice, image resolution is affected by the tip profile, fluid
layers and thermal movement (sub-angstrom resolution is only possible at low
temperatures).

3.5 Modes of Operation
Several AFM modes have been developed with aims o f increasing the resolution
achievable and their versatility. The tip-sample separation is different for each mode
(Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9. During contact-mode, the tip-sample forces are short-range and repulsive. For noncontact mode, forces are predominantly longer-range and attractive. During tapping mode, both
of short- and longer-range forces are exploited.

For contact-mode, the tip is positioned within a few angstroms of the sample surface
in the repulsive force regime. At increased separations the tip-sample forces become
attractive and dynamic modes of AFM are used for force detection. Different AFM
modes are suited to different sample compositions and environments. The modes are
distinguished as either static-AFM (contact-mode or ‘de’ mode) or dynamic-AFM
(intermittent- and non-contact modes or ‘ac’ mode) as aforementioned. Cantilevers
are oscillated above surfaces in dynamic modes and are especially useful for
studying soft materials when contact-mode would otherwise cause specimen damage.

Force measurement is used as the feedback signal in the static mode whilst amplitude
and frequency modulation are used for signal detection in the dynamic modes.
Amplitude modulation is typically used for tapping-mode AFM. Frequency
modulation is used for non-contact AFM in vacuum.
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Note that non-contact refers to the fact that no permanent deformation or wear is
caused to either the front atom o f the tip or sample during AFM scanning.

3.5.1 Static AFM
In contact-mode AFM the tip is brought into contact with the substrate and the force
acting between tip and s a m p le ^ is used as the imaging signal. This force is
repulsive and induces a cantilever deflection q' where

?' = y

■

(3.9)

Deflections are designed to be significantly larger than the deformations made to the
sample by using suitable lv a lu es for cantilevers (0.01 N/m to 5 N/m) compared to
the interatomic spring constants o f solids (10 N/m to 100 N/m). In other words, the
cantilever is soft compared to the bulk atoms in both tip and sample. Deflections are
measured using a PSPD and a feedback loop maintains a pre-set constant deflection
by continually adjusting the z-position o f the cantilever tip such that the surface
topography is followed during scanning with constant force. True atomic resolution
has been recorded using static AFM but the setup is not straightforward. Materials
with low thermal expansion coefficients should be used or low temperature scanning
should be performed to reduce thermal expansion coefficients and the tip can be
immersed in liquid to cancel the effect o f long-range attractive forces. For contact
mode AFM, data is given in terms o f a topography map z(x, y, Fts = const) .

3.5.2 Dynamic AFM
Both tapping- and non-contact modes are dynamic modes o f AFM. Cantilevers are
mounted on actuators and deliberately oscillated. A general description o f force
detection using oscillating cantilevers was given in section 3.3.3 and the next
sections re-examine signal detection in more depth in terms o f amplitude and
frequency modulation.

3.5.2.1 Amplitude Modulation
Amplitude modulation (AM) is favoured for tapping-mode AFM8. A piezo stack is
driven with constant amplitude ^drive and constant frequency fdrive so that it excites
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the cantilever’s substrate vertically and the cantilever tip oscillates in free air with
frequency near its resonance f 0 with amplitude 20-100 nm. As the oscillating
cantilever-tip is moved towards the surface the amplitude decreases as the tip lightly
“taps” on the sample and strongly interacts with the surface at the bottom o f its cycle
only. Elastic and inelastic interactions change the amplitude and phase o f the
cantilever as the piezo stack continues to excite the cantilever’s substrate with the
same energy. A constant RMS o f oscillation signal is measured and a sinusoidal
electronic signal generated. Feedback loops act on these signals to maintain a
constant oscillation amplitude and a constant "setpoint" is maintained via vertical
positioning o f the scanner at each x and y data point by comparing signals to the
amplitude stored by the computer to form the topographic image o f the sample
surface. Changes in amplitude do not happen instantaneously with tip-sample
interactions but at timescale xm

r7 AM ~~ 2®
r •

(3.10)

JO

Q values can reach 100,000 in vacuum and as a result AM isslow. Nevertheless,
TM-AFM

is fastin

ambient

and liquid environments.Cantileversare usually stiff

enough to overcome capillary forces present whilst imaging in air. The resonant
frequency for TM in air is typically > 100 kHz. In liquid the cantilever is damped by
the fluid and is driven at a frequency matching that o f an acoustic mode o f the fluid
cell not the cantilever’s resonance in free air. Low forces are used for imaging o f
biological molecules to minimise sample deformation. Alternatively, the sample is
made stiffer by cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures (cryo-AFM). In both
environments images are produced by mapping the vertical motion o f scanner at each
lateral data point as it acts to maintain a constant oscillation amplitude. The key
advantage o f tapping-mode over contact-mode is the elimination o f high lateral shear
forces. Interactions between the tip and the surface depend not only on sample
topography but also on characteristics such as hardness, elasticity and adhesion. The
movements o f the cantilever tip are therefore dependent on these properties as well
as topographic structure.

Phase imaging is related to the phase shift o f the sinusoidal oscillation between the
driving signal as applied to the cantilever and the actual cantilever oscillation8.
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Mechanical properties such as sample elasticity can damp the cantilever’s
oscillations resulting in this shift in phase. Phase imaging can be performed by
recording the phase shift during normal tapping mode operation. Sensitivity to the
sample’s mechanical properties is useful for distinguishing sample composition such
as polymers with different components with varying stiffness. The key features o f
amplitude-modulated TM-AFM can be summarised:

•

The cantilever is oscillated at a fixed frequency close to the resonant
frequency with large amplitude o f oscillation.

•

Changes in amplitude and the phase are used as feedback signals.

•

Implemented at a close range in ambient conditions involving repulsive tipsample interaction (difficult to obtain atomic resolution).
Change in amplitude in AM mode does not occur instantaneously with
2Q
change in tip-sample interaction, but on a timescale t ^ » —- .

Jo
•

The use o f high Q-factors reduces noise but also slows down the AM mode.

3.5.2.2 Frequency Modulation
In many AFM systems a cantilever touches the surface at some point during
scanning. However, weak inter-atomic forces are still detectable a few angstroms
away from the surface if a suitable detection system is used. Frequency-modulated
(FM) AFM detects these weak attractive forces and overcomes the lengthy
timescales associated with amplitude modulation6,8,9,10. The cantilever is oscillated
above a sample surface with a small, constant amplitude at a frequency larger than its
resonant frequency. Weak attractive forces between the tip and sample influence the
oscillation frequency. The imaging signal is phase shifted and subject to automatic
gain control before being fed back to the cantilever via the actuator in positive
feedback (Figure 3.10).

Surface topography is traced out as feedback electronics act maintain a pre-set
frequency shift. The high sensitivity to interaction forces gives rise to outstanding
spatial resolution and typical tip-sample forces in NC-AFM are less than 1 nN.
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Figure 3.10. A schematic to show frequency modulation in NC-AFM.

NC-AFM is performed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV). VdW, electrostatic and
magnetic forces can be detected up to 100 nm from the surface. A frequency shift is
induced from these forces and is measured relative to its reference driving frequency
(Figure 3.11).

Amplitude (nm)

1

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3.11. The frequency shift ( A / ' ) is measured relative to the reference frequency ( f $ )
during non-contact AFM.

Controlled positive feedback is applied to a cantilever with eigenfrequency f 0 and
spring constant k such that it oscillates with constant amplitude A (Figure 3.12).
When the phase shift (p between the driving signal and the actual cantilever motion
is (p - 7i/2 then f = f 0 . Flowever, a change in f

takes place due to tip-sample
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forces such that f — fo + 4 /" • A relationship is established between measured
frequency shifts and tip-sample interactions. As the tip is brought close to a sample,
the potential energy ( Vts) between tip and sample causes a force (F ts) between the
tip and sample in the z-direction where

F =

-d K .
(3.11)

dz

and a tip-sample spring constant ( k ts) can be defined

- d zV.
dzJ

t = - dF*
dz

(3.12)

Fts or a quantity derived from it can be used as the imaging signal for AFM. (Note,

Fts has both short- and long-range contributions).

During the oscillation cycle assuming the force g rad ie n t^ is constant the frequency
shift is be given by

(3.13)
The oscillator circuit is important in frequency-modulated AFM and directs
cantilever behaviour. Cantilevers are treated as damped harmonic oscillators that are
driven externally. For sinusoidal excitations o f cantilever (quality factor Q » 1) the
magnitude o f the response o f cantilever {i.e. its amplitude A ) can be expressed as

drive

j

f
J drive

.

/<*
0

(3.14)
+

2
Jf drive

foQ2

where Adrive and f dnve are the driving amplitude and frequency respectively. The
phase between driving and measured signals is given by

(p = arctan

drive

Of, 1 -

2
Jf drive

fl

(3.15)

The oscillator circuit allows controlled positive feedback with

=%

so that a

constant cantilever oscillation amplitude is achieved. Note that the driving frequency
is not freely chosen but is influenced by / 0, Q, phase angle (p and tip-sample forces.
Electronics for controlling the oscillator and frequency demodulator are crucial
components and further details can be found elsewhere10.

In linking frequency shifts to physical tip-sample interactions, oscillating cantilevers
are described as weakly disturbed harmonic oscillators. However, during classic
FM-AFM, ku is not constant but varies by orders o f magnitude in a single oscillation
cycle. A perturbation approach is required for the calculation o f the frequency
shift A / . A text-book interpretation o f NC-AFM is given in Figure 3.12. It shows the
deflection q \t ) o f the cantilever tip as it is oscillated with am plitude^, at a
separation

q{t) from the sample. The nearest point to sample is q - d

and q(t) = q \t) + d +A.

/ cantileved

d
0

sample

Figure 3.12. A text-book schematic of an oscillating cantilever6. The amplitude is denoted by A
and minimum tip-sample distance by d.

The Hamiltonian o f cantilever is

(3.16)
where
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Unperturbed motion is given by

q'(t) = A cos(2/r f 0t)

(3.18)

1
k
/,= — J— ■

(3.19)

with frequency
-

2n \m *

In-depth derivations for A/* have been made in the past6,10 and a brief summary o f
findings is given here. The first derivation o f Af was given by Giessibl11 in 1997
using canonical perturbations theory. With brackets indicating averaging over one
oscillation cycle, the outcome for A / was

A f = - - ^ ( F „ q ') .

(3.20)

A second method involved solving Newton’s equations o f motions for cantilever
motion with effective mass ju * and spring constant k

M, £ 4 = - k q ' + F M )
at

(3.21)

where cantilever motion is assumed periodic and is expressed as a Fourier series with
fundamental frequency / :
oo

? '( 0 = X a m cos(m2 x f t ) .

(3.22)

m 0

And after various mathematical operations a result equivalent to Eq. 3.20 was found
for A/*.

The above equations are concerned with large amplitudes. I f they are integrated by
by parts, they are transformed back to resemble Eq. 3.13:
(3.23)
where

{K O ) ) =■— — f K (z ~ q')>lA 2- q '2W .
■A1 - a
2

(3.24)
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This expression resembles that o f A / = / 0— (Eq. 3.13) but

2k

00

is exchanged for a

weighted average (k ts) : forces with short-range are given more weight than longrange forces at small amplitudes (Eq. 3.20-3.22 consider large amplitudes only)6,10.
The conclusion made is that the sensitivity o f AFM to forces o f a particular range can
be controlled via its oscillation amplitude. For small amplitudes the short-range
forces can be weighted more than longer range; for larger amplitudes, long-range
forces can be given more weight.

In summary, NC-AFM uses feedback signals derived from the force induced shift in
resonance frequency o f the oscillating cantilever due to its interaction with the
surface for regulating the tip-sample separation:
•

The cantilever is oscillated slightly above its resonant frequency with fixed
amplitude o f oscillation.

•

Changes in the oscillation frequency are used as the feedback signal.

•

The frequency o f the oscillations is influenced by the VdW attraction force
between the tip and surface.

•

The tip does not touch the sample and NC-AFM is performed in vacuum.

•

Atomic resolution is obtainable.

•

The change in eigenfrequency ( f 0) occurs inside a single oscillation on a
timescale

I
t fm « —

.

Jo
•

As the interaction forces are much weaker than in tapping mode, cantilevers
are driven at small amplitudes to increase sensitivity.

•

Cantilever frequency can:
- decrease (VdW forces)
- increase (magnetic/ electrostatic forces).

The six key parameters for frequency-modulated NC-AFM in vacuum are:
1. C antilever spring constant (&): The tip is mounted on a spring and if the
cantilever stiffness below a certain value, the tip can suddenly jump-to-

contact whilst approaching the sample.

kJVCUilllll^ 1 I V/l/V XVllvi V/iJVV/pj1

2. C antilever eigenfreqnencv ( fn): The cantilever has eigenfrequency f 0 and
is controlled with positive feedback so that it oscillates with constant
amplitude A .
3. C antilever quality factor ( Q ): Q reaches hundreds o f thousands in
vacuum (compared to a few hundred in air). Therefore high- Q cantilevers
combined with a stiffness ~20 N/m and amplitude A = 10 nm can give
atomic resolution9.
4. Oscillation am plitude ( A): The dependence o f frequency shift on
amplitude means small amplitudes increase sensitivity to short-range forces.
Small amplitudes combined with extremely high spring constant cantilevers
are proved to be beneficial.
5. Frequency shift o f cantilever (A f ) : The frequency shift ( A / ) is related to
the cantilever spring constant (k):

6. Bias voltage between tip and sample (V.T): This is useful if for example
electro-static force microscopy and conducting probes are used.
Parameters 1-3 are dependent on the type o f cantilever and parameters 4-6 are freely
adjustable.

3.6 Additional Features
3.6.1 Piezoelectric Scanners
Scanners are essential components o f all SPMs and typically have a tube
configuration made from a piezoelectric material as shown in Figure 3.13. Both inner
and outer surfaces o f the tube o f piezoelectric material are coated with a thin metal
electrode while the outer surface is split into four electrically isolated sections.
Operation is based on the behaviour o f the tube in response to applied voltages: those
applied across the tube give lateral scanning; voltages applied between the inside and
outside o f the tube give vertical movement. Scanners are characterised by their scan
range and resonant frequency.
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Figure 3.13. (A) Tube scanners are made from piezoelectric material and are spit into four
electrically isolated sections. (B) Motion is based on behaviour of the material as voltages are
applied.

3.6.2 V ibration Isolation
The desire for high resolution imaging in SPM imposes limits on noise levels. For
SPM resolution o f 0.01 nm (0.1

A) vertically and 0.1 nm (1 A) laterally, noise must

be limited to 0.001 nm (0.01

A) in z and 0.01 nm (0.1 A) in x and y directions.

Mechanical vibrations are the largest components of noise and these low frequency
vibrations are minimised by levitating the whole system on an air table. High
frequency vibrations (from piezo elements’ resonances) are removed with electrical
filters without affecting imaging signals.

3.6.3 D ata A nalysis and Image Processing
Any artefacts acquired during the scanning process must be removed from images if
they are to be of any use. Standard routines exist for image processing.

SPM data consists of x, y coordinates associated with a number representing the
intensity at that point. Image arrays have size 128x128, 256x256, 512x512 etc.
and to resolve structures of interest there should be a sufficient density of
information. Standard routines exist for image processing which compensate for
instrumental defects etc. All images possess a deviation in the background plane
incurred by the impossibility to align the tip exactly perpendicular to the sample.
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This background slope is removed by calculating a least squares fit and then
removing it from the data. Left remaining is: z ’ - A * (jc) + B * (>>) where A and B
are constants. A curved background may result from nonlinearities in the scanner or
very low frequency vibrations. This is compensated by using a polynomial o f order n
for the subtraction o f that specific plane, z r = A * ( x n) + B * ( y n) where n< 4
(typically n < 2 ) . Plane subtraction is not the same as rotating a plane (a stepped
structure is altered to a sawtooth using plane subtraction). ‘Whole plane’, ‘line by
line’ and ‘partial plane’ subtractions are used. A plane in the jc-direction can be
removed without affecting the y-direction.

3.7 Summary
This chapter has provided the theory o f tip-sample forces and how their presence
may be exploited for atomic force microscopy. Methods o f signal detection have
been reviewed with particular emphasis on the lesser-known non-contact, frequencymodulated AFM. The instrumentation needed for AFM has been discussed and
details regarding the particular AFM systems used in this work are given in Chapter
4.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Techniques
4.1 Introduction
The practical aspects o f this work are addressed in this chapter in terms o f substrate
preparation and AFM operation. Atomically flat, well-defined and contaminant-free
substrates are necessary for successful, high-resolution imaging o f biomolecules and
it is advantageous that substrates are chemically inert against O 2 . Mica and templatestripped gold fulfil these criteria and were prepared for high-resolution imaging o f
biomolecules. A method o f probing DNA’s conductivity was required and so gold
electrodes were fabricated on silicon dioxide (SiC>2 ) substrates. The Omicron
Variable Temperature (VT) Beam Deflection AFM was used for high-resolution
non-contact mode imaging o f biomolecules in UHV. The Dimension 3100 AFM
system was used for imaging samples in air. Operation o f the AFM systems is
explained in terms o f their apparatus and feedback mechanisms.

4.2 Substrate Preparation
4.2.1 Mica
Muscovite mica has extremely low surface roughness and is a popular substrate for
supporting biomolecules during SPM analysis. It is an insulating, layered material
having strong bonds in two dimensions and weak bonds in the third. Several types
exist with the main component being Si0 4 -tetrahedra. Mica is easily cleaved in air
using adhesive tape to expose large atomically flat areas extending up to several
millimetres. Mica is purchased at relatively low cost (Goodfellows), is easily stored
and samples can be repeatedly cleaved for re-use.

The surface roughness o f mica was verified with AFM giving RMS roughness o f
0.104 nm for 2 pm x 2 pm (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. NC-AFM of atomically flat mica (A) 1 (im x 1 pm area, maximum height 0.3 nm. (B)
2 pm x 2 pm scan with RMS roughness 0.104 nm.

4.2.2 Tem plate-Stripped Gold
The realisation of ultra-flat electrically conducting substrates for imaging and
manipulation o f nano-sized structures is highly significant for investigating the
electronic properties of biomolecules for applications in bio-electronics. Thin-film
gold substrates have been used by others' and were fabricated in this work. Gold
thicknesses of around 10-20 nm were deposited on mica with the intention of
providing flat areas for bio-molecular imaging and means of testing the conductivity
o f DNA using conducting-AFM (C-AFM) over

gold-mica steps. Thin-film gold

substrates showed apparently low RMS surface roughness (-0.59 nm for a scan area
1.1 pm x 1.1 pm) when measured with TM-AFM. However, upon deposition of
DNA diluted in water (~pl amounts) the samples became rough (Fig. 4.2). The
increase in RMS surface roughness to -2.33 nm for a scan area 1 pm x 1 pm
suggested gold was loosened from the mica and for this reason samples could not be
used for imaging or electrical measurement.
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Figure 4.2. TM-AFM of a thin gold film on mica after liquid deposition RMS roughness -2.33
nm for scan area 1 pm x 1 pm.

Ultra-flat gold samples were successfully produced using a more complex ‘templatestripped gold’ (TSG) method2 (Figure 4.3). Gold was evaporated on to a freshly
cleaved, preheated (300°C, 5 hours) mica sheet (5 cm x 5 cm). A several hundred
nanometre thickness of gold was deposited on to the mica during the deposition
procedure using an Edwards Evaporator at 1O'6 mbar.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic to show fabrication of flat gold substrates. Freshly cleaved mica is heated
to 300°C, ~3-5hrs. Gold is evaporated to thickness >200 nm. Samples are cooled and fixed gold
side down on metal plates. Mica is carefully lifted off to expose a flat, clean gold surface.

The gold-mica sheet was subsequently cut into 1 cm2 pieces. Samples were fixed
gold-side down on metal plates using carbon adhesive pads. Prior to use, mica was

carefully peeled off using sharp tweezers and revealed a flat gold surface.
Conductivity tests were performed to ensure no mica was left remaining. These gold
substrates have very low surface roughness as measured with NC-AFM (Figure 4.4)
yielding a root mean square value of 0.198 nm for a scan size 5 jam x 5 pm.

50nm
Figure 4.4. NC-AFM of bare template-stripped gold. (A) Scan area 5 pm x 5 pm with low RMS
roughness 0.198 nm (mean roughness 0.142 nm). (B) Zoom view, 316 nm x 316 nm with RMS
roughness 0.184 nm (mean roughness 0.147nm).

4.2.3 Gold Electrodes
Electrodes necessary for probing DNA’s conductivity were designed and fabricated
using electron-beam lithography (EBL) by J. Kettle at Cardiff University3. EBL is a
specialised technique for creating the fine patterning for integrated circuits in
present-day electronic applications such as MOSFETs4,5. A beam of electrons is
scanned across a surface covered with an electron-sensitive resist film and are
deposited in a desired pattern of the resist film. The de Broglie wavelength of
electrons is less than 1 A and therefore overcomes the wavelength limitations
imposed by photolithography.

The principle o f EBL is based on electron interactions with organic compounds
either via fragmentation (positive resist) or cross-linking (negative resist) and the
ability to successfully predict these interactions since the resolution is not only
affected by the electron beam itself but by secondary electrons generated via inelastic
forward and back-scattering off the substrate. At present, high-resolution EBL is

routinely performed using its direct writing ability to create miniature devices. Figure
4.5A illustrates the fabrication process for a ‘Hole array’ structure.
1. Sample cleaning
using HF etch

v f jp r w
'r

6. Develop and nn.se PMMA

2 E-Beam evaporate Si02
7. Evaporate 3nm Cr
3. Sample Cleaning using TAMI

8. Evaporate 20nm Au

4. Apply 300iun PMMA

9. Develop and rinse PMMA
5. Expose PMMA

Figure 4.5. Electron-beam lithography (EBL). (A)The fabrication process o f a Hole array. (B)
An SEM image of typical electrodes

Firstly undoped, cleaved and polished silicon is cleaned (Fig. 4.5A, step 1) so that
any organic residues are removed. A four-solvent method removes contaminants of
particular molecular weights: 5 minutes of preheated agitated stirring at 120 °C in
Trichloroethene, Acetone, Methanol and lastly Isopropanol. The oxide layer is
removed with hydrofluoric acid (HF): 5% HF and 10 sec sample dips, and a wetting
test performed. Next, a thick layer o f e-beam evaporated S i0 2 (-600 nm) is deposited
at a rate of 2-4 A s ’1 using a 5 kV electron beam in vacuum o f 2-4 x 10-6 Torr (step 2).
Samples are cooled (-2 hrs) and cleaned (step 3). A thin gold layer is deposited on

the sample edge to prevent sample charging in the SEM chamber and allows
focussing which is not otherwise possible on Si02. Next, a 100 nm thick Polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) is applied via spinning (step 4) using 950 K PMMA and 4 %
solid chlorobenzene solvent. The resist mixture is poured onto the silicon wafer and
spun at 6000 rpm for 45 sec. The thickness o f these transparent films is accurately
measured using non-contact, spectro-reflectometry. Substrates are baked at 180 °C
for 3 mins and resist thickness remains constant at about 100 nm. Samples are
transferred to the EBL system, the vacuum pumped down to 5 x 10'5 torr and
exposure done at 20-30 kV at doses 200-350 pC/cm2 (step 5). Dosage, pattern size,
beam current, spot size all affect exposure and takes -3 0 min for normal hole array
structures. The chamber is let to air and developed in 1:3 Methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) (step 6) and rinsed in isopropanol (IPA), 30 sec. Samples are blown dry with
nitrogen. Next, electrode designs are patterned into the PMMA film. Evaporation of
3 nm o f chromium (Cr) and then 20-40 nm o f gold (Au) are done at 2 x 10"6 torr
(steps 7 & 8). Au adheres much better to Cr than to SiC>2 and so substrates with
underlying Cr are more resilient. Metals should not be evaporated onto vertical
sidewalls o f the PMMA cavities. Samples are removed from the system and soaked
in acetone for ~1 hr (step 9). If the PMMA hasn’t directly lifted off, heating in
acetone and agitation via stirring and then ultrasonic agitation is performed. Mica
was used instead o f silicon during initial attempts but problems were encountered
during fabrication and end-products proved unsuitable. Electrodes created on SiC>2
were successfully fabricated and subjected to SEM (e.g. Fig. 4.5B), AFM studies and
I-V measurement. These results are shown in Chapter 6.

4.2.4 Bio-M olecules
■ DNA samples: DNA samples were prepared under the supervision o f Dr. R. S.
Conlan within the School o f Medicine at Swansea University6. For DNA
experiments, 2-kbp and 2.5-kbp linear DNA fragments were amplified from
plasmid DNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using Taq polymerase, and
M l3 forward and reverse primers. PCR products were purified using PCR clean
up columns (Qiagen) following the manufacturers recommendations. Amplified
DNA was eluted from columns using nuclease free, distilled and deionised water
and adjusted to a final concentration -1 0 ng/pl. Various concentrations were

used including 100 ng/pl but for individual strand observation 10 ng/pl was
favoured. The length o f the DNA was verified using gel electrophoresis. 2 -5 pi
droplets o f DNA were deposited in the central region o f the chosen substrate
centre (typically a 1 cm2 mica substrate) and left for -1 5 min before drying with
nitrogen gas.

Nucleosome samples: For the nucleosome work, sonicated chromatin samples
were provided courtesy o f Drs Y. Teng and Y. Yu o f the Department o f
Pathology at Cardiff University7. Intact nucleosomes and chromatin samples
were prepared from wild-type FT5 yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)

o

as

described by Kuras and Struhl9. Cells were grown overnight in rich media yeast
peptone 2% dextrose to an A550 o f 1.5. Purified sonicated chromatin samples
were diluted 1:1000 in water before being imaged. A single 2 pi droplet o f the
nucleosome-containing solution was deposited at the centre o f a 1 cm2 mica
substrate and left for 5 min without further treatment. Nitrogen gas was used to
remove any remaining liquid from the samples. No rinsing was performed.

PUT3-related samples: Plasmid DNA (~2.5-kbp) containing one PUT3 binding
sequence was kindly supplied by Prof. R. J. Reece o f the Faculty o f Life
Sciences, Manchester University10 along with a separate supply PUT3p protein.
The plasmid pRJR130 contained a single PUT3 binding site closed into the
‘BamHI-HinDIIT restriction enzyme sites o f the plasmid pSP72. The specific
PUT3 probe used was the double-stranded oligonucleotide:

5’ -G A T C C C C C G G G A A G C G C T T C C C G G G A A G C T - 3’.

The region red/black/red represents a high-affinity PUT3 binding site11. In
Swansea, this plasmid DNA was cut using different enzymes in preparation for
anticipated experiments. Specific digestion sites serve as reference points for the
relative positioning o f the protein binding sequence along the DNA strand. These
sites are shown in Figure 4.6. Further information concerning the vector circle
map, its sequence and reference points can be found at the promega website12.

Figure 4.6. The plasmid DNA (2462-bp) containing recognition sites for enzyme digestion. The
three sites highlighted in blue were used in this work, cutting the DNA with enzymes Sacl, Seal
and Ndel at 65,1688 and 2379 base-pairs respectively. The single PUT3 binding site is included
between bases 16-46.

Enzyme Sacl was used to cut the plasmid at base-pair 65 for positioning the binding
sequence near one end o f the DNA strand. Enzyme Seal was used to cut the plasmid
at base-pair 1688 for positioning the binding site in the central region o f the strand o f
DNA for one set o f experiments. Enzyme Nde I was used for digestion at a different
site, cutting it at 2379-bp. A second binding site was introduced to the 2462-bp DNA
molecule such that the end-product contained binding sites near both ends. Specially
designed primers were necessary for this case. The primers needed for amplification
were designed as follows:
5’ ATTTAGGTGACACTATAGAACTCG 3 ’
-this primer is known as ‘SP 6’ and is an RNA polymerase promoter, and
5’ C G G G A A G CG CTTC C C G TG A C G G G CTTG TC TG C TC 3 ’.

The PCR reaction was performed and the new DNA strand length checked with gel
electrophoresis. For a successful amplification, several PCR attempts were made
using different annealing temperatures.
Protein was supplied at concentration -0.35 mg/ml in a reaction buffer containing:
20mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 10 pM ZnCl2. This
PUT3 molecule binds with high affinity to a particular 16-bp sequence o f DNA
under certain conditions. Therefore a new buffer was made up (20 mM HEPESKOH (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) Glycerol, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 pM ZnS04).

DNA and protein samples were mixed in the presence of buffer (~30 mins) for
binding to occur.

4.3 The Omicron VT Beam Deflection AFM
4.3.1 General D escription
The Variable Temperature (VT) Beam Deflection AFM scanner is housed in an
analysis chamber and allows NC-AFM to be performed under UHV conditions. A
pressure of approximately 8 x 10'11 mbar is normally attainable after baking the
system. The system is also capable o f cooling and heating of samples (from 25 K to
1500 K). A high quality vibration decoupling system crucial for the high-resolution
studies, is incorporated into the AFM system. Four soft springs protected by columns
are used to suspend the AFM base plate (Figure 4.7).
Colum ns
containing s o
springs

Copper plates
AFM b a se plal

Figure 4.7. A side view of VT Beam Deflection AFM system. The AFM base plate is surrounded
by copper plates which come down in between permanent magnets in a nearly non-periodic
eddy current damping mechanism.

The spring suspension system has resonance of ~2 Flz; vibrations of this suspension
system are intercepted using a nearly non-periodic eddy current damping
mechanism 3. This consists o f a ring o f copper plates which surrounds the AFM base
plates and comes down in between permanent magnets.

The Omicron UHV STM and AFM system is shown in Figure 4.8. Samples and tips
are introduced to the UHV analysis chamber via a fast entry load lock. Once placed
into the load lock, a turbo pump is used to create a vacuum in the 10'5 mbar range.
The valve isolating the load lock and analysis chamber is then opened and the sample
admitted to the UHV chamber and the pressure allowed to recover.
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Figure 4.8. The Omicron STM and AFM systems (top). The VT Beam Deflection AFM system
(bottom).

4.3.2 Sample and Tip Positioning
Omicron tip holders are used for mounting cantilever tips and stainless steel plates
are used for mounting samples. The princer grip wobblestick is used for tip and
sample handling once in the UHV. Samples are transferred sideways to a fixed
position at the stage. The cantilever tip is brought close to the sample using the
scanner. A 3-axes linear piezo motor positions the scanner using slip/stick effects
that are related to inertial forces as the piezo is driven in fast/slow sequence. Sliders,
magnetically coupled to three shear piezos, driven with a sawtooth voltage input are
transported during slow piezo movements and slip during fast piezo motion due to
their inert mass. Slip/stick effects are used for movements parallel to the sample
surface (X & Y), perpendicular to the surface (Z) and light beam adjustments (LX,
LY & PSPD).

Manual coarse movements bring the tip to close proximity o f the sample and is
followed by a step-by-step approach depending on whether contact or non-contact
mode is used. Note that after a coarse approach the surface is only just in reach o f
the tip (coarse step width <0.2 pm compared to Z-range o f the scanner > 1 pm) and
so the fine positioning piezo must be adjusted to have full range available during
scanning.

4.3.3 Tip Scanner
The scanner is a single tube with maximum scan range o f about 10 pm x 10 pm and
Z-travel o f about 1.5 pm (Figure 4.9). Resolution better than 0.01 nm in Z-direction
is possible. Scanner sensitivities are suited to atomic resolution for scan areas under
100 nm x 100 nm; long-distances (~several pm) are less accurate. Piezo sensitivities
i n X & Y = 1 8 nm /Vand Z = 1 0 n m /V .

Cantilever tips are manufactured as a single unit. The sharpness o f the cantilever tip
is important for high-resolution experiments. The cantilever material is highly doped
Si which dissipates static charge.

tip holder

cantilever holder

magnets (3)
radiation shield (lo)
+X,-X, +Y, -Y

MOD

Z (inner electrode)
scanner tube

Figure 4.9. The VT AFM tip scanner.

A typical NC-AFM cantilever has length 125 pm, width 30 pm, force constant 42
N/m, resonant frequency ~ 330 kHz (NanoSensors). A point-probe silicon cantilever
tip is shown in Figure 4.10. The tip is chemically inert and has high mechanical Qfactor for high sensitivity. Ideally the radius o f curvature is < 10 nm.

Cantilever data:
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Figure 4.10. Cantilever tips used for NC-AFM. A typical silicon cantilever tip (left). A very high
resonant frequency probe (PPP-NCVH AFM) (right).

4.3.4 Feedback Control System
AFM is based on the surface-induced deflections o f a cantilever. Deflections are
measured via laser beam reflection from the cantilever to the position sensitive
photo-detector (PSPD).

For contact mode AFM the feedback source is the normal force between tip and
surface and a force set-point is software selectable.
•

Fset> 0

REPULSIVE FORCE

•

Fset< 0

ATTRACTIVE FORCE

Fset is set as positive for approach and contact between tip and sample. After
approach negative values may be used if adhesive samples are used but if contact is
lost the regulator cannot regain contact with negative FSET.

For non-contact AFM, feedback is derived from a force induced shift in resonance
frequency o f an oscillating cantilever.

An FM detector identifies the frequency

difference (Af ) between the cantilever {fosc) and a reference oscillator ( f mF) . For a
non-interacting cantilever, Af = 0 , the reference is automatically set by the software:

f r e f = fosc + 4 5 5 kHz

(4.1)

Signals are converted in to analogue output voltage proportional to Af :

Delta f OUT = 5 m V !H z.(JREF - f osc - f INT)

(4<2)

where f lNT = intermediate frequency ( « 455 kHz) . Assuming the reference oscillator
is set to the right frequency initially, the FM detector monitors changes in cantilever
resonance frequency. For non-contact mode, a pre-selected frequency shift is
maintained with the SPM regulator. Cantilever frequency can both decrease and
increase from Van der Waals forces and magnetic/electro-static forces respectively.
As the resonance curve in air is broad and flat, non-contact AFM is performed in
UHV to protect the cantilever and surface.

It is essential that the laser is properly aligned on to the cantilever during both modes
o f AFM operation. The laser beam generated in the Light Unit passes through the
base flange to the microscope chamber using an optical fibre and is aligned as shown
in Figure 4.11

C a n tile v e r

Piezo Tube
Scanner

Fibre
Positioning

Optical
Components

Mirrors

Figure 4.11. Schematic diagram of optical deflection for the Omicron AFM.

The primary beam is positioned on to the cantilever firstly in the x-direction with a
micro slide and secondly in the y-direction with a rotating mirror. With the use of a
CCD camera the laser spot is visible on the ceramic cantilever holder (Figure 4.12).
Assuming the laser beam has been threaded through the scanner piezo tube, the beam
is made to hit the cantilever such that a maximum intensity is recorded on the PSPD.

+LY

Figure 4.12. CCD Camera view of cantilever through flange during of laser alignment.

Laser beam positioning is performed with a remote box. Once the beam is visible on
the ceramic block o f the holder the spot can be positioned directly on the cantilever
by using left/right (LX) movements and upwards (LY). A small intensity should be
detectable on the PSPD as the first reflex (if nearly zero, secondary reflections are
likely). A maximum signal is achieved on the PSPD using single steps o f alignment.

The Lpsd mirror is used for optimisation o f the secondary beam. For zero tip-sample
interaction, the secondary beam should be positioned at the PSPD centre (Figure
4.13). Different signals are yielded depending on the nature o f the interaction.
Normal forces move the laser beam vertically and lateral forces move the signal
horizontally.

FV = [(v4 + C ) - ( 5 + Z))]x5
Figure 4.13. Position sensitive photo-detector with output signal definition for the normal force
(Le. vertical movement of beam only).

The secondary beam is positioned at the vertical centre o f the detector by adjusting
vertical mirror LPSD. The laser power Iiotal should always be slightly above 2V.

I total^ - 5 V gives bleeding into other PSPD quadrants; Itotal < 2.0 V induces
excitation problems in non-contact mode. After the beam has been positioned on the
cantilever, primary beam fine-tuning is useful for confirm the maximum signal
intensity on the PSPD. Beam adjustments are also necessary when cantilevers are
changed.

4.3.5 AFM Electronics and Software
Figure 4.14 shows regulation o f Z-distance and amplitude in NC-AFM in schematic
form. The cantilever is a free, self-starting oscillator having a set-point regulated
amplitude. A regenerative loop o f positive feedback is used for compensation o f tipsample energy losses.

The frequency shift Af is used as the feedback signal in Z-distance regulation and is
strongly dependent on the tip-sample separation. It is desirable to monitor cantilever

resonance frequency and damping is checked using a fast sweep oscilloscope.
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Figure 4.14. Regulation of NC-AFM and feedback electronics.

The electronics controlling the AFM system are contained in a rack mounting case
and are controlled by PC via a PCI interface card. The system consists o f a pre
amplifier, feedback control for Z-distance and amplitude regulation and circuitry for
scan control. By varying the feedback signal Af the tip-sample distance is altered.
Fast or slow tip responses can be realised via integral and proportional gain controls.
The software used to control the AFM was Omicron’s SCALA PRO software and
allowed real time manipulation o f the AFM parameters, data acquisition and data
analysis. Further reading can be found in the manufacturers’ handbook13.

4.4 Dimension 3100 AFM
4.4.1 General Description
The Digital Instruments’ Dimension 3100 AFM was used for imaging samples in air
to support data gained from NC-AFM. The AFM is mounted on a vibration isolation

table and covered with an acoustic hood. Tapping-mode was favoured for imaging
soft samples although the system is capable o f several others modes (e.g contact- &
conducting-AFM.).

4.4.2 Sample and Tip Positioning
All Digital Instruments scanners consist of a single tube with five or more
independently operated piezo elements. In common with the Omicron system, the tip
is raster scanned over a fixed sample.

4.4.3 Feedback Control System
In common with Omicron AFM system, the Dimension 3100 uses feedback signals
derived from laser deflections onto a photodiode. The beam path is shown in Figure
4.15.
Laser aim ing scre w s
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Adjustable detector mirror
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Sam ple
Figure 4.15. Schematic diagram of optical deflection for the Dimension 3100 AFM.

The beam is aligned on the back of the cantilever using the laser aiming screws to
give a sum signal o f about 4 V. The PSPD signal is centralised on the laser reflection
window using mirror adjustment screws to give vertical deflection o f 0 V. The
cantilever frequency is tuned using PC controls. Optics are used to focus on the both
tip and surface to find the desired area for scanning. An appropriate amplitude setpoint is chosen for TM-AFM and an auto approach activated.

The Dimension 3100 uses amplitude modulation in the feedback loop (Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.16. TM-AFM feedback via amplitude modulation.

4.4.4 AFM Electronics and Software
The microscope is controlled via PC with Digital Instruments’ NanoScope software
and a controller. Figure 4.17 depicts the electronics and feedback loops controlling
Dimension 3100 operation in schematic form.

Further information regarding this AFM can be found in the manufacturers’
notebook14.
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Figure 4.17. Feedback electronics for TM-AFM operation.

4.5 Summary
The techniques presented in this chapter were chosen for their suitability in aiding
high-resolution studies of biomolecules. NC-AFM experiments performed in a
controlled UHV environment yielded data with exceptional quality and therefore this
technique was necessary to accurately study the chosen samples o f interest. TMAFM was invaluable for rapid scanning of samples during optimisation processes
and imaging o f electrodes for subsequent I-V studies. Both systems were capable of
high-quality, reproducible imaging and were proved successful choices for the
experiments.
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CHAPTER 5
Visualisation o f Biological Molecules
5.1 Introduction
Structural knowledge o f biological molecules is vital for understanding their
behaviour in science. This knowledge can be applied in different situations leading to
future developments o f the present day technologies. Prior to the invention o f SPM,
various techniques were developed to elucidate molecular structures {e.g. X-ray
crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)). However, for X-ray
crystallography, crystallised samples are required and for cryo-EM, the signal-tonoise ratio can be relatively low. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a valuable
technique that provides useful structural information regarding individual, nano-sized
molecules without such lengthy sample preparation; data averaging over large
numbers o f molecules is not required and experiments can be performed under
liquid, air or vacuum conditions.

The modes o f intermittent- and non-contact AFM operation were described in
Chapters 3 & 4 and in this chapter, the results o f atomic force microscopy applied to
DNA and protein structures are presented along with a detailed dimension analysis.
In particular, this chapter demonstrates the quality o f frequency-modulated (FM)
NC-AFM imaging o f single biological structures. Emphasis is directed towards the
usefulness o f TM-AFM when performed in air on similar samples which provides a
valuable comparison with NC-AFM. TM-AFM is regarded as more versatile for
scanning larger areas in shorter timescales due to the absence o f the vacuum
environment. TM-AFM complements other imaging techniques and allows one a
more rapid ‘turnover’ o f samples.

In the course o f this work, several STM experiments were performed using an
desktop STM (EasyScan). Tapping-mode AFM studies were performed using a
Dimension 3100 AFM. Non-contact AFM imaging experiments were performed
using an Omicron Variable Temperature (VT) Beam Deflection AFM system and
formed the main body o f high-resolution imaging o f DNA and protein. These
visualisation studies o f individual molecules directly adsorbed onto atomically flat

and electrically conducting substrates are o f key interest for the subsequent
exploration o f their charge transfer properties.

5.2 Sample Preparation
For successful imaging o f biological molecules, the supporting substrates need to be
clean and atomically flat. Both graphite and mica were cleaved with adhesive tape
prior to each experiment revealing clean, atomically flat areas for the deposition o f
biomolecules. The substrates were re-used many times after cleaving. Gold surfaces
were fabricated using a template-stripped gold technique as described in Chapter 4.
These substrates were suitable for single-use only.

Biological samples were prepared as described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.4). For
DNA experiments, 2-kbp and 2.5-kbp linear DNA fragments were amplified and
purified. 2 -5 pi droplets o f DNA were deposited in the central region o f the chosen
a

substrate centre (typically a 1 cm mica substrate) and left for ~15 minutes before
drying with nitrogen gas.

For nucleosome work, intact nucleosomes and chromatin samples were prepared
from wild-type FT5 yeast {Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Further details can be found
in Chapter 4. A single 2 pi droplet o f the nucleosome-containing solution was
deposited at the centre o f a 1 cm2 mica substrate and left for 5 minutes without
further treatment. Nitrogen gas was used to remove any remaining liquid from the
samples. No rinsing was performed.

Prepared samples were transferred into the sample stage for STM and TM-AFM
ready for imaging or transferred in the UHV chamber for NC-AFM.

5.3 STM Studies o f DNA on Graphite and Gold
Substrates
STM was used to visualise 2-kbp DNA strands deposited on freshly cleaved HOPG
and gold substrates. Sample preparation consisted o f 2 pi depositions o f DNA diluted
with pure water to concentration ~10 ng/pl deposited in the central region o f a

substrate surface, left for 15 minutes, and dried with nitrogen gas. A number of
features were visible during the scan although it should be noted that surface features
of HOPG may mimic the structure of biomolecules. Figure 5.1 shows examples of
imaging performed with STM. Substrates were scanned prior to deposition and
changed significantly after material deposition and surface adsorbates are clearly
visible.
B
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Figure 5.1. STM images: 2-kbp DNA deposited on (A) graphite (HOPG) and (B) gold substrates
and imaged in air. Adsorbates are visible with height 1-5 nm.

The height o f the adsorbates appears to be ~ l-2 nm on graphite substrates and ~5 nm
on gold. It is difficult to ascertain whether the observed features are definitely DNA
since surface features of graphite can be confused with adsorbates and the bare gold
surfaces were relatively rough. Several attempts at point spectroscopy were
performed where the tip was moved over an adsorbate, the feedback mechanism
disengaged and the tip bias modulated such that an increase in tunnel current was
recorded. This process appeared to transform the structure somewhat for the gold
images (see top-right image compared to bottom-right) which implies the adsorbates
are ‘soft’ as they are affected by variations in tunnel current and not features of the
surface itself. For control experiments performed on bare gold, point spectroscopy
did not result in altered images. For this work, imaging was performed in air and
contamination is one possible factor. High-resolution STM has been reported by
Tanaka et al.x using flat clean, copper substrates in UHV (Figure 5.2). Specialised

pulse-injection valves were required to transfer biological material into the UHV
chamber to maintain cleanliness, prevent the clean metal surface oxidising and
perform imaging at ~95K. Compared with the work of this thesis where the height of
adsorbates was 1-5 nm as measured with STM (Fig. 5.1), Tanaka et al. reported
higher resolution images with the topographic height for the plasmid DNA at 0.2-0.5
nm and strand diameter o f 2-4 nm depending on the tip condition. The highresolution images of Fig. 5.2 show internal structures are resolved with periodicity
2.6-3.7 nm and compare well to the Watson-Crick DNA o f -3.4 nm.

2(K)nm
Figure 5.2. Examples of scanning tunnelling microscopy images reprinted from Tanaka et al.1 of
2739 base-paired double-stranded plasmid DNA after pulse injection on C u (lll) in UHV and
observed at ~95K. In addition to the DNA, steps and dislocations of the copper in the
background are clearly visible.

STM probes the electronic states and therefore the measured height may not
necessarily correspond to the actual topographic height o f the DNA skeleton. STM
contrast corresponds to the density o f states near the Fermi level arising from the
hybrization o f metallic states with the molecules’ states. Thus, the prerequisite for
imaging with STM is being an electrically conducting substrate. Combining this need
with unknown or undetermined electronic properties of biomolecules may invoke
difficulties in data interpretation. On the other hand, AFM does not rely on the
electron transfer through materials whose electron carrying properties are not yet
known and does not require specialised injection valves, nor low temperatures.

For AFM data acquisition, feedback signals are derived from the forces between a
cantilever tip and substrate rather than electron tunnelling. These are solely
determined by tip-sample interactions which in turn are strongly dependent on
surface topography. In this way, a tip follows surface contours and the topography
can be mapped. Both electrically conducting and insulating substrates can be scanned
at ambient temperature during AFM, thus broadening the range o f imaging
substrates. STM was not used in subsequent experiments and AFM was the preferred
imaging mechanism.

5.4 AFM Studies of DNA on Mica Substrates
Tapping-mode and non-contact mode AFM were used to visualise DNA. Equivalent
samples were prepared on mica substrates. A comparison is made in terms o f the
resolution achievable with each mode.

5.4.1 TM -A FM Im aging
Images o f 2.5-kbp DNA fragments adsorbed on mica and scanned in air with TMAFM are given in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. TM-AFM images of DNA networks. (A) Scan area 2.3 pm x 2.3 pm. The DNA height
is 2 nm as shown by the line profiles. The length of the strand into the network is -600 nm. (B)
Scan area 5 pm x 5 pm. Random networks are clearly visible where DNA strands are lying of
top of each other. A large mass is visible where DNA has ‘clumped’ together due to the high
concentration.

Many DNA strands have combined to form random networks. The average height of
the DNA in these networks is 1-2 nm as shown in the line profiles. This value agrees
with the accepted value of 2 nm as determined with X-ray crystallography. As well
as highly concentrated samples, end-to-end aggregation and partial separation of
strands can aid the formation of networks. (End-to-end aggregation is reported to be
a consequence of favourable free energies of base-stacking whilst in solution
comparable to kT ~ 0.6 kcal/mol2).

Figure 5.4 shows individual, well-defined DNA strands dispersed over mica. Each
strand has topographic height o f 0.5-1 nm and measured width -3 0 nm. Their
measured length is 700 nm and agrees well with the calculated length o f a 2.5-kbp
molecule o f 875 nm as there are some kinks and folds within them. At this
resolution, small oligonucleotides and salts are visible in the background. Whilst the
height measurements are low compared to the accepted diameter o f 2 nm the
measured widths are relatively large. The sharpness of the cantilever tip limits the
resolution achievable for lateral measurements and since it is in intermittent-contact
mode of operation, it is possible that the tip is compressing the molecules somewhat
so that they appear broader. Strands are highly distinguishable against the
background but the helix nature is not discemable.
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Figure 5.4. TM-AFM images of individual DNA strands on mica. (A) 5 pm x 5 fim scan showing
many DNA strands (B) 1.5 pm x 1.5 pm scan showing three individual DNA molecules each
having of approximately length 700 nm which when allowing for the kinks agrees well with the
calculated length of a 2.5-kbp molecule.

Following the deposition o f DNA molecules on to mica, the conformation o f DNA
can change as it undergoes the transition from three- to two-dimensions.
Furthermore, the number o f conformations that DNA could possibly adopt is greatly
reduced due to the loss o f one degree o f freedom.

In 1996, Rivetti et al.3 studied the deposition process o f DNA molecules onto a mica
surface for imaging under the atomic force microscope. Two types o f moleculesurface interactions were described : (i) molecules are free to equilibrate on the
surface before becoming captured in a certain conformation, or (ii) the equilibration
stage is omitted so that molecules are trapped on the surface with conformations
resembling the actual 3D conformation. If the appropriate conditions are used, DNA
molecules are able to equilibrate on a freshly cleaved mica surface (as in an ideal 2D
solution). However, if DNA molecules are deposited on glow-discharged mica or H+exchanged mica they do not equilibrate at the surface but appear as simple
projections onto a surface plane, suggesting they are kinetically trapped. Findings
showed the number o f DNA molecules bound to the surface was shown to be
proportional to the square-root o f the deposition time t. This indicated that DNA
molecules diffused to the surface and on reaching it, they could not return into the
solution {i.e. irreversibly adsorbed). Analyses o f the mean-square end-to-end
distance < R2 > and mean-square bend angle between two chain segments < Q2 >
showed that if DNA molecules were deposited in low salt solutions onto freshly
cleaved mica they did equilibrate on the surface. Findings also showed that proteinend labelled DNA fragments deposited onto freshly cleaved mica were able to
equilibrate on the surface even with the additional protein-surface interaction {i.e.
proteins attached to both ends o f the DNA did not stop molecules from equilibrating
freely onto the surface during the deposition). Conversely, if glow-discharged or H+exchanged mica were used, molecules were unable to equilibrate and molecule
conformations resembled 3D projections onto the plane.

In view o f these findings and the fact that freshly cleaved mica was used in the work
o f this thesis, it is likely that the DNA molecules are equilibrated onto the mica
surface rather than kinetically trapped.

5.4.2 NC- AFM Im aging
NC-AFM was used to for similar imaging o f DNA adsorbed on mica but in UHV
with base pressure 3xK T10 mbar base pressure. Figure 5.5 shows results o f a highly
concentrated sample (-100 ng/pl).

Figure 5.5. NC-AFM of concentrated DNA (—100 ng/|j.I). The strand-like nature of DNA is
discernable despite being densely packed.

Fig. 5.5 shows that high concentrations of DNA are not only easy to scan with TMAFM but are readily imaged with NC-AFM Again many DNA strands are visible,
some of which have combined to form random networks with some similarity to Fig.
5.3. Some tip-sample interference may be expected for molecules associated with
other molecules rather than the surface but for DNA there were none observed.

To explore the resolving power o f NC-AFM, single molecules were examined using
a lower concentration (-10 ng/pl). Fig. 5.6A shows individual strands are evenly
dispersed over the substrate which can then be examined in more detail, Fig. 5.6B-D.
Here, the high-resolution capabilities of NC-AFM are truly revealed. By zooming in
to individual molecules, the helical nature o f the DNA is highly discernable. The
height contrast of the maxima and minima correspond to the helix, and its pitch can
be compared to that determined via X-ray crystallography. For the most common
structure, B-DNA, in 92% humidity the pitch is known to be -3 .4 nm for 10-bp8 (or
-3.5 nm for 10.5-bp4).
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Figure 5.6. NC-AFM images of ~2-kbp double-stranded DNA deposited on mica and imaged in
UHV with base pressure 3 x 1 0 10mbar. (A) A wide area scan showing individual DNA strands
randomly dispersed on a flat mica background. (B)-(D) Zooming in to one particular structure
ultimately revealing the helix periodicity at high-resolution. Cantilever resonant frequency ~330
kHz, with pre-set frequency shift (AA) set at approximately -50Hz. (Images captured with 400
points/line).

Some variation in pitch is expected due to the UHV environment and method of
probing it. The average pitch measured for the DNA shown in Fig. 5.6C is 3.0 nm,
(standard deviation 0.71 nm) which compares to the pitch of -3 .4 nm for 10 basepairs as described by Watson and Crick8. Note that scanning probe microscopy
measurements are obviously dependent on the flexibility o f the DNA molecules and
interactions with a surface as well as the UHV environment.

Compared with others work (i) Tanaka et al} reported that DNA strands deposited
on copper in UHV had internal structure with periodicity o f 2.6-3.7 nm, (ii) Arai et
al} reported a pitch value o f - 7 nm using NC-AFM on DNA on Si(l 11) in UHV and
(iii) Sugawara et al.6 reported a pitch value of 33 A (3.3 nm ) for DNA on mica using

NC-AFM -but this was using a specialised, super-sharpened cantilever tip (radius of
curvature 20 A) on a sample that had been thermally annealed at a temperature lower
than 100 °C for 48 hours in UHV.
Figure 5.7 shows additional scans o f individual DNA strands; long molecules -2000bp (Fig. 5.7A, B) and a much shorter length ~300-bp (Fig. 5.7C). Once again, the
structures are highly defined against the background and detail is seen along the
molecules themselves.

Figure 5.7. High-resolution images of individual DNA molecules (A-B) Double stranded DNA
(dsDNA) of length 2000-bp (C) A short strand of dsDNA consisting of ~300-bp.

In Fig. 5.7A it is possible to see the manner in which the molecules folds back and
crosses

over

itself after

the

lay-down

event.

Small

fragments,

possibly

oligonucleotides or salt residues, are distributed evenly on the mica surface and exist
in close proximity to the strands as shown in Fig. 5.7B. The shorter strand in Fig.
5.7C appears straighter than the longer molecules. DNA molecules of this length
(-100 nm) are readily resolved with NC-AFM.

Figure 5.8 shows random networks of DNA at high-resolution which can be later
compared to networks on gold. Fig. 5.8A shows at least 5 strands that have combined
to form the network. The helical nature becomes evident by continually zooming into
the region indicated. An example of a line profile between successive maxima is
given in Fig. 5.8C to compare with the helix mode (Fig. 5.8D).
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Figure 5.8. (A) Random networks of DNA form where strands are lying across one another. (B)
A high-resolution scan of the helix structure. (C) Measurements of the helix periodicity and its
associated line profile. (D) Schematic to indicate the periodicity of the molecule. (Images
captured with 400 points/line).

Fig. 5.5-5.8 have shown the high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM. The helical
nature is visible with internal structure periodicity comparable to others’ pitch values
as aforementioned. The high-resolution imaging is made possible from the combined
effects o f the chosen non-contact mode, a sharp cantilever tip and the vacuum
environment.

Dehydration causes a reduction in helical periodicity from a transition o f B-DNA to
A-DNA7-8. B-DNA is the most commonly found form as identified via X-ray
diffraction o f DNA fibres in 92% humidity; A-DNA was deduced by X-ray
diffraction at 75% relative humidity and is the more compact form. Specific
recognition areas for proteins, chemicals and drugs to interact are provided by the
distinct major and minor grooves o f the helix. The grooves in A-DNA are not as
deep as B-DNA and bases are tilted more. The B-to-A transition implies a reduction
in length o f up to 1.5-bp per helix turn with slightly increase diameter o f 0.3 nm. It is
therefore feasible that dehydrated molecules will appear slightly shorter than
expected. Long DNA strands are likely to find increased adhesion sites which may
aid conservation o f the B-DNA following dehydration. Since the molecules in this
study are considered long (~2000-bp) this effect can be neglected. The approximate
length measured for each strands is ~ 700 nm which agrees with that expected for a
2000-bp molecule. Short strands o f DNA (300-bp) (Fig. 5.6C) are also clearly
defined. Shorter pieces (e.g. 100-200-bp) o f dsDNA can form rods on mica and
molecules o f this length were not used in this work. Even shorter strands o f single
stranded DNA (ssDNA) (~ 50-bp) are reported as difficult to distinguish as regular
rods, sometimes appearing as globular formations2 which could be mistaken as salts

etc.

5.4.3 Comparison o f NC- and TM- AFM Imaging
When NC-AFM images o f DNA samples are compared to TM-AFM, it is apparent
that highest resolution is achieved using NC-AFM. Frequency-modulated NC-AFM
in vacuum reveals more sub-structure than tapping mode since the NC-AFM tip is
more sensitive to tip-sample interactions. During TM-AFM in air, water layers are
also present which may mask the helix nature from the cantilever tip. This limits the
resolution achievable compared to the NC mode which is performed in a totally dry

UHV environment. NC-AFM is capable o f resolving the helical nature o f DNA and
furthermore it is possible to observe the manner in which the molecule folds and
crosses over itself (Fig. 5.7).

In the past, divalent cations were used to anchor large DNA molecules on mica9. A
bridge forms between these cations and the negatively charged phosphate backbone
o f DNA. There are some DNA fragments, oligonucleotides or ions remaining from
purification and are shown to be surrounding the DNA strands in previous images
but these are likely be present in all experiments. Although AFM imaging was stable
and reproducible for both TM and NC modes, the added advantage o f NC mode is
that molecules were apparently unaffected by the tip (i.e. not displaced or
significantly flattened) and a width measurement o f 10 nm was closer to the accepted
diameter o f DNA (i.e. being around one third that o f TM). TM-AFM was performed
in air and so water layers may contribute to the larger measurements. Lateral
resolution is also influenced by factors such as tip-size, tip-sample separation and tipsample forces. Broadening effects due to the finite tip size are observed in most AFM
images and as a result, lateral resolution o f AFM is hard to define10. Images are
created with a non-linear character due to multiple interacting regions between the
tip and sample10. Sharp tips and/or software algorithms can be used to minimise tipbroadening effects11,12,13,14 so that lateral dimensions are closer to expected values.
Technique such as etching are used to modify the tip properties (i.e. decrease the
radius o f curvature and/or sidewall angles) to increase the resolution achievable.

Firstly, these results reinforce the valuable non-contact behaviour and secondly, they
show that normal NC-AFM cantilevers can be used for scanning soft samples with
imaging parameters not dissimilar to those used for hard surfaces like bare mica. The
outcome o f this comparison study is that NC-AFM is proven to resolve biological
structures in more detail than TM-AFM and this claim is supported by others’
published observations15. The unparalleled quality o f imaging soft structures with
NC-AFM provides the motivation behind choosing it for subsequent experiments
with lesser-known structures and to observe effects o f alternative supporting
substrates (e.g. electrical conductors).

5.5 High-Resolution NC-AFM Studies of DNA on Gold
Substrates
DNA has been routinely imaged on mica substrates and now for the first time
imaging o f DNA deposited on atomically flat gold substrates without chemical
modification o f molecule or substrate by using NC-AFM17. Details concerning the
fabrication o f the flat gold can be found in Chapter 4. Approximately 15 minutes was
allowed for the DNA to adsorb to this hydrophobic surface before drying with
nitrogen gas. Hydrophobic surfaces are inert to water: they do not bind to water
molecules through ionic or hydrogen bonds. Lenses o f water are formed on the
surface as water molecules are reorientated to allow hydrogen bonding to still take
place between them. Tetrahedrally coordinated water molecules may also link
themselves around just about any shape or size o f inert molecule16. Analyses o f
chemically unmodified dsDNA molecules show that an untreated gold surface
provides an ideal background for imaging deposited DNA molecules, as shown in
Figure 5.9. The images clearly show maxima and minima corresponding to the
helical nature o f DNA.

Measurements made for five individual DNA molecules show that the length is 700
nm which is in good agreement with the calculated length o f 680 nm for a linear 2kbp DNA molecule. The resolution achieved using NC-AFM surpasses that reported
by other means and these results were published in 200517. Analyses o f 15 separate
dsDNA molecules from five separately prepared samples gives an average height o f
1.37 nm (standard deviation 0.19 nm). This lower than expected value o f height is
likely to be due the effects o f the UHV. Sample dehydration has already been
estimated reduce the height o f DNA strands by 0.6 nm18. Where DNA molecules are
lying across one another the height increases correspondingly.

Certain factors are likely to contribute to a larger than expected lateral diameter
measurement o f 12 nm. The finite tip width leads to a tip convolution effect;
individual molecules are adsorbed on to a surface rather than free in solution
implying lateral spread occurs to fully adsorb on to the gold substrate; and the UHV
environment may remove excess water layers which would otherwise be present
when imaging in air. Despite the difference between the observed and expected

lateral dimension, NC-AFM imaging produced high-resolution detail of the double
helix structure o f DNA, and clearly offers an alternative to cryo-EM and tapping
mode AFM in terms o f sample preparation, image resolution and reproducibility.

Figure 5.9. NC-AFM images taken under UHV conditions of dsDNA (2000-bp) on atomically
flat gold surface. (A) Large area scan of DNA on a gold substrate. (B) Randomly formed DNA
network adsorbed on to gold. The helical structure is evident along the DNA length.
Interestingly, exclusion regions appear to surround long DNA molecules, small fragments do not
appear in close proximity to DNA molecules. This characteristic is prominent on hydrophobic
gold substrates. (Published results17).

On a gold substrate DNA molecules form a random network (Fig 5.9A, B) which is
much

more pronounced than previously observed on mica for the same

concentration. A randomly formed DNA network consisting o f at least nine separate
molecules is shown at high magnification in Fig. 5.9B. Interestingly, small fragments
(possibly small oligonucleotides or salt residues) are excluded within close proximity
of DNA strands which may be a result o f charge repulsion. This contrasts with
images obtained on hydrophilic mica (e.g. Fig. 5.6) where the immediate adsorption
of DNA appears to inhibit the formation of the exclusion zones. Individual strands of
DNA are also observed with lower frequency and are shown in Fig. 5.9C. Note, that

a charge can interact with a neutral surface (or molecule) because o f the field
reflected by the surface (or molecule) on it becoming polarized16. For example, a
DNA fragment (charge Q) at a distance D from a neutral gold surface may interact
with it because o f the field reflected by the surface. The reflected field is equivalent
to an image charge (Q") at a distance 2D from Q. Also, a dipole near a surface
encounters an image o f itself reflected by the surface, and two surfaces will ‘see’
reflected images o f each other. These effects give rise to the Van der Waals (VdW)
forces between them and could possible contribute to the phenomenon o f exclusion
zones as observed on gold in Fig.5.9.

The gold surfaces used in this work were exposed to air and have hydrophobic
properties and as a result interactions with hydrophilic molecules is significantly
reduced. However, the advantage o f gold substrates when used in conjunction with
more invasive modes o f AFM is that it is available for chemisorption o f biological
structures that contain free thiol groups or proteins containing cysteine residues.
Structures like DNA can be anchored through their termini to gold using thiol groups
while still allowing their inner regions to be accessible for simultaneous interaction
with other molecules and their imaging. AFM has been applied to DNA anchored on
gold substrates and results are reprinted from Medalia et a l 19 in Figure 5.10 and
provides a useful comparison to the author’s observations o f NC-AFM o f DNA on
gold.

In the work o f Medalia et al. DNA was modified to include a terminal thiol linker at
the 5’-ends o f DNA strands and DNA could be observed when chemisorbed to the
Au surface but those unmodified samples could not be seen. Modified DNA
molecules o f -3 0 0 nm (900-bp) and -700 nm (2450-bp) were observed and
anchorage allowed imaging in liquid so that proteins could interact with surfacebound DNA. Molecules were -5 nm wide at the ends with height 1.5-2.5 nm, which
become wider, may disappear and occasionally reappear with width 10-20 nm. This
implies that despite anchorage at the ends, the middle regions are free to move in
solution and may result in blurring. This approach is useful for immobilisation o f
DNA at the surface in cases where DNA would otherwise not be observable.
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Figure 5.10. Images reprinted from Medalia et a/.19 (I) Preparation of DNA using a cytidine
residue within a 5’ -overhand sequence, transaminated with 1,6-Diaminohexane, then thiolated
with 2-iminothiolate giving a thiolated DNA fragments which anchor to gold substrates. (U)
AFM imaging of DNA fragments anchored to gold surfaces (a,b) Tapping mode of a 900-bp
fragment and (c) 2450-bp fragment.

In comparison, the gold used in this thesis appears much smoother in the background
and DNA is highly discernable with comparable height and width where no
modification is made to either molecule or substrate.

5.6 High-Resolution NC-AFM Studies of Nucleosome
Proteins
DNA is packaged by histone proteins in eukaryotic cells forming nucleosomes which
secure DNA through degrees of folding into chromatin fibres20. Regularly repeating
nucleosomes are considered the basic sub-unit o f chromatin and the structure has
been determined through X-ray crystallography21,22. Conventional AFM imaging of
biomolecules involves depositing samples on atomically flat mica and so mica was
the chosen substrate for nucleosome as well as DNA investigations. Others have
already performed nucleosome studies but with TM-AFM23 and an example is given
in Figure 5.11. In Fig. 5.11 A, the DNA strand is visible with at least 4 protrusions

along it corresponding to the nucleosome proteins. In Fig. 5.1 IB, the DNA extending
from nucleosomes is clearly visible although no surface detail is evident within the
nucleosomes themselves. The limited resolution may be due to the imaging method
or thin water layers which are typically present when experiments are performed in
air. Fig. 5.11 provides a means of comparison for nucleosomes observed with TMAFM and with the NC mode of imaging from this thesis.
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Figure 5.11. Reprinted from M.H. Sato et al. (1999) Atom ic fo rce microscopy sees nucleosome
positioning and histone H I-induced compaction in reconstituted chromatin. FEBS letters, 452,
267-271. Nucleosomes are clearly spaced along a strand of DNA in (A) whilst an isolated
nucleosome is examined in (B). In (B) the entry and exit DNA pathways to the protein are
visible, but no further detail is discernable on the protein itself such as the wrapping of DNA.

For this thesis, images were captured o f intact nucleosomes and chromatin samples
were prepared from wild-type FT5 yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)24 as described
by Kuras and Struhl25 (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.4).

Purified sonicated chromatin

samples were diluted 1:1000 in water before being imaged. A single 2 pi droplet of
the nucleosome-containing solution was deposited at the centre of a 1 cm2 mica
substrate and left for 5 min without further treatment. Nitrogen gas was used to
remove remaining liquid and the samples were transferred into UHV with base
pressure at 3 x 10'10 mbar. Three independently prepared samples o f chromatin were
used during the course of the experiments, although many others were performed at
various sonication levels and concentrations.

5.6.1 Single and D i-N ucleosom es
Figure 5.12 shows NC-AFM studies o f nucleosomes adsorbed on to mica substrates
and imaged under UHV conditions. At low resolution, intact mono and di-

nucleosomes isolated from yeast can be seen, randomly dispersed over the mica (Fig.
5.12A). High-resolution imaging o f the highlighted dinucleosome clearly shows
detailed structure o f these two nucleosomes (Fig. 5.12B).
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Figure 5.12. NC-AFM of nucleosome structures adsorbed on mica under 1JHV conditions. (A)
Large area scan of mono- and di-nucleosomes randomly deposited on atomically flat mica
surface. (B) High-resolution scan of dinucleosome depicted in A. (C) DNA pathway around
nucleosome core octamer (blue) correspond to that shown in the simple model derived from the
nucleosome crystal structure. Arrows (white) indicate extensions out of the core region. The
blue line across nucleosome ‘2’ represents the location of the profile shown in E. (D) The crystal
structure of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae core nucleosome particle (Protein Data Bank
accession number 11D3) from modelled NCBI Cn3D 4.1 software and oriented with the NCAFM nucleosome in B. (E) A line profile taken across the dinucleosome (blue line) denotes peaks
(red arrows) possibly DNA, having width 3 -4 nm. (F) A three-dimensional perspective of the
dinucleosome. (Published results17).

The nucleosomes in Fig. 5.12B both lie in the same plane and may form an intact
dinucleosome. Fig. 5.12C demonstrates how the DNA could be arranged in relation

to the nucleosome core. The 3.1 A resolution crystal structure for the Saccharomyces

cerevisiae nucleosome22 shows how the histone protein octamer, consisting o f two
molecules o f each core histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4), is assembled into a highly
ordered structure around which DNA is coiled to form the nucleosome. Since yeast
nucleosome cores are very closely packed with linker regions only 15-20-bp in
length22, it is feasible the nucleosomes in Fig. 5.12B are still joined with DNA
(height 0.2-0.5 nm).

Alignment o f the NC-AFM nucleosome image in Fig. 5.12C with an image derived
from X-ray crystal data o f a reconstituted yeast nucleosome22 in Fig. 5.12D (NCBI
Cn3D 4.1 software26) clearly shows the veiy high degree o f similarity between the
two structures which have been oriented on the basis o f dimension analysis o f super
coiled DNA wrapped around the core histones. For the X-ray model DNA coils are
depicted in blue and gold. Within the core, histone H2B (light grey) is nearest the top
o f the nucleosome and H4 (orange) is at the base to match areas o f low/high mass
densities o f the NC-AFM data.

A line profile across one nucleosome in the structure (blue line, Fig. 5.12C) reveals
two height maxima as shown in Fig. 5.12E (highlighted with red arrows) having
width 3-4 nm, which correspond to DNA wrapped twice around the histone octamer.
The distance between the two DNA strands was 5-7 nm. The measured lateral
dimensions o f nucleosomes 1 and 2 are 36 nm and the height is 1.2 nm. This
compares to the 11 nm lateral dimension for the known nucleosome core particle27.
Direct comparison between calculated and measured values is difficult since factors
such as sample preparation, chemical treatment and controlled UHV environment
have to be considered. The differences in lateral dimensions between these
measurements and crystal structure data could possibly be attributed to the presence
o f complete N-terminal ‘tail’ domains o f the histone proteins (arrows, Fig. 5.12C),
accounting for additional histone mass protruding from the nucleosome core28.
Alternatively, measurements may vary from expected values as the structures extend
as they fully adsorb on to the mica surface resulting in a decrease in nucleosome
height. Although the direct comparison between measurements taken using NC-AFM
and those calculated using X-ray crystallography are limited with the nucleosome
structure, it is clear that NC-AFM reproducibly offers superior structural information

when compared to conventional TM-AFM (Fig. 5.11). In future, NC-AFM may
complement techniques such as X-ray crystallography and provide high-resolution
structural information for biomolecules such as proteins that cannot be crystallised.

5.6.2 A rray o f N ucleosom es
Chromatin subjected to sonication for a reduced time typically resulted in the ordered
nucleosome arrays shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. An array of 5 nucleosomes adsorbed on mica. A simple model proposes the relative
orientation of each nucleosome. A line profile (graph) depicts peaks (4 red arrows)
corresponding to DNA maxima as presented in the nucleosome model and actual nucleosome
array. (Published results17).

The diameter o f each nucleosome in the array is approximately 26-30 nm whilst the
height is 2-3 nm. This suggests that the nucleosomes are less prone to spreading,
possibly due to the interactions between adjacent nucleosomes in a larger
macromolecular structure29. A simple model at the top of Fig. 5.13 depicts the
ordered arrangement o f the nucleosomes which is derived from various line profiles
taken across each nucleosome. The line profile shown through two nucleosomes

(blue line) reveals 4 peaks corresponding to the packaged DNA with each having
width 3-4 nm. The reproducibility o f NC-AFM is supported through analysis of
more than 22 single nucleosomes from different samples.
Using these randomly chosen structures, the average nucleosome height is 1.38 nm,
standard deviation 0.27 nm. The average diameter o f a nucleosome is 33.17 nm,
standard deviation 4.12 nm. Analyses o f 12 nucleosomes show height peaks
corresponding to DNA wrapping around the nucleosome core. The average DNA
width (based on 12 random nucleosomes, 2 DNA measurements per nucleosome) is
3.17 nm, standard deviation 0.39 nm. The reproducibility o f experiments shows that
NC-AFM is a reliable technique for imaging biological material. Although the
presence o f salt affects the histone-DNA interactions30 ’31, transitions from condensed
states to open structures are essential for processes such as transcription and DNA
replication29,32. In this work, concentrated chromatin was prepared in a salt
concentration o f 150 mM sodium chloride and subsequently diluted 1:1000 in water
(to 0.15mM NaCl) and immediately imaged thereby minimising conformational
changes. Nucleosome structure is maintained and reinforced through experimental
data. Dilution is required to minimise undesired interaction o f highly charged
particles with the imaging mechanism.

It is noted that the generation o f single strand DNA breaks by the sonication process
used to prepare nucleosome samples is possible. However, it is clear that the integrity
o f the nucleosome has been maintained as determined by the structure revealed.
DNA when integrated into a nucleosome is known to be highly resistant to DNA
cleavage as is exemplified by pioneering experiments into nucleosome structure,
where high concentration deoxyribonuclease (DNAase) treatment o f nucleosomes
did not result in the degradation o f DNA associated with histone proteins8. DNAase
itself is an enzyme protein used to cut DNA at every phosphodiester bond: regions
either side o f the compacted nucleosome {i.e. the genes) are sensitive to DNAase and
are affected but not those associated with histones. This effect is thought to be
significant in the expression o f particular genes. This issue appears to be supported
through NC-AFM images whereby their structural integrity is maintained.
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Until now, the high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM with respect to biological
molecules have been established using comparitive studies to their accepted values
and to results o f other modes o f SPM (STM and TM-AFM). Imaging has been
performed on a new, alternative substrate to mica {i.e. gold) without chemical
modification. The structures studied so far are well defined and analyses closely
agree with data gained by other means {e.g. X-ray crystallography). The close
correlation between expected values and experimental data provides the motivation
for the next study where high-resolution NC-AFM was applied to molecules whose
structure is not wholly defined, namely the DNA-binding protein PUT3.

5.7 AFM Studies o f DNA-Binding Proteins
DNA-binding proteins and their significance in biological systems and their potential
in bio-electronic applications were described in Chapter 2. Although X-ray
diffraction provides information regarding the positions o f atoms in structures and
gel electrophoresis gives information regarding the length and shape o f DNA
molecules, many copies o f the same molecule are required. However, SPM
techniques allow single molecules to be studied. DNA-binding proteins were chosen
for this work due to their self-assembling and controllable binding properties with
potential use in bio-electronics. AFM was used to visualise a PUT3, DNA-protein
complex in both vacuum and air environments and although much is known about
the conditions for site-specific binding etc. the majority o f this data is gained from Xray crystallography. This particular protein has never been probed with SPM to the
knowledge o f the author and furthermore, only the binding domain (PUT3, which is
a small fraction o f the whole protein) has been subject to X-ray crystallography so
that the whole protein structure (PUT3p) is undefined at the present time.

In summarising the main features o f PUT3p protein (or Proline Utilisation TransActivator), it is a DNA-binding protein that binds to DNA in its dimer form. The
full-length tagged PUT3 protein is -116 kDa33 (dimer size 232 kDa). The structural
properties and binding determinants o f DNA-binding proteins have been studied
giving rise to a number o f publications34,35,36. Schematics o f the PUT3 binding
domain are shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14. (A) A schematic of the yeast PUT3 transcriptional activator protein bound to DNA.
|1ZME| The PUT3 protein is a member of the GAL4 family of fungal transcription factors and
contains a conserved Zn2Cys6 binuclear cluster domain and that bind as homodimers to DNA
targets containing 2 conserved DNA half-sites. “The crystal structure shows how the PUT3
homodimer assumes an asymmetric structure to intercalate amino-acid residues into the DNA
minor groove to bend the DNA and position the Zn2Cys6 domains to bind the two CGG h alf sites
(purple). The Zn atoms which stabilize the Zn2Cys6 domains are shown in yello w ” Nat. Struct.
Biol. 1997; 4: 751-9. (B) A second schematic shows a prototypic C6 zinc cluster protein which
recognises the CGG triplets and the spacing between them. Coiled-coils (CC) aid dimerisation.
MHR regions prevent binding with inappropriate sequences.

This particular protein is known to undergo binding to DNA strands during gene
expression. Furthermore, the protein adopts an ‘activated’ conformation in the
presence of proline (at concentration ~5 mM) and such an alteration in conformation
could provide a potential ‘switching’ mechanism as suggested in Chapter 2. For
example, computers are controlled by transistors that switch signals on and o ff
rapidly and/or amplify small currents and voltages.

5.7.1 Preparation o f DNA, Protein and Buffer
Plasmid DNA already containing the specific binding sequence was kindly supplied
by Prof. R. J. Reece, University of Manchester along with a separate supply PUT3p
protein37. The specific PUT3 probe used in the DNA was the double-stranded
oligonucleotide shown below:
5’ -GATCCCCCGGGAAGCGCTTCCCGGGAAGCT- 3’.

The region red/black/red represents a high-affinity PUT3 binding site33. In Swansea,
this plasmid DNA was cut using different enzymes in preparation for anticipated
experiments (Figure 5.15). Specific digestion sites served as reference points for the
relative positioning o f the protein binding sequences. Enzyme S a d was used to cut
the plasmid at base-pair 65 for positioning the binding sequence near one end o f the

DNA strand; enzyme Seal was used to cut the plasmid at base-pair 1688 for
positioning the binding site in the central region o f the strand of DNA. Ezyme Nde I
was used for digestion at a different site, cutting it at 2379-bp so that a second
binding site could be introduced such that the end-product contained binding sites
near both ends. Further details of sample preparations can be found in Chapter 4.

iXran I 1907
S e a l 1686
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Figure 5.15. The plasmid DNA (2462-bp) containing recognition sites for enzyme digestion. The
three sites highlighted in blue were used in this work, cutting the DNA with enzymes S a cl, Seal
and Ndel at 65, 1688 and 2379 base-pairs respectively. The single PUT3 binding site is included
between bases 16-46.

PUT3 protein was supplied at concentration -0.35 mg/ml in a reaction buffer
containing: 20mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 10 pM
ZnCI2, and binds with high affinity to a particular 16-bp sequence o f DNA in the
presence o f a binding-buffer: 20 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 10%
(v/v) Glycerol, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 pM ZnS 0 4 . The binding-buffer was prepared and
scanned with NC-AFM. The heights o f buffer particles were found to be small and
diameters much smaller than that of proteins. A scan taken of the buffer is shown in
Figure 5.16.

The DNA-protein binding reaction is known to be reversible and occurs at room
temperature and it was anticipated that preferential binding o f the protein at these
high-affmity sites would be manifest through AFM work.

Figure 5.16. A NC-AFM image (2 jam x 2 jam) of the reaction buffer deposited on mica, showing
small particles with height ~1 nm. This buffer was later used for PUT3-DNA binding.

5.7.2 Im aging PUT3
Despite the fact that detailed structural knowledge has been derived from X-ray
crystallography and its binding characteristics gained from mobility shift assays/gels,
this is the first time to the author’s knowledge that SPM has been applied to examine
this particular protein. It was not known whether the protein would interact or ‘stick’
sufficiently to imaging substrates for SPM to be performed, as surface treatment is a
necessary prerequisite in many studies. Furthermore, it was unknown whether the
‘stickiness’ o f the protein would cause interference with the imaging mechanism. In
view of these uncertainties a considerable number o f experiments were performed
involving a number of protein, DNA, and buffer concentrations with the aim of
visualising the protein clearly and reproducible with AFM. The protein concentration
(as indicated by a gel) was -0.35 mg/ml and dilutions were made with deionised
water to disperse the molecules. 2-5 pi amounts were deposited on to a freshly
cleaved atomically flat mica substrate and left for approximately 10-15 minutes
without further treatment.

Remaining liquid was removed using high purity N 2 gas.

The protein samples were subjected to both NC- and TM-AFM imaging.

5.7.2.1 N C -A F M on M ica
Protein samples were transferred to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) with base pressure at 3
x 10'10 mbar and scanned. One successful experimental result is shown in Figure 5.17

and although the visualisation represents protein when diluted in water before
deposition on to mica, immense difficulties were encountered in gaining stable and
reproducible imaging of this sample. Imaging parameters needed constant attention
to prevent the tip-sample interference sample and imaging artefacts. The height of
the protein specimen in Fig. 5.17 is -11 nm with corresponding width, as indicated in
blue, -70 nm.
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Figure 5.17. (A) The PUT3 protein structure. The diameter at the location indicated is ~70 nm
with maximum height —11 nm. There is a small lobe attached to the large mass, possibly
corresponding to the binding domain. This structure is considered large for a single protein and
is likely to be in its dimer form, or larger. (B) A 3D perspective of PUT3 dimer. For this image,
1 pi protein (at 0.35 mg/ml) was diluted with 100 pi of water and then deposited on mica.

As the mass of a full-length tagged PUT3 protein is ~ 1 16 kDa33, the mass of a dimer
would

be

expected

be

-232

1 Da = 1 u = 1.660 538 73x1 O'27kg

kDa.

Using

and protein density is

the

conversion

~ 1 .4 g /cm 3, the

expected volume o f a PUT3 dimer is - 275 nm3. Approximating the PUT3 dimer as
4
a sphere in space with volume = —/r r ’ gives an expected radius of - 4 nm (i.e.
diameter - 8 nm). Although this diameter value is comparable to the PUT3 height
measurement of Fig.5.17 (-11 nm), the lateral measurements reveal much larger
values (-70 nm). Therefore, the structure shown in Fig. 5.17 is likely to be an
aggregate o f PUT3 proteins (e.g. several dimers spread over the surface).
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5 .7 .2 .2 T M -A F M on M ica
TM-AFM was used to scan the proteins at lower resolution and this section presents
images of PUT3 protein obtained using tapping mode operating in air. Similar
sample preparation was carried out: 1 pi PUT3 was diluted in 50 pi water, then 2 pi
deposited at the centre o f mica, left 15 minutes and dried with N2. Examples of
results are given in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18. (A) TM-AFM of PUT3 proteins in the absence of DNA. (A) The line profiles as
indicated give the following diameters: green ~91 nm, blue ~73 nm, and red ~ 95 nm. For these
cases, the topographic height varies up to 5 nm. (B) Diameters: green -7 8 nm, blue -7 8 nm and
red -8 2 nm, all with height 2-3 nm. (C) Larger clusters of proteins, with diameters given: green
- 82 nm, blue >160 nm and red 121 nm. Height of the clusters is —5 nm.

A range of protein diameters (-70-90 nm) is observed. Even larger structures are also
visible where proteins have clustered together (diameters > 160 nm). The frequency
of protein size is depicted in Figure 5.19 in histogram format. The most frequently
measured protein size as measured with TM-AFM lies within the range of 50-75 nm
with measured height between 2 and 2.5 nm. This data supports that found for NCAFM (Fig. 5.17) where the measured diameter was 70 nm and height 11 nm. As the
diameter prediction for a spherical-shaped PUT3 dimer was - 8 nm (Section 5.7.2.1),
these results also suggest that larger aggregates o f PUT3 are being formed.
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A histogram for the m axim um diam eter of proteins m easured
by TM-AFM
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Figure 5.19. Histograms showing the frequency o f protein (I) diameter and (II) height
measured with TM-AFM.

The noticeable higher height measurement in NC-AFM is likely to be due to the noncontact nature o f the AFM mechanism, whereas for TM-AFM the tip is likely to be
‘tapping’ the soft molecules into the surface thereby compressing them somewhat.
Less imaging difficulties were encountered with TM-AFM and imaging was highly
reproducible but at low resolution.

5.7.3 N C-A FM o f DNA strands with Protein Binding Sites
The 2.5-kbp DNA strand containing the 16-bp binding sequence was scanned in the
presence of buffer particles using NC-AFM. Again, difficulties were encountered
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with the tip picking up particles and imaging parameters required frequent
adjustment. One o f the successful results is shown in Figure 5.20. Results yielded a
lower than expected height of 0.8-1.0 nm, presumably due to the presence of the
buffer, with measured diameter 20 nm and approximate length o f -860 nm. This
compares favourably to a calculated length o f 875 nm for a 2.5-kbp molecule.
1.6

15

1.0

05

0.0

Figure 5.20. An individual strand of DNA diluted in buffer with scan size 550 nm x 550 nm. The
height of the DNA strand is 0.8-1.0 nm. A blurring effect is noticeable and attributed to the
presence of buffer.

The DNA was mixed with buffer to see its effects on the imaging of DNA which is
straightforward when diluted in water. A buffer-induced blurring is indeed
encountered and attributed to the presence o f charge particles within the buffer.

5.7.4 DNA w ith PUT3
5 .7 .4.1 N C -A F M on M ica: A C om parison Study o f N orm al and H igh
Frequency C an tilevers
Despite many trial-and-error experiments it was proved notoriously difficult to image
molecules prepared in buffer using normal NC-AFM cantilevers.

The spring

constant for these cantilevers is 42 N/m and oscillating frequency -750 kHz. These
problems were attributed to strong tip-sample forces causing the tip to pick up
particles or jump-to-contact. Very few single strands o f DNA could be observed,
which were thought to coil up if the concentration was high. Figure 5.21 shows the
only successful NC-AFM scan o f protein with DNA using a normal NC-AFM
cantilever.
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Figure 5.21. The only N C -A FM im age o f PUT3 bound w ith DNA using a norm al N C -A FM
cantilever. Problem s w ere associated w ith stable, reproducible im aging as the proteins and
buffer w ere causing tip instabilities. The frequency shift ( A f ) w as set relatively low between -25
and -40 Hz. The protein height is - 5 -6 nm and o f w idth ~60 nm (see zoom view and line profile)
and situated along a DNA strand o f length -5 0 0 nm, excluding coils/folds at the other end. The
zoom into the protein show s a num ber o f features, and consists o f at least 2 proteins attached to
the DNA. N ote, problem s w ere encountered in im aging, and a large n um ber o f protein DNA and
buffer concentrations w ere used. For this particular im age the follow ing am ounts w ere used: lp l
DNA (10 ng/pl), 1pi PUT3 (0.35 m g/m l) 8 pi buffer and 490 pi w ater. The large am ount o f w ater
m inim ised the presence o f the charged particles in the buffer although structures w ere difficult
to find.

For the im aging in Fig. 5.21, the sample was prepared using lp l DNA (10 ng/pl), lp l
PUT3 (0.35 mg/ml), 8 pi buffer and 490 pi water. The large am ount o f w ater
m inim ised the presence o f the charged particles in the buffer although structures
were difficult to find. DNA was cut with Sea 1 at 1688-bp, thereby positioning the
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binding site within approximately 270 nm from one end, out o f a whole length o f
2462-bp. In Fig.5.21, the proteins appear to be bonded to the DNA strand but appear
to be much closer to the end than expected. This implies the DNA which should be
extending further than the protein has either folded up (as the opposite end appears to
be), has been severed during deposition, or simply that protein-binding has occurred
at a similar recognition site with lower affinity. Nevertheless, this observation o f
proteins associating with DNA is still advantageous for conductivity studies. These
initial experiments exposed problems finding proteins associated with DNA with the
current setup employed. Although NC-AFM is considered a non-contact method o f
imaging, the imaging quality o f initially good, sharp cantilevers was found to
deteriorate when various concentrations o f protein and buffer were used. The process
to get a single image o f DNA associated with protein was extremely time-consuming
and so methods were sought for overcoming these difficulties.

To explain the process occurring it is necessary to consider what happens in terms o f
the tip-sample forces. Besides attractive Van der Waals forces, chemical bonding can
occur between tip and sample. These forces are attractive for spaces greater than the
equilibrium distance. The tip, mounted on a spring can jump-to-contact if the
stiffness o f the cantilever is sufficiently low. The jump-to-contact is avoided by
oscillating cantilevers with larger amplitude. However, energy needs to be supplied
to the cantilever during each oscillation and if hysteresis occurs amplitude control
can be difficult. A high spring constant is a second option. Very high spring constant
silicon cantilevers can be purchased38 with force constant (k) in the range 6-270 N/m
and resonant frequency 500-1700 kHz. (Nominal values 140 N/m and 1100 kHz
respectively.) For the studies in this thesis, very high spring constant cantilevers
could be used without any significant developments made to the AFM system
although they had previously been unused in any experiments. In this thesis, the
chosen cantilever had resonant frequency -612 kHz and oscillating frequency o f
1069 kHz. The problems associated with imaging were remedied and DNA
molecules having proteins attached were imaged successfully. The high spring
constant cantilever overcame problems associated with tip-sample interference is
therefore extremely useful.
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Figure 5.22 shows scanning o f DNA associated with protein that is reproducible
using the high-spring constant cantilever. The proteins are relatively large and each
appears to have a small lobe extending out (to the right) from the larger mass,
indicating a similarity to Fig. 5.17. The lobe is not always visible and is likely to
depend on its orientation with respect to DNA when first bound in solution and how
it adsorbs to the surface following deposition.
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Figure 5.22. NC-AFM scans of DNA associated with protein. (A) A wide area scan showing at
least 6 DNA strands. (B) A high-resolution image showing DNA strands associated protein.
Note again that the proteins are relatively large and it is feasible that clumping is occurring. The
measured height of the proteins is 5-8 nm. For these images, the concentrations of DNA, protein
and buffer were followed as much as possible to that specified33 with the incubation time
doubled from 30 min to 1 hr at room temperature for maximum binding. Images were captured
with a high frequency cantilever having resonant frequency -612 kHz (reference frequency 1069
kHz) with oscillating with amplitude 0.4V and Af ~ -70 Hz.

One protein is associated with DNA near the end of the strand in Fig. 5.22 and
another is associated about halfway along and is likely to be interacting with a
separate DNA strand. This positioning along the DNA is expected since the binding
site sequence o f this DNA is situated close to one of the ends. Although a high
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spring constant cantilever is used for imaging samples containing proteins and buffer
particles, there are still slight problems as shown in Fig. 5.22B when the cantilever
encounters the protein mid-way through the scan where a small effect is seen.
Feedback is maintained and the tip is able to carry on scanning. Numerous
experiments were performed to capture DNA associated with protein and additional
results are shown in Figure 5.23.

Protein

600 00 nm
•500 0 0 nm

Figure 5.23. NC-AFM of DNA mixed with protein. (A) A wide area scan 3 pm x 3 pm with
numerous stands of DNA visible. (B) A zoom in to one of these structures reveals a DNA with its
associated protein and (C) A 3D perspective showing the relative height of protein to DNA. The
protein height is —12 nm whilst the DNA has height -1 nm and length -1 0 0 0 nm which is close
to the expected value of 875 nm for a 2.5-kbp molecule. For these particular images, the
amplitude set to 0.3 V and A f = -120 Hz.
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Fig. 5.23 clearly shows a single DNA strand with a significant mass attached which
is very likely to be protein. The protein is relatively large and once again appears to
have a small lobe attached (top o f protein, Fig. 5.23B) and this supports the
observation recorded in Fig. 5.17-22. For this case DNA should extend past the
protein-binding site by an extra -2 7 0 nm. A tail does indeed extend by -1 1 0 nm
from the edge o f the large protein. This implies site-specific binding is occurring,
with the large protein extending out further from the binding site centre. Figure 5.24
shows results from additional scans o f the same substrate.

s

Figure 5.24. NC-AFM o f DNA m ixed with protein (A) Scan area 3pm x 2.5pm . (B ) 1.45pm x
1.45pm . The proteins appear in w hite and are larger in height, m asking the D NA strands in
com parison. The protein height (in w hite) are -9 -1 5 nm, and diam eter between 90-140 nm. (C)
Scan area o f 3 pm x 3 pm show ing coiling at the ends o f som e DNA m olecules and m any are
coiled up com pletely, possible due to protein/buffer effects as this w as not seen for on other
sam ples. DNA height is 0.7-0.9 .(D ) A line profile show ing the possible attachm ent o f a protein,
although only - 2 .5 nm in height but its position and line profile across is gives w idth - 6 0 nm
which is expected for protein.
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Aggregates are present at the ends of some DNA molecules in Fig. 5.24 and are
likely to be proteins and/or coils of DNA due to its long length. In general, the
dimensions of DNA coils appear to be less than that o f protein. Histograms
representing the occurrence of protein diameters and heights as measured with NCAFM are given in Figure 5.25. A range of dimensions are recorded for the proteins
and measurements suggest that clusters are formed which consist of two or more
proteins.
A histogram for the m axim um diam eter of proteins m easured
by NC-AFM
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Figure 5.25. Histograms showing the frequency of protein (I) diameters and (II) heights as
measured with NC-AFM. Note, diameters strongly depend on tip shape and through the course
of this work, many cantilevers were used therefore some variation is expected although height
measurements are considered more useful.

Compared to results with TM-AFM (Fig. 5.19) broad, flat distributions are observed
with NC-AFM. In general, the heights o f proteins measured with NC-AFM (Fig.
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5.25) are larger than for TM-AFM and sample compression could possible account
for lower height values recorded using TM-AFM.

5 .7 .4 .2 T M -A F M on M ica
Proteins mixed with the DNA containing an additional binding site were imaged with
TM-AFM and results are shown in Figure 5.26. This structure which contains two
binding sites will be useful in conjunction with electrodes when probing DNA’s
conductivity.

10.0 |im

Figure 5.26. A large area TM-AFM scan of DNA mixed with protein in the presence of buffer.
Many DNA strands are visible forming random networks.

There are many DNA strands o f different lengths in Fig. 5.26 and fragmentation may
have occurred during sample preparation. Many strands appear to be associated with
protein as there is noticeable widening at the ends o f molecules where the binding
sites are situated. There is some noticeable blurring in the resulting images which
may be due a fast scanning speed but also the presence o f buffer particles. Several
individual strands are imaged at higher resolution in Figure 5.27. A protein is likely
to be attached to the DNA at the bottom o f the image Fig. 5.27A having large width
-150 nm compared to the measured DNA width o f -5 0 nm. Again the protein
appears to extend slightly in a lobe shape at the very base o f the structure and this
was noticed during NC-AFM studies.
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Figure 5.27. TM -A FM o f DNA m ixed w ith protein in the presence o f buffer. The line profiles as
indicated give the follow ing m easurem ents: (A) DNA height = 2.7 nm (red), protein height = 7.5
nm (blue), (B) DNA height = 3.1 nm (green) and length = 1 pm (blue) protein height = 6.5 nm
(red). (C) DNA height = 4 nm (green), protein height = 6.2 nm (top, blue), 4.9 nm (low er, red).
(D) DNA height = 3.3 nm (red) and length = 1.8 pm (green), and protein height = 3.9 nm (blue).
The DNA has noticeable w idening at som e places and these are likely to be proteins.

There is a slight decrease in imaging quality recorded when samples are prepared in
buffer as the tip picks up particles and ‘double-tip’ images are experienced. The
effect o f buffer is not so extreme that alternative cantilevers are necessary as with
NC-AFM.

DNA strands containing a PUT3 binding sequence have been reported to have a 6°
bend near the binding region in the absence o f protein35. This bend may be due to the
specific arrangements o f the bases and aid proteins in their recognition o f the correct
binding site. After binding, the bend is reported to increase to 46° towards the major
groove o f the PUT3-bound DNA. However, this is difficult to measure since the
DNA molecules are themselves flexible and those molecules appear to have
numerous kinks in the absence o f protein. If measurable, this protein-induced bend
would be highly informative when there is some ambiguity about whether the protein
is bound or not. In many images, multiple DNA strands have linked together, end-toend and this angle is difficult to detect.

The buffer containing ions is required for proteins to bind with the DNA and certain
cations are known to increase the efficiency o f binding DNA with mica. However, at
an inappropriate concentration they may affect the nucleic acid structure by
substituting physiological counterions and in turn may prove detrimental to binding
proteins. Zn2+ ions have been linked to kinking in DNA39 and this may provide
another reason (besides it long length) for DNA to coil at the ends when mixed in a
buffer containing Zn2+ and protein. Effects as low as 10 pM Zn2+ may persist. Zn2+
associates predominantly with bases and Mg2+ interacts primarily with phosphates.

5.7.4.3 TM-AFM on Gold
Until this point DNA and protein experiments have been successfully imaged on
mica substrates with TM-AFM. However, for electronic investigations, electrically
conducting substrates are necessary so that their electronic properties may be studied.
It is already known that DNA does not bond well with gold and it was only possible
to image strands on gold using the non-contact mode o f AFM in UHV. Typically
anchoring groups are used for TM-AFM studies. However, for this work, it is
extremely beneficial if proteins act as anchoring groups for DNA. The PUT3 protein
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was combined with DNA in the presence o f buffer and deposited on templatestripped gold (TSG) substrates. TM-AFM did reveal strands o f DNA on the gold
surface and are shown in Figure 5.28.

There is some thickening along the strands and these are likely to be protein. O f the
eight strands shown in Fig. 5.28A, four have length between 680-900 nm, which is
agreeable for the DNA length. Assuming proteins are situated near the ends o f the
strands they are likely to add to the length compared to those without protein. The
strand height measured roughly at the mid-point is 3-4 nm. Length measurements of
four other strands are in the range 400-450 nm and maybe due to DNA coiling or
folding back on itself, again heights are -3-4 nm. These observed heights are larger
than the - 2 nm observed on mica and implies the DNA does not spread out to adsorb
strongly to the gold as for mica.

Three strands are imaged separately in Fig. 5.28B-E. In Fig.5.28B there is a large
feature near the end o f one strand having height -1 0 nm compared to the rest o f the
strand -2-3 nm high. In Fig. 5.28C-E there is some thickening along the DNA
strands where protein should be situated. The gold background appears different
from mica and a phase image is given in Fig. 5.28F. When comparing the images o f
Fig. 5.28 with those obtained with NC-AFM, there is a clear difference in the amount
o f detail resolved. With TM-AFM, strand-like features are clearly visible but without
any surface detail. Molecules appear wider during TM scanning which is likely to be
due to the combined effects o f water layers, the presence o f protein and buffer, and
the tip shape and sensitivity.

When imaging has been reported using thiol groups in liquid, it was suggested that
fixing molecules at the ends might allow movement o f the middle sections which
could account for larger than expected width measurements. However, these samples
were dried and so large widths are likely to be due to DNA bundles and/or protein
attachments possibly all along the DNA lengths.
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Figure 5.28. TM -A FM scans o f DNA and protein strands in the presence o f buffer on TSG
substrates (512 points/line). (A) W ide area scan show ing at least 8 strands o f DNA. (B) An
individual DNA strand show ing a protrusion that is likely to be a protein. (C) A second
individual DNA strand accom panied by the corresponding phase im age. DNA strands are highly
visible against the Au background. H eight and width differ along the m olecules and it is unclear
w hether the w hole protein is bound w ith the DNA to provide an anchor to the gold surface.

Note that other binding sites might also be present within the DNA strands where the
binding affinity is lower (e.g. sites similar to CCG triplets and/or slightly different
spacings34) and so non-specific binding may be taking place.

Pure DNA could not be visualised on gold substrates using TM-AFM. However,
DNA could be visualised on gold when samples were prepared in buffer with PUT3
protein using TM-AFM. This implies that protein helps anchor DNA to the gold and
means it could be exploited for self-assembling applications and electrode
measurements.

5.8 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated the immense potential for frequency-modulated NCAFM in high-resolution imaging studies o f biological structures. For the first time
gold has proved a useful substrate for DNA studies and it can be used without
chemical treatments thereby reinforcing the fact that lateral forces are minimised
with NC-AFM.

NC-AFM was applied not only to DNA but proteins and their

associated DNA complexes. Detail o f structure was revealed that is not accessible
with other SPM systems especially in the absence o f low temperatures and chemical
fixation. An unexpected and practical outcome o f this study is that high-spring
constant cantilevers are very useful for protein work to prevent cantilevers jumpingto-contact and this will aid future observations o f biological molecules. In addition to
the high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM, TM-AFM proved invaluable for
imaging o f samples in short timescales to support the data gained through NC-AFM.

This chapter has shown it is indeed possible to design structures which ‘selfassemble’ via the positioning o f high-affinity protein-binding sites along DNA
molecules, and observe them individually with NC-AFM. From the data gained,
proteins did not always bind in the exact position predicted -sample preparation is
one factor o f influence and the way molecules adsorb to the surface, as well as the
possibility o f lower affinity binding sites being present elsewhere in the 2.5-kbp
molecule. The next step, having successfully performed the necessary observations
o f individual DNA strands associated with proteins in a stable and reproducible
manner, was to probe their I-V characteristics and this is the subject o f Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
Electrical Measurement o f Biological Molecules
6.1 Introduction
The high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM have proved particularly useful for
studies o f DNA, protein and their associated complexes. The current-voltage (I-V)
properties o f DNA and associated proteins are now considered in this chapter.
Despite the numerous studies o f DNA’s conductivity performed under a variety o f
conditions by others, the results are not conclusive. This is not surprising when one
considers the vast number o f ways used for preparing samples and the methods used
for probing them. The emphasis o f this work is placed on the effect o f the physical
contact between the DNA and the metal electrode. Thiol groups are commonly used
because they have a high affinity for gold and a strong covalent bond is formed when
thiolated DNA is incubated with a gold substrate. This anchoring is sufficient for
imaging DNA with TM-AFM in liquid and examples o f others’ work were shown in
Chapter 5. It is suggested that while thiol groups based on the sulphur’s affinity for
gold are ideal for fixing molecules for their observation with TM (as unmodified
strands are only loosely adhered to the surface and are affected by tip-sample forces)
they may not be the best anchoring group for electrical measurements on the DNA
itself. The novel suggestion is to use protein as an alternative anchoring group. The
adhesion o f peptides comprised o f single-species amino acids with inorganic
substrates has been studied elsewhere1. Increased adhesion was found for peptides
comprised o f polar-charged amino acids to the material surfaces SisN^, SiC>2 and
AlGaAs -but none o f the amino acids gave any preference for bonding with Au (or
Pt, Ti or Pd). The pH is one particular factor affecting the adhesion process and it has
been suggested that bonding to substrates could be promoted or suppressed for
certain species o f amino acids via pH control. Other studies have suggested that
whole proteins containing cysteine residues can be chemisorbed and oriented onto
gold substrates for stable AFM imaging2 and may help to explain the author’s
observations o f proteins with DNA on gold substrates in the previous chapter.

Proteins associate with DNA under certain conditions forming DNA-protein
complexes as shown in Chapter 5. Basic histone proteins combine with DNA

forming nucleosomes that are found in cell nuclei and their binding is not thought to
be highly sequence-specific. DNA unwinding can occur and its conformation largely
depends on the cell’s activities. On the other hand, DNA-binding proteins are able to
distinguish DNA sites and bind to it under the correct physiological conditions. This
allows one some control over the protein’s binding position relative to the DNA
strand. Using the knowledge gained previously where two protein binding sites were
built-in to each end o f a DNA strand, it is now feasible to use each protein as an
anchoring group in an electrode set-up. This means that the physical contact and
therefore the charge transfer properties between the DNA and gold could be affected
or even enhanced by the protein. If current measurements are enhanced, designs for
self-assembling protein-DNA contacts could be used in future bio-electronics.

The idea o f probing DNA modified with protein using an electrode setup is relatively
straightforward. Similar electrode setups have been used by others for currentvoltage characterisation o f many interesting molecules. The setup is used here to
determine the effect o f protein anchoring groups on DNA’s conducting properties.
The first challenge encountered is the fabrication o f electrodes with the correct
spacing for the size o f the molecule. Specialised equipment was needed and so
electrode fabrication was carried out with electron-beam lithography (EBL) (Chapter
4). Initially gold electrodes (which do not form oxide layers) were fabricated on mica
and afterwards on SiC>2 . SEM and AFM imaging was used to check gap sizes and
cleanliness. This is the first time to the authors’ knowledge that I-V measurements
have been performed on the PUT3p protein itself and when bonded with DNA. A
comparison is made between unmodified DNA and protein-bound-DNA in terms o f
their I-V measurements and is followed by an in-depth discussion o f the likely
implications o f this work.

6.2 Sample Preparation
6.2.1 D N A and Protein
DNA and protein samples were prepared for conductivity measurements in the same
way as for high-resolution imaging (Chapter 5). High and low concentrations o f
DNA were used, dilutions were made with water and buffer, with- and without- the
presence o f protein for a comparative study.

6.2.2. Electrodes
Initially thin gold films were evaporated on mica as described in Chapter 4. A metal
mask was used to form a gold-mica step over which DNA could be deposited and IV measurements performed. AFM scanning o f these surfaces showed low surface
roughness. The Au-mica slope was gradual and ideal for depositing DNA. However,
since the Au edge was not abrupt, small particles o f gold were found extending
further on the mica side o f the substrate. Upon deposition o f liquid (~pl amounts) the
gold was loosened, roughness increased tremendously and many substrates proved
unusable. If they had been stable they would have provided a means o f combining IV characterisation and imaging studies using a conducting-AFM probe as others
have described for different molecules. Alternative methods were sought and
electrode arrays were fabricated on mica substrates by J. Kettle3 using EBL. Mica
was the first choice as a base for electrodes because o f its electrically insulating
nature and extremely low surface roughness as already shown with AFM imaging o f
biomolecules. However, mica was found not to be a suitable base for electrode
fabrication. Problems were encountered during patterning and the gold metal began
peeling off it during later stages o f fabrication despite attempts to use a chromium
base layer prior to the evaporation o f gold (this is known to increase adhesion o f Au
on SiC>2 substrates).

Although mica has been used as a substrate for electrode fabrication in current
literature4, the majority o f experiments reported are performed using either gold5,6,7
or platinum4,8 on SiC>2 substrates. As a result, gold electrodes were fabricated on
insulating SiC>2 for this work. The gap between electrodes was specified to be less
than the DNA strand length (-875 nm) for bridging to occur. Figure 6.1 shows SEM
images o f an array o f 5 electrode pads with electrodes. The electrode gap was
unexpectedly large {i.e. > 1 pm) for narrow electrodes (Fig.6.1B). These electrodes
have a gap larger than the DNA length but may still be useful for I-V analysis o f
highly concentrated DNA when networks are formed or for longer DNA strands. For
smaller gaps to be realized (-300 nm), a wide electrode base was necessary (Fig.
6.1C). Here, there is an increased probability that individual DNA strands will align
themselves across the electrode gap. The electrodes in Fig. 6.1C have gap size -300
nm and are more suited for measurements on this DNA.
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Figure 6.1. SEIM images of gold electrodes fabricated on SiOz with EBL. (A) An array of
electrode pads with the location of the narrow gap indicated (blue). (B) Electrodes with narrow
bases resulted in unexpectedly large gaps, >1 pm. (C-D) Electrodes with wide bases had small
gap sizes ~300 nm.

Before depositing biological materials on these electrodes, wire-bonding was
necessary for connections to external circuitry and so electrodes were extended into
large pads. The gap between wire-bonding sites was redesigned to be 1500 pm (1.5
mm) for AFM scanner access (Figure 6.2). The electrodes o f Fig.6.2C allowed
access for the AFM scanner and so gap sizes could be checked as well as sample
cleanliness. A high resistance o f -100 Q was measured for a set o f joined electrodes
but is negligible compared to the expected value of DNA.
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Figure 6.2. Optical microscope images of electrode pads on S i0 2. (A) Before wiring, electrodes
are easily accessible with AFM. (B) After wiring-bonding, access is limited for AFM scanner.
(C) Electrodes with wire-bonding sites set 1500 pm apart.

6.3 AFM of Studies of Nano-Spaced Electrodes
6.3.1 Bare Electrodes
Figure 6.3 shows AFM images o f electrodes. The EBL design specification was met
and resulted in a gap of approximately 300 nm.

2: Phase

Figure 6.3. TM-AFM of gold electrodes with abrupt edges on a clean S i0 2 substrate. (A) Height
image. (B) Phase image. (C) 3D perspective.

DNA molecules that contain 2.5-kbp are ~875nm in length and there is a high
probability that they will bridge an electrode gap o f -300 nm. Therefore, the
electrodes in Fig. 6.3 have a gap size that is well-suited for probing the conductivity
of this DNA. A region near the one electrode was scanned and images are shown in
Figure 6.4. Although electrodes were cleaned extensively in solvents after fabrication
to remove PMMA, the SiC>2 surface was unexpectedly rough with RMS roughness
-1.42 nm for 1 pm x 1 pm. Depositions were made and experiments were performed
in attempt to distinguish DNA strands from the SiC>2 background. Results are given
in the next section.
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Figure 6.4. TM -A FM o f S i 0 2. (A) Surface topography im age. (B) Phase im age. The RM S
roughness was 1.42 nm for a scan size 1 pm x 1 pm.

6.3.2 Electrodes with DNA
Figure 6.5 shows electrodes after the deposition o f highly concentrated DNA (50
ng/pl).

2: P h a s e
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Figure 6.5. Electrodes with DNA deposited. (A) T opography and phase im ages show ing
electrodes and biom olecules on the S i 0 2. (B) The electrode gap is filled w ith DNA. (C) High
contrast im age. D) A 3D perspective. Im age blurring may be a result o f w eakly adsorbed
m olecules.
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The tip was moved progressively into the electrode gap with the intention o f
resolving single DNA strands (Fig. 6.5A, B). The contrast was altered (Fig. 6.5C)
and 3D perspectives used (Fig. 6.5D). The gap was not visible as DNA m olecules
were amassed over it.

Figure 6.5 has shown the successful result o f DNA bridging electrodes despite the
combined effects o f the large electrode height, rough SiC>2 and lateral forces o f TMAFM causing movem ent o f weakly adsorbed molecules (i.e. causing image blurring).
Line profiles o f the DNA on the surrounding Si02 are given in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6. Phase im ages and line profiles o f DNA on S i 0 2. (i) blue -1 .1 pm , (ii) green -8 8 0 nm,
(iii) red -9 7 0 nm. Profiles (i-iii) have large height ow ing to the underlying rough surface and
aggregation effects. (B) DNA strands are also present on the S i 0 2 but are alm ost totally m asked
by surface features.

DNA structures highlighted in Fig.6.6A (length ~1 pm ) are in good agreem ent with
the size expected for DNA (-875 nm). Height measurements are large (-5 0 nm) and
are attributed to the com bined effects o f the uneven SiC>2 topography and DNA
aggregation (e.g. DNA bundles).
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Difficulties were encountered in distinguishing single strands o f DNA from the
background. They are present but can only be observed after image processing (Fig.
6.6B). As liquid depositions were made to cover the electrodes, sim ilar structures
are likely to be distributed across the whole electrode substrate including the
electrode gap. Figure 6.7 shows a second exam ple o f electrodes with DNA deposited.
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Figure 6.7. AFM o f electrodes after DNA deposition. (A ) U nder norm al scanning, the DNA is
masked by the height o f the Au. (B) DNA is visible after contrast adjustm ent. The area indicated
(blue) is scanned at high-resolution in (C).

To resolve individual strands at the electrode gap w ithout too much tip-sam ple
interference, a much lower concentration was used. U nder normal scanning
conditions DNA is not visible even though the background slope is removed (Fig.
6.7A). However, high contrast image processing does allow the strand like nature o f
DNA to be observed (Fig. 6.7B, C). The height o f the strands DNA is 1.5-4 nm.

The long, linear structure of DNA is advantageous for distinguishing it from the
background after image processing but any other structures such as globular proteins
are not distinguishable on this surface due to the rough SiC>2 topography. A line
profile of the DNA is given in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8. DNA strands on S i0 2. Strand length is approximately 630 nm (blue); strand height
is 2.5 nm (red).

Following the aforementioned observations o f DNA on electrodes, experiments were
performed with the aim o f comparing DNA’s current-carrying properties with and
without the presence of DNA-binding proteins. It was shown in Chapter 5 that the
protein PUT3 binds with DNA and these complexes have an affinity for gold. A

comparison study was therefore performed across samples containing DNA and
those containing DNA-protein complexes.

6.4 I-V Measurement of DNA-Protein Complexes
6.4.1 General D escription
The work of this thesis was aimed at determining the feasibility o f using DNAbinding proteins to provide the necessary intimate contact between the DNA and the
metal electrode for improvement of DNA’s overall conductivity. For the ideal case,
DNA should traverse the electrode gap with proteins acting as anchoring groups that
bind preferentially to the gold electrodes as shown in Figure 6.9.
Protein

DNA

----- ►

(with chromium
layer)
Insulating
S i02 (on a
silicon base)

EXTERNAL CIRCUITRY

Figure 6.9. The setup for I-V measurements on DNA with protein anchoring groups.

A comparative study was performed to compare I-V measurements under equivalent
conditions to determine the effect o f proteins on DNA’s current measurements. I-V
measurements were made using three pairs of electrodes. (Gap sizes: -250 nm and
-300 nm as measured with AFM, and -300 nm as measured with SEM). Gold
electrodes with an underlying chromium layer for adhesion o f gold to electrically
insulating SiC>2 were found to be the most resilient for I-V measurements and
allowed cleaning for repeated use. Electrodes were used in conjunction with a
HEWLETT PACKARD 4142B power supply and KARL SUSS MP4 probe station
which is widely used for characterisation o f semiconductor devices. Experiments
were performed under equivalent conditions as much as possible, (i.e. constant
temperature, amount deposited, length o f time left to adsorb/dry, same experimental
apparatus,

same cables etc.). The key difference was the actual content of the

solution deposited. It was noted that high voltage sweeps (-10 V to 10 V) caused
irreversible damage to electrodes.

6.4.2 I-V Measurements
A summary o f the overall results obtained is provided in Figure 6.10 as a log plot o f
current at +5 V as a function o f sample composition. Although current was recorded
as a function o f voltage as it was swept from -5 V to +5 V, the main divergence in
current between samples occurred at +5 V. Current values at +5 V were also less
affected by noise than those at -5 V. The log plot firstly introduces the magnitudes of
current recorded and the general trend over 23 labelled results, and secondly it allows
one to examine each data point in more detail for a comparison study regarding the
effect o f protein on DNA’s conductivity. Results are discussed in the sections that
follow and examples o f individual data recordings are provided.
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6 .4 .2 .1 B are E lectrodes
Control experiments were performed at the outset using bare, dry electrodes in a dark
environment (Figure 6.11). The voltage was swept from -5 V to 5 V and the current
automatically recorded at 0.05 V increments (i.e. 201 points per voltage sweep). A
background noise level of approximately ±0.5 nA was present (data entry 1, Fig.
6.10). Fig. 6.11A shows a single experimental result.
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Figure 6.11. I-V characteristics of clean electrodes in a dark environment. (A) Bare electrodes,
prior to all depositions. (B) After water deposition and drying.

The average current measured at ±5 V was 0.42 xlO”9A, standard deviation
0.20 xlO-9 A. At ±2 V the average was

0.07x10 9 A, standard deviation
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0.17x10 9 A. Measurements were made after rinsing with water: pure deionised
water was deposited, left for 15 mins and dried with N2 gas. Note, the same water
was used for DNA dilution. An example of the I-V measurement is shown in Fig.
6.11B. Current readings closely matched those o f the bare, dry electrodes -the
average current at +5 V was 0.35x10 9A, standard deviation 0 .2 2 x l0 “9A (data
entry 2, Fig. 6.10). Experiments with DNA and protein were performed and
following each deposition, electrodes were washed with copious amounts o f ethanol
and water. Tissue was used to draw remaining liquid to the edge o f the substrate and
electrodes were dried with N2 gas. Crucially, current readings returned to this
background control level always after cleaning (data entries 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18, 20, 22, Fig. 6.10).

6 .4 .2 .2 E lectrod es w ith D N A across G ap
■ DNA, prepared in water
Following the deposition o f concentrated DNA (-50 ng/pl) current readings were
greatly elevated from the background level as shown by Figure 6.12. Such readings
were attributed to DNA bridging the gap in its bundle or network form. The average
current measured at +5 V was 45.03x10 9A, standard deviation 3.37xlO"9A (data
entry 3, Fig. 6.10)

Figure 6.12. I-V data for concentrated DNA (~50 ng/pi).
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To decrease the amount o f aggregation, a lower concentration of DNA was used
(~15 ng/pl). Again, an increase from the background level of current was observed as
shown in Figure 6.13. For this case, the average current at +5 V was 3.36x10 9A,
standard deviation 0.35 xlO 9A (data entry 5, Fig. 6.10).

Figure 6.13. A single data recording for diluted DNA (—15 ng/p.1).

Measurements were also made using a less dilute sample of DNA (20 ng/p.1) and
initially readings similar to the background level were measured (data entry 7, Fig.
6.10) but current was elevated in two later experiments (data entries 13, 15, Fig.
6.10). The average currents for these cases were 3.61x10 9A, standard deviation
1.17x10 9 A and secondly 1.64x10 9A, standard deviation 0.38x10 9A. A single IV measurement is shown in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14. A single data recording for DNA (~20 ng/pl).
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Whilst concentrated DNA (50 ng/pl) gave the highest current readings, lower
concentrations (15-20 ng/pl) also give rise current readings higher than the
background. DNA at concentration 20 ng/pl was therefore chosen for experiments
involving protein. It is twice as concentrated as that used for individual strand
imaging (Chapter 5) but it is necessary to ensure a high probability o f DNA bridging
the electrode gap.

6.4.2.3 Electrodes with Protein and DNA across Gap
■ Protein, prepared in water and buffer
During this comparison study I-V measurements were performed on protein diluted
in water and protein diluted in buffer. For protein diluted in water, readings were
only slightly elevated above the background level (data entry 9, fig 6.10). At +5 V,
the average current reading was 0.67 xl0~9A, standard deviation 0.41 xlO-9A. An
experimental result is shown in Fig. 6.15A.

Protein diluted into buffer gave significant current readings (data entry 11, fig 6.10).
At +5V, the average current was 168.91x1 O'9A, standard deviation 1.63xlO-9A
(Fig. 6.15B). This increase o f current was not seen for proteins prepared in water and
implied that the presence o f buffer particles improved protein conductivity possibly
by ‘doping’ individual proteins or causing them to aggregate into larger structures

(e.g. tetramers) -sufficiently large structures could bridge the electrode gap and give
rise to significant currents.

o
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Figure 6.15. I-V data for protein. (A) Diluted in water. (B) Diluted in buffer.

■ DNA and Protein, prepared in water
DNA and protein were mixed in water before deposition. For the first case, the
average current measured at +5 V was similar to the background level at
0.55 x 10“9A, standard deviation 0.21x10 9 A (data label 17, Fig. 6.10). For the
second case, (data entry 21 Fig. 6.10) significant currents were recorded.

The

average current was 71.75xlO”9A, standard deviation 11.59xlO~9A. I-V records of
these results are shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 respectively.
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Figure 6.16. An example of I-V data recorded for DNA prepared with protein in water.
Readings similar to the background levels were observed.

Li.umiu e_
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Figure 6.17. A second example of I-V data recorded for DNA prepared in water. Significant
currents were measured.

Although considerable currents were measured for DNA mixed with protein in
water, binding usually occurs in the presence of buffer. DNA-protein PUT3
complexes could not be visualised without the presence of buffer during preparation
in Chapter 5. Experiments were therefore repeated using DNA and protein mixed in
buffer.
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■ DNA and Protein, prepared in buffer
Large current values were obtained for DNA mixed with protein in buffer. For the
first case, an average current was 115.36x10 9 A, standard deviation 17.25x10 9A
(data label 19, Fig. 6.10) was found which is similar to that obtained when DNA was
mixed with protein in water. For the second case, the average current was
73.62 x 10~9A, standard deviation 28.75xlO_9A (data entry 23, Fig. 6.14). Examples
o f I-V measurements are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19 respectively.

0.0000

Figure 6.18. An example of a data recording for DNA prepared with protein in buffer. Large
currents were measured.
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Figure 6.19. A second example of a data recording for DNA prepared with protein in buffer.
Again, large currents were measured.
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From Fig. 6.18 and 6.19, the presence o f buffer appears to improve current readings
when compared to DNA with protein mixed in water (fig 6.16 and 6.17).

Results presented up to this point have provided the core data necessaiy for
determining the effect o f protein on DNA’s conductivity. Next, a comparison is
made in terms o f the currents recorded for each sample composition.

6.4.3 Comparison o f I-V Measurements
Current values recorded at +5 V and +2 V are listed in Results Tables A-C, Figure
6.20. These tables are useful for accurate comparisons to be made across various
sample compositions and for conclusions to be drawn about the effect o f protein on
DNA’s conductivity. Data is presented in terms o f average current, standard
deviation and maximum and minimum current for each sample composition. Results
are quoted at voltage +5 V (Table A, Fig. 6.20), at voltage +2 V (Table B, Fig. 6.20)
and in order o f increasing current (lowest to highest) at +5 V (Table C, Fig. 6.20).
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From the data presented in Tables A-C (Fig. 6.20) and the log plot (Fig. 6.10) it is
clear that biological molecules do give rise to measurable currents. The average
currents at +5 V are better for observing differences between samples compared to
those recorded at +2 V (Tables A, B in Fig. 20). At +2 V, the trend cannot be
observed as the majority o f readings are indistinguishable from the background. At
+5V, proteins prepared in buffer contribute to the highest current reading (position
11, Table C, 168.91xlO_9A). Next highest are DNA-protein complexes mixed in
buffer (position 10 and 9 , 1 = 115.36 xlO-9 A and I = 73.62x10“* A) followed by
DNA-protein mixed water (position 8, I = 71.75xlO-9 A). Current is lessened for
‘concentrated’ DNA (position 7, I = 45.03xlO-9 A) followed by ‘dilute’ DNA
(positions 6, 5, 4, I = 3.61 xlO-9 A to 1.64xlO_9A) and proteins diluted in water
(position 3, I = 0.67xlO-9 A). Current readings similar to the background control
level were encountered for the two remaining samples (DNA with protein in water,
position 2 , 1 = 0.55xlO"9A and dilute DNA, position 1 , 1 =0.44x10"* A) and it is
unlikely that any molecules are bridging the gap electrode. Several observations can
be made:

•

Firstly, the effect o f DNA concentration is apparent. Concentrated DNA
(50ng/pl) gave rise to a large current peak (data entry 3, Fig. 6.10) while lesser
peaks were seen for lower concentrations DNA (data entries 5, 7, 13, 15). DNA
aggregation was likely to contribute to the highest current reading (e.g. DNA
ropes/bundles) whilst individual strands were more likely to bridge the gap at
lower concentrations.

•

Secondly, significant current peaks were revealed for DNA mixed with protein
(data entries 19, 21, 28 Fig. 6.10) and protein alone with buffer (data entry 11).
When DNA was combined with protein (data entries 17, 19, 21, 23, Fig. 6.10)
current readings were, on the whole, elevated compared to DNA alone (data
entries 5, 7, 13, 15). This suggested that the presence o f protein may in fact
improve the overall conductivity o f DNA.

•

Thirdly, the presence o f buffer appeared to improve the frequency with which
elevated currents were measured for DNA mixed with protein although there was

o
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little difference between the actual current magnitudes o f the elevated readings.
Possibly, DNA-protein binding is occurring without the need for buffer, although
buffer was necessary for visualisation o f individual DNA-protein PUT3 complexes
in Chapter 5. Again it was likely that DNA-protein networks were contributing to
results rather than individual molecules.

One set o f electrodes was used repeatedly to record the aforementioned I-V
characteristics o f DNA-related samples. Besides these, I-V measurements were
performed using two additional sets with the same external circuitry. These
electrodes had similar gap sizes: -2 5 0 nm and 300 nm. Similar data trends were
observed and to save time, efforts were later concentrated on one particular set o f
electrodes. This set was subjected to repeated I-V measurements, washing, and AFM
scanning in the endeavour to identify the molecules traversing the electrode gap. For
highly concentrated DNA the electrode gap was not resolved as DNA appeared to fill
the gap; for lower concentrations, DNA strands were revealed in close proximity to
the electrodes only after much imaging processing. The imaging process proved
extremely time-consuming as the background topography o f the SiC>2 obscured
observations o f DNA and also prevented the identification o f protein molecules.
Nevertheless, there are several outcomes from the work performed so far and these
are discussed below.

6.5 Discussion
The effect o f proteins bound to DNA was studied in this project and from the data
gained, currents did appear elevated for samples containing DNA and protein
compared to DNA alone. Note that elevated current were also observed for protein in
buffer without DNA. It was shown in Chapter 5 that protein PUT3p appeared to have
an affinity for gold substrates. Similar findings have been reported by others where
whole proteins containing cysteine residues or disulphide bridges were chemisorbed
directly to Au surfaces2. PUT3p contains a Zn2 Cys 6 binuclear cluster that binds to
DNA in dimer form at the correct base sequence by wrapping around the DNA in
one and one-half turns. It is possible that this protein, having an affinity for gold
electrodes, was anchoring DNA at the gold electrodes during their I-V measurement.
Furthermore, an ‘intimate’ contact between the DNA and the metal electrode may be

o
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formed which might account for the improved current readings. Less likely is the
possibility that DNA is aiding this process by orientating the cysteine-containing zinc
clusters towards the gold electrodes as the DNA itself attempts to adsorb to the
substrate in the most energetically favourable way.

Zinc ions are necessary for

DNA-protein binding and may be supplied from the buffer. The buffer may improve
current readings by interacting with the DNA strands: Zn2+ ions are already known to
induce strand kinking and if the interactions are strong enough effects such as
‘doping’ may occur giving rise to metallic-DNA (M-DNA)9,10. Lee et al. have
recently (in 2006) prepared M-DNA via the specific introduction o f Zn 2+ ions to
successfully give rise to metallic behaviour11. ‘Doping’ o f protein with these ions is
another possibility and one which may explain the increased current readings for
protein in buffer compared to protein in water.

It was notoriously difficult to distinguish DNA from the rough SiC>2 background
during AFM analysis and contrast adjustment was needed to mask the relatively
large electrodes and to reveal the strands against the uneven SiC>2 surface. An indepth, high-resolution imaging study had already been performed in Chapter 5 and
although a number o f images were captured o f DNA in the vicinity o f the electrodes
in this chapter, high resolution AFM imaging o f the electrode gap would ideally aid
support explanations o f results measurements if alternatives to SiC>2 could be found.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
In the work o f this thesis, the feasibility o f utilising DNA and protein complexes in
future nano-devices was investigated. These particular biomolecules were chosen for
their small size (e.g. the diameter o f DNA is 2 nm) and their inherent self-assembling
properties. Thus, these biomolecules could possibly be used as nano-device
components and help to overcome the problems associated with the fabrication o f
smaller electronic devices. As quoted by Wong et al} in 2005: “fabricating and

interconnecting sub-nanometre devices at the giga scale is totally beyond our
imagination at the present time”. Furthermore, techniques commonly used in
molecular biology (e.g. PCR and enzyme reactions) give added control over
biomolecules’ properties, such as the length o f DNA fragments and their level o f
purity. Such levels o f control are extremely advantageous if biomolecules are to be
fully integrated into electronic devices in future.

During this work, the benefits o f frequency-modulated AFM for high-resolution
imaging o f biological macromolecules have become apparent. Whereas the
crystallization o f samples is required for X-ray ciystallography, it is not required for
AFM; protein size is limited for NMR but even large proteins can be imaged with
AFM; and unlike cryo-EM where samples are frozen, for AFM, there is a choice o f
imaging environment (e.g. air, liquid or UHV).

Firstly, the high-resolution capabilities o f NC-AFM were demonstrated as images o f
DNA deposited on mica were captured. The helix nature o f the molecule was
resolved and pitch measurements (~3 nm) were in good agreement with others’
values gained using different techniques: high-resolution STM o f DNA on copper2
gave internal structure periodicity o f 2.6-3.7 nm and NC-AFM o f DNA on silicon3
gave a pitch value o f ~7 nm. Images o f DNA on atomically flat gold were captured
using NC-AFM without sample or surface chemical treatments. The results
reinforced the non-invasive nature o f NC-AFM compared with other modes (i.e.
lateral forces are minimised). For both contact- and tapping-mode AFM experiments
involving gold, either the surface is chemically treated or chemically groups are
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added to DNA fragments to promote binding between molecules and surface. If these
preparation steps are not optimised, lateral displacement o f molecules can occur as a
result o f strong, repulsive tip-sample forces. Detail o f structure was revealed with
NC-AFM that was not accessible with other SPM systems {i.e. helix, coiling and
kinking o f strands). Besides studies on DNA, results have shown the immense
potential o f NC-AFM for high-resolution imaging o f protein. Detailed images o f
nucleosomes were captured with line profiles indicating peaks o f 3-4 nm
corresponding to DNA wrapped twice around the nucleosome core. Again, NCAFM provided higher resolution without the need for low temperatures or chemical
fixation. NC-AFM was used to study the DNA-binding protein PUT3p and to the
author’s knowledge, this was the first time it had been visualised using scanning
probe microscopy (SPM). NC-AFM allowed preliminary data to be captured for the
PUT3p protein using a new, very high-spring constant cantilever. This technique
could possibly be applied in future works to examine to lesser well-known
biomolecules, for example those which cannot be crystallised, to gain some structural
insight and to complement techniques such as NMR.

Secondly, besides the interest in biomolecular structure, PUT3p was designed to act
as an anchoring group between the metal electrode and DNA molecule. Currentvoltage (I-V) measurements were performed with the overall aim o f investigating the
effect o f protein on the conductivity o f DNA. Analyses o f results showed that when
concentrated DNA (50 ng/pl) was deposited across electrodes, at +5V significant
currents were measured (I ~ 45 nA); for dilute DNA (15-20 ng/pl), current readings
were reduced (I = 0.4-3.6 nA). As dilute DNA was mixed with protein, current
values were mostly elevated (I = 71-115 nA). The presence o f buffer was necessary
for DNA-protein binding to occur and it seemed to improve current readings possibly
via the incorporation o f zinc ions into biomolecules (i.e. doping). Factors that may
contribute to the results obtained are discussed below.

■ H um idity: It is feasible that as biomolecules span the electrode gap, they
provide a ‘pathway’ between electrodes. Hydration layers on these samples may
contribute to elevated current readings via the continuous exchange o f protons
(FT) between adjacent water strands. This effect was postulated by Y. -S . Jo et
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al.4 in 2003 after the conductivity o f DNA molecules deposited on gold
electrodes was drastically lowered by transferring samples from humid
environments into vacuum. The phenomenon was reported as reversible and
independent o f the charged carrier (electron or hole) through DNA strands, thus
implying the dominant conduction mechanism o f DNA was via ionic conduction
and proton transfer.

In 2006, J.M. Lee et al.5performed similar experiments using metallic-DNA (MDNA). DNA fragments with zinc ions already incorporated, 3-kbp in length (~1
pm) concentration 150 ng/pl were deposited on gold electrodes fabricated on
SiC>2 . The electrode gap size was 150 nm with electrode height 50 nm; a
semiconductor parameter analyzer HIM 145 used for I-V measurements and an
SEM image o f bare electrodes recorded. The results showed that after the stable
formation o f M-DNA conductivity decreased rapidly as the measurement
pressure moved into high vacuum range. Again, variations in conductivity
readings were attributed to the decrease in humidity due to the vacuum
environment (i.e. removal o f hydration layers otherwise present when
performing experiments in air). In terms o f actual values, for M-DNA at +3 V,
the current measured was ~0.1 mA (100 nA) at atmospheric pressure. In vacuum
(10'1 Torr) the current was reduced to approximately 0.35 nA. For M-DNA, the
linear I-V relationship was maintained across the change from air to vacuum but
the slope o f the relationship depended on the level o f humidity.

Similar humidity effects were also reported in 2004 by Kleine et al.6 following
experiments performed in a controlled argon environment (i.e. not a vacuum).
Here, the conductivity o f long DNA molecules was reported to be strongly
dependent on the humidity level with capillary condensation o f water on DNA
molecules giving rise to additional ionic currents.

■ Oxygen level: In contrast to the findings outlined above, data published in 2002
by H.-Y. Lee et a l 7 showed that the conductance o f DNA was reportedly
controlled by several orders o f magnitude using oxygen-hole doping. In other
words, adsorbed oxygen gas molecules act as electron acceptors which create
holes and these act as the dominant charge carriers in DNA. Experiments were
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performed using DNA o f length 0.5-2.9 pm and concentration 25-250 ng/pl
deposited on gold electrodes fabricated on SiC>2 . The electrode gaps were 100200 nm and an SEM image showed DNA films formed rod-like structures over
the electrodes. For DNA films in air +4 V, the current measured was ~4 nA (R=
1GD). In oxygen ambient, conductance increased by a factor o f 100. From the
control experiments performed, it was reported that the influence o f humidity on
conduction o f DNA films was negligibly small compared to that o f oxygen
doping. Therefore, it is important to note that experiments performed a vacuum
environment will not only change the level o f humidity but also the amount o f
oxygen present.

To compare with the work o f this thesis, small (pi) amounts o f material at
relatively low concentrations (-20 ng/pl) were deposited the electrode gap and
left to dry. After 15 minutes, no droplets were visible and samples were
thoroughly dried using a nitrogen gas gun (>5 minutes). Note, the same
procedure was used for NC-AFM experiments in UHV before entry to load-lock.
To minimise the effects o f exposure to varying oxygen levels, samples were
transferred to the apparatus needed for I-V characterisation in air. Excessive
drying o f samples was not performed as there is a possibility that residual water
molecules play an important role in the internal conformation o f DNA strands by
interacting with proteins and other DNA strands (e.g. some protein-DNA
contacts are mediated by water molecules). Excessive drying may alter the
internal conformation o f biomolecules and weaken bonds between DNA and
protein or between the substrate and surface. Hence, for consistency, I-V
characteristics were measured in air and at atmospheric pressure throughout.

■ Doping of DNA and PUT3 protein w ith Z n2+ ions: Zinc ions have been linked
to kinking and doping o f DNA strands. In 1997, Han et al.5 reported the kinking
o f DNA in the presence o f 1 mM Zn2+ and images clearly showed the
pronounced effect o f zinc ions as circular DNA became square-shaped. Effects
as low as 10 jiM Zn2+ may also persist. Since the protein was supplied in a buffer
containing 10 pM ZnCh and the binding-buffer used for the work o f this thesis
contained 10 pM ZnSC>4 it is possible that zinc ions present for protein-DNA
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binding are actually causing strand kinking/coiling by interacting with the DNA.
Coiling was noticeable along DNA strands imaged with NC-AFM in the
presence o f buffer compared to those samples prepared without buffer.

The I-V relationship for metallic-DNA (M-DNA) has been reported as linear5
and for it to be created divalent zinc ions (Zn2+) are inserted in every base pair o f
DNA, thereby releasing one proton per base-pair per metal ion. Current literature
published by J.M Lee et al? suggests that pH control is important when M-DNA
is being formed and DNA molecules should be treated at pH values greater than
8.0 if the M-DNA is to display the characteristic linear I-V relationship. The
importance o f pH control is reiterated by Aich et al?

In the work o f this thesis, the binding-buffer contained the component HEPESKOH at pH 8.0. Therefore, it is possible that zinc ions are being inserted into the
DNA structure during the 30 minute period allowed for binding although
additional research would support this explanation.

■ P rotein anchoring groups: PUT3 proteins were designed to act as anchoring
groups between the DNA and gold surface for improvement o f the electrical
contact. PUT3 contains cysteine residues and data published by Prisco et al? in
2005 showed that proteins containing these residues were reported to
chemisorb to Au surfaces. The two proteins used were green fluorescent

protein (GFP) and human oncostatin. (OSM). GFP contained two cysteine
residues and was displaced by the scanning tip. OSM contained five cysteine
residues and was immobilised at the surface. In comparison, a PUT3 protein
contains a Zn2Cys6 cluster and binds to DNA in dimer form. Dimers then
interact and wrap around DNA by one and one-half turns. As DNA strands
were manipulated to contain binding sites at both ends, the number o f cysteine
groups attached to the DNA molecule was increased. DNA strands mixed with
PUT3 were successfully visualised on flat gold using TM-AFM whilst DNA
strands alone could not be imaged. These results imply than proteins are aiding
the anchorage o f DNA to gold but it is not possible to say from these results
whether the presence o f these particular residues is responsible.
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The protein-gold contact area: The contact area between the protein and
gold is large (~70 nm) compared to the DNA-Au contact (~2 nm). While the
presence o f cysteines may aid the chemisorption to gold, it is possible that the
large mass o f the protein may facilitate better charge transport across the
metal-molecule interface due to the larger contact area.

It is clear from the above discussion that the conductivity o f DNA may be influenced
by several factors. Humidity, oxygen level, doping and the presence o f protein may
all contribute to the results obtained. One major hurdle, which is also shared with
others, is to ascertain the true nature o f the molecules crossing the gap. In this work,
attempts were made to image the electrode gap at high-resolution but this proved
impractical due the rough Si02 background. Large area scans were captured after
sufficiently high concentrations o f DNA were used to bridge the gap but it was
impossible to identify how many strands were actually present. Fortunately, an indepth imaging study o f DNA and DNA-protein complexes had been performed
earlier so that DNA-protein binding was known to take place with high probability
and that binding to gold substrates was possible. This novel approach for studying
self-assembling DNA-protein complexes suggests there are potential benefits if
efforts were continued in future work.

Future Work
This is the first time that (i) PUT3-DNA binding proteins have been visualised with
DNA using NC-AFM, and (ii) electrical measurements have been performed on
them. Several courses o f action could be implemented to build on the results
obtained. Firstly, alternative substrates to SiC>2 could be found so that high-resolution
imaging o f electrodes with DNA deposited could be performed. Substrates should
have low surface roughness, be electrically insulating and stable for gold
evaporations. This would then encourage simultaneous observation o f molecules and
their I-V characterisation so that I-V results could be ascribed to the exact nature o f
the molecules crossing the gap.

Secondly, the I-V characteristics o f the DNA-PUT3 protein complexes could be
studied in a different environment. Experiments could be performed in a ultra-high
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vacuum or oxygen-rich environment to ascertain the true effects o f humidity and
oxygen-hole doping on this particular DNA-protein complex.

Thirdly, a comparative study could be performed using a similar DNA-binding
protein (e.g. GAL4). GAL4 contains a DNA-binding domain that is similar to PUT3
and binds to a slightly different sequence o f DNA10. It would be useful to perform
high-resolution imaging and I-V characterisation on this protein so that a size
comparison could be made with PUT3 to see if (i) large protein clusters are formed,
(ii) whether non-specific binding occurs with the DNA, and (iii) if any differences in
I-V measurements arise.

Fourthly, it is not yet known how to eliminate random interactions o f biomolecules
or how to control the efficiency o f proteins binding with gold in an electrode set-up.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to experiment with different methods o f sample
preparation. In this work, a buffer was required to visualise PUT3 protein associated
with DNA and problems were encountered during AFM imaging: samples containing
charged buffer particles and/or protein caused undesirable tip-sample interference.
Additional sample preparation steps such as rinsing and/or allowing proteins to
equilibrate at the surface before adding DNA could possibly prevent tip-sample
interference and also prevent large protein aggregates from forming. In the work o f
Prisco et al.9 proteins were prevented from aggregating by immobilisation on gold
clusters which were deposited on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite using a clusterbeam source. The gold clusters encouraged isolated proteins to be immobilised
whilst protein monolayers which can form on large gold surfaces were avoided.

The presence o f cysteine residues in a protein does not guarantee that they are
available to chemisorb with the surface. For instance, they may be buried deep inside
the protein. For this reason it may be useful to create a mutant version o f the protein
that contains additional cysteine residues that are more accessible to chemisorb to the
gold. Proteins could then chemisorb to gold whilst simultaneously binding to DNA.
Protein purification tags already use this concept10. The his-tag is composed o f six
histidine residues; the DNA encoding these residues are cloned into the target gene
such that the protein produced contains six consecutive histidine residues somewhere
in its polypeptide sequence; the tag can be located at the extreme amino- or extreme
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carboxyl-terminal (i.e. where it is unlikely to impair the function o f the protein). Histags have high affinity for certain metal ions (e.g. nickel) and can then bind with
them non-covalently. Proteins modified with tags can then be captured in

immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)10.
Finally, the alignment o f individual DNA molecules on electrodes could be
investigated in future work. Results published in 2005 by Lin et al. 11 demonstrated
that chemically unmodified DNA molecules could be positioned using AC electric
fields. As a non-uniform AC field is applied, a circular flow o f liquid is generated
that stretches DNA molecules across a gold surface or between gold electrodes. The
process is described as controllable so that single molecules can be positioned across
electrodes.

Similar methods could be investigated to

align DNA

strands

functionalised with PUT3 protein across electrodes in future works.
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